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Now less than half price ! Learn 

about the technical riches of great 

painters of the past... half- 

forgotten secrets revealed... 

PAINTERS’ IDIOM IEFCHNIOUES Ol THI PAINTERS IDIOM IECHNIOUES OF THI painting, baroque painting, Venetian artists, the 

MASTERS, by RL W Alston is a most informative MIASTERS ts not a « ction of recipes, nor a hits ruc the pre-Raphaclites burnes \lla Prima 

mic level survey of the technical resources of the of a t easily followes middle-les inting Impressionists and the moderns 

pas i n Van Evck to Matisse It will deepen SUTVE of technical practice from the Renaissance 

your understanding of the problems of the paintet ) e present. The first part of ook covers It covers practice Of s vainters as Blake, 
ind will acquaint vou with the immense heritage sue , ‘ rte ‘ ( stable n Gogh, Matiss Monet, Seurat, Rem 

of techniques and materials which were part of ind techniques to certain etlects he wavs of Rubens, Van D Kneller, West, Turner 

ihe equipment of our artistic predecessors It vi pail ng po von meta ) ) in i 1h CTOIN ( itn ml mat otners Many ex 

tell vou then an ed in detail: selection of canvas, prey cerpts trom inal tings and evewitness ac 

Why Velasquez outlined parts of his underpaint- 
ing with red imprimatura. drvers. brushes, palettes, and similar material. In 

@ Why Gainsborough sometimes used brushes four each case the enormous variation in practice is con Being, 
feet long sidered. with reasons for different usages im , ee 

* 7 ig } y 1 { r nting @ Why Reynolds scumbled soot into his wet paint- ee : ee 
. : process to Ul vt fhistorian of stt tl n. 

ing Phe major part of PAINTERS’ IDIOM: TECH. ! Pees 
@ Why Rubens used a streaky glaze... why NIQUES OF THE MASTERS, however, analyzes Originally published at $6.00 

Morland painted into the varnish the techniques used by great painters and schoo , 
i 2 . ' nl “Tl ocd mM ‘ 2 ony @ Why artists of the Venetian school coated their we tron , R ‘ 1 color 

paintings with white when finished e pres Investigating such matters as suppe e. Gloss ( cal terms. B rraphy 
a : : . priming, grounds, pigments, varnishes . ® How Millais achieved luminosity . . . how ork. special means for getting effects ‘ ip. 544 x SQ 

Baroque artists attained deep glows heentes. Ghaneess 06 Watiich lendecene waintine 

and scores of other technical procedures English por siture, S his nd Flemish 1 sigs C und $2.78 

How did the alphabet originate . . . what stages 

did it pass through? 

How can you tell apart stvles like Bodoni and Caslon 

and Baskerville ... and how do you use them? 

What are meant by terms like minuscule, Irish 

semiuncial. fraktur. rotunda... what were runes? i) Dal 
to 

' 1 . Sn anal t 
find mswers to nese ( estions ind special ‘ ! ‘ ere speci You will 1 

thousand of similar questions in Alexander Nes accompanied construc 

bit's HISTORY AND TECHNIQUE OF LET- , 
rERING, which has recently ion Toakiihed ita THE BES! INTRODUCTION TO TYPE FACES 

third of its origmal cos Ranging from the first I his nvaluable to the a 

invention of writing thousands of ears ago, to to hecorn wquainted with pri gy ¢ ettering 

modern designers like Kocl ind Kilian. it wil forms. for the letterer who wants hundreds of speci 

teil vou evervsthing that is necessary to understand mens at hand: for the a lavoutman.,. or reader poe ee eee 

ing major developments in lettering up to th interested in this history of letters and the alphabet | De pt. 140, gg A eg a Inc. | 

Soa | I Se ix Gent.ente on = cuates tee otth-ctade. Oe net c a8 Brena. . Y. 10, Y. . - | 

; fuse it with perfunctory sample books; it is | es i: i me the f as Ks In the quantitie 

In this unique inexpensive history writter for the serious work whict ill enlarge your lettering h« | Nesbitt, HISTORY & TECHNIQUE OF LET- | 
ist Or person interested in lettering, M:. Nesbitt — zons immeasurably | rERING $2.0 | 

presents a full detailed text covering hieroglyphs Formerly $6.00 now only $2.00 Alston, PAINTERS’ IDIOM: TECHNIQUES OF | 
ent svmbolic i ng forms, Roman lettering c . rHE MASTERS 

runes, medieval hands. Renaissance hands, and “May well become the last word ... students and | ing n full payment. Payment | 

iting and printing stvles from the sth ¢ urv to. professionals in art design, advertising, and kin- | must accompany all orders except those f1 | 

the present ‘He tells vou how vou can disting dred crafts will find this most interesting, helpful, | Se Saree p ramen a a Pag hal " | 
letter, and use styles devised by such men as and profitable, and no doubt will marvel at the | than s4.750 0 3) | 

: precise and deft plates,’ CHICAGO SUNDAY ! Please print 
Baskerville Bell Bodoni Duerer Elvevir, TRIBUNE. i 

Garamont jensen, Morison, Morris I horne ij Name | 

Gill, Johnston, von Larisch, Chappell, Cochin HISTORY AND TECHNIOUE OF LETTERING | ie | 

Thorne Plantin Jannon Colines lrafton \ Nesbitt 65,- page appendix with thousands of | | 

Renner, Figgins. Weiss and dozens of others technical hints and insights on lettering, pens, ce 1 city Some State | 

7 ; sign, etc. 8g complete alphabets ind hundreds of i : at ale J ; | 

echnical features are described in an easy-to-follow lettered specimens. xvii + goo pages. 64% x 914 , al nasa Yous entisfnction omnes eee 
manner, and aesthetic and historical positions are J | g aran eed A 00 4 r¢ o~ Ne hin 10 day | 

cvaluated. Every important style is illustrated by a Paperbound $2.00 Senne te eee re Leia eta tilts abletmnainl | 



This most beautiful of ANNUALS 

makes your—and your friends’ — 

ART yews really complete 

The 27th in this famous series 

still available while the edition lasts 

Over 200 pages, including more than forty full color-plates 

and approximately 200 large monochrome illustrations, the con- 

tents range from 15th-century Siena through Elizabethan England 

to the most modern painters in Paris and New York. 

an Oho ae he N U Lao XXVIII I'WELVE MASTERPIECES OF POST-IMPRESSIONIST 

PAINTING—from Manet to Picasso and Matisse, from the private 

collection of Mrs. Albert D. Lasker, are printed in Europe in a 

special eight-color lithographic process. A fascinating anthology 

of comments by authors from Baudelaire to André Gide describes 

those epochal moments of the birth of modern taste. The color 

plates are printed in an eight-color lithographic process by out- ons _—_— - ; ciate . thi 
sending Baregean ereftemen ta color reproductions year. Vuring more than a quarter-century, this long- 

ARTNEWS ANNUAL has been newly expanded this 

acclaimed yearbook has been famous for articles 
GIOVANNI DI PAOLO AND SASSETTA are two elusive masters ae s 

of early Renaissance Siena, uniting elements of che Orient with on painting, sculpture and design. 

the beginnings of Renaissance form. They also curiously fore- 

shadow the Surrealism of centuries later. John Pope-Hennessy, Now for the first time. readers are invited to survey 
Curator of the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, author of : d i ; 

the definitive book on these two, writes illuminatingly. the fields of Music and Science as they relate to the 

eal aca visual arts. With ARTNEWs ANNUAL’s accustomed 
ENGLISH FURNITURE, porcelain, tapestries and silver, from 

the Elizbethan through the Georgian periods, belonging to Judge 

Irwin Untermyer, has been photographed for ARTNEWs ANNUAL articular subtect. relating it t 1 t 
. " + ’ . é é Ss oct, hE Ss os v7 aspects 

by Stephen Colhoun. And Peter Quennell, England’s noted his- ” . J ClAtINE NS Most Modern aspec 

torian and essayist, writes on decorative art of these periods, and 

breadth, each article scans the world-scene of a 

to a fresh reinterpretation of the classics. 
its relations to literature, the theater and courtly life. 

FRANZ KLINE AND MARK ROTHK® —iwo painters of the 

“xtreme ance-gu¢ i y nationally famous Ne ) } si ceaitiine a extreme advance-guard in the new nationally famous New York Note: As an ARTNEws reader, you have the privilege 
school of Abstract Expressionism, are explained and evaluated. ‘ : = a 

now of ordering up to six copies of the limited Pub- 
- isher’s Editi » 195 INUAL ; , $995 THE ART OF SENGAI—the world-renowned. venerable in- lisher’s Edition of the 1958 ANNI AL at only $2.95 

terpreter of the Japanese Zen Buddhist beliefs to America, Dr. (available only directly from ARTNeEws). Fill in and 
Daisetz Suzuki presents a forgotten Buddhist priest—artists of two mail this coupon today! 

centuries ago, whose ink drawings humorously illuminate the tenets 

of this mystic religion, now a vital influence upon many artists. lo: ARTNews 32 East Fifty-seventh Street, New York 22, N.Y. 

Fe oi ; J Please check item desired 
ROBERT FULTON AND SAMUEL F. B. MORSE the twe 

great American inventor-painters. By James Thomas Flexner, a [-] Enter my order for __. copies of the Publisher's Edition 
famous critic-historian of the American past, this examines the of the 1958 ARTNews ANNUAL (limit 6 copies) at $2.95 

fascinating little-known drawings, plans, mechanical projections 

of the inventors of the steamboat and the Morse code, as well as — wo s 

their less celebrated but historically important portrait paintings (] Enter my subscription to ARTNews for one year (ten 

each. 

monthly issues only) at $9. 

ERIK SATIE—composer-friend of Debussy, Picasso, Picabia and 
a. ceed I enclose total of $— __. to cover above order. 

other artists of early 20th-century Paris, and a major influence 

today on young musicians, Satie is here introduced by John Cage, My N 

internationally-known avant-garde composer, and Roger Shattuck. way sven 

brilliant critic-translator of modern French literature. 7 
Street 

ART News OF THE YEAR—The authoritive, invalable summing _ P 
; City iments 

up of the art events of the season. . 



CHRISTIE’S 
Well sell at auction on Friday, March 7th 

PICTURES BY OLD MASTERS 

the properties of 

LT. COL. WALLACE CUNINGHAME, D.S.O., 

H. S. GOODHART-RENDEL, ESQ., C.B.E. 

and Others 

G. B. Castiglione The Angel Appearing to the Shepherds 

38 by 63 inches 

L’Umana Fragilita Salvator Rosa An Allegory of Justice Salvator Rosa 

78 by 52 inches 120 by 68 inches 

Catalogue with 7 illustrations price 3/6 by Air Mail 7/6: plain Catalogue price 6d. 

May be viewed three days preceding 

CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS LTD. 
8, King Street, St. James’s, London, S.W. 1. England 

Telegrams: Christiart, Piccy, London Telephone: Trafalgar 9060 

ART NEWS 
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Durlacher was reviewed in December Article 

tor and for 
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ARTNEWS ANNUAL 

onthly edition 

dditior ingle monthly rT " 1 i Cover 

Braque collaborated on this color 

lithograph with the master printer, 

Mourlot, for his 1947 exhibition 

at the Maeght Galerie, Paris. The 
sent with ‘ public ) nm unsuital © publicat ; ; 

alt IE iad . a ' eare will be exes f : center swan area, originally a Braque 
toward their mail i € el - 

ndertaken. Under no circumstances will the cu o sbiect ' lithograph, was superimposed on a 

f art whatever be accepted if sent to the magazine unsol t Ff trompe T’oeil 
nspection. No opinions on authorship, authenticity or valuat : bi 

be given, nor can the magazine act as intermediary in sales. The paper and black background for a 
complete contents of each issue f ARTwNews are indexed in The - a , 
{rt Index, published quarterly and available in put ollage effect. It has since traveled 

to New York for the “Three Painters 
blic libraries 

The name, cover, colorplates and entire contents of ARTNews are 
fully protected by copyright in the U.S. A. and in foreign countries : = ; 

and may not be reproduced in any manner, in whole or in part as Print-makers” exhibition (Braque, 
without written consent. Title registered U. S. Patent Office. En ‘ ; 

1909, re-entered June 17, 1948 Miro, Morandi) at the Museum of 

Mar. 3, 1879 Modern Art this month [see p. 10). 

design of corrugated 

tered as second-class matter, Feb. 5 
at the Post Office, New York, N. Y., under act of 



DUVEKN 
ESTABLISHED 1869 

Exhibition 

ot 

MASTERPIECES in ART 

and 

OBJECTS of VERTU 

Through February 

DUVEEN BROTHERS Inc. 

18 EAST 79 STREET 

NEW YORK 21,N. Y. 
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7 if ! m } rT ’ it 

| . gt ? e if it r 

t ing this “boon ultimately 

} wd lire salesman 

hip ne German-born dea 
ima Curt Valen 

Tho who kne Valet Ww I 

ire adily vouch for hi ick 

‘shrewd salesmansh p” ot Cerma 

Expressionist irt. Rather his cham 

pionship of this movement was mo 

tivated by the deepest cultural and 

pe nal all ia tal a 

ev al and t th n ries of 

irageous, defiant spiri Further 

re I there ippears to hay 

ven no large-scale exhibit 

nodern German art in this country 

nee 1931, the sudden burst of a 

number of museum showings of the 

irks does not seem quite so alarn 

g Espe ially is the public fo 

nodern irt and the facilities for 

exhibiting it have increased con- 

derably since the war And lastly, 

iave vou ever wondered about the 

possibility that our a’ most instine 

tive equation of modern art with the 

School of Paris has not to a certain 

extent been conditioned by the 

shrewd manipulations of some art 
dealers, beginning some sixty years 

igo? A critical re-examination of 

French and 1 French art from the 

enth entury onward may re 

it ou i considerabie enlargement 

mus and sub-Oly npus of 

Marian W. Marti: 
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) ’ Editoria attack 

( nan Exp nism. The b 

tuta " 1 vour argu s 

ined in Edith Hoffmann holarly 

ind accurate article n the same is 

if In Oppositio to your contentior 

that Expres 
Miss Hoffmann stresses the cosm 

politan scoy f the movement and 

the nany ind diverse traditions 

which t embodies Your secor | il 

egation that the members of the 

Central European school produced 

om sogK il tracts in hardly be 

squared with Miss Hoffmann’s 

recognition that in their concern to 

bring their work into vital contact 

with the life of our times, these art 

sts “all stood for the spiritual in 

I must particularly take exception 
to your statement that the vogue for 

Expressionist painting is in part the 

result of “the shrewd indirect sales 

manship of one German-born dealer.” 

The dealer in question was during 
[Continued on page 59] 
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Art news international 

Coming to Brussels. Spoleto. Winston-Salem, ete. 

be on loan, 

Most lately added 1 thie ster America exhibits ar thirty-five 

ind painting will be 

represent 1. Overseeing the respective activities will be conductor Thomas 

Schippers, director Jose Quintero, choreographet John Butler and criti 

Giovanni Urbani. Alfred Frankfurter, editor of ARTNews, will advise 

the planning of a show of young American and Italian painters; Lincoln 

Realists. Information on 

and activities is a ilable from the Festival of Two 

Rosen 

As plans for America: rat ' Brussels Worlds Fair this spring 
' 

ire being prepared, at ort from BR ul vines that the world-famous 

saad - easels Mallia ate , He will be the Soviet 
ntribution. Pictures from the Pushkin and ke nuseums will als 

berg. Smith. Wveth and Zorac! ive signed a letter of approval to the 

Metr politan Museu I ts new American galleries, expressing the h ype 

i t i es W re € urged and the | = nuseums will follow 

At - insion has be 1 given to New York University’s Institute 

f Fi Arts by Doris aud Mrs. Nanaline H. Duke Formerly the Duke 

town house, it will now enable the Institute to expand its programs of 

Artists of North and Sout Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee and Georgia 

ire invited to submit works to the Winston-Salem (N.C.) Gallery of Fine 

20: the jury meets Feb. 22, and con I eb 
sists of Theodore Rousseau, Dr. W. R. Valentiner and Joe Cox. For details, 

annual meeting will be shel in Wash 

ngton D.C. January 30 and 31, February 1 and 2. Among the speakers 

Millard Meiss, Kyle Morris, Charles Seymour, Jr.. and Rensselaer Lee 

lle 
il 

Texas month with two theme 

shows au in < ’ pictures of “The Iron Horse.” at 

the Fort Worth Art Center: and a look into the “World of Realism” at 

the Dallas Museum for ¢ mtemporary Arts [both to March 2 Lucius Beebe 

has written a foreword to the catalogue of railroading lore, including 

nineteenth ind twentieth-century renditions of Westward the Course of 

Empire (a Currier & Ives lithograph), I 

1870 lithograph), Extra Train to Chicopee and Holyoke, and Sheeler’s 

Vinutes for Retreshment (an 

Rollin Power. Dallas has gathered works by Balthus, Berman Hopper 

Edwin Dickinson, Wyeth and others, showing that in paint and canvas, there 

no such thing as r realism 
} 

Columbia University’s Casa Italiana is devoted to furthering Italian cu 

ture here; to this end, it has just arranged an exhibition of forty-four paint 

ings by Italian artists, selected by Lionello Venturi and brought to this 

country with the help of the Italian Embassy. Scialoja, Morlotti, Capogrossi: 

Campigli, Music, Morandi and Burri are among the exhibitors; the show 

will tour the country after Feb. 7 

Amherst College 

course project, announces an exhibition commemorating the Armory Show, 

expanding what originally was an American Studies 

forty-five years old this February. As many of the actual works there ex 

hibited as possible have been gath red together by the students and fa ulty: 

from Archipenko to Zorach, including Cézanne, Derain, Kandinsky, Lachaise 

and Renoir, more than fifty of the since then widely dispersed constellations 

[Feb. 17-March 17] 

\ small show of watercolors traveled east from the Columbus (Ohio) 

Gallery of Fine Arts this month, to the Albany Institute of History and Art. 

Demuth, Marin, Sheeler and Picasso were among the representations. 

Over a hundred New York and other painters have been represented in a 

large exhibition sponsored by the New York Psychoanalytic Institute. Klee, 

Dufy, Kandinsky and Nolde are included, as are Avery, Burliuk, Fiene. 

Poor and Shahn 

Obituary 
Edward Weston, internationally-known photographer of the American land 

scape in its abstract forms, died in January aged 71. The San Francisco 

museum is showing one hundred of his prints this month. 
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KNOEDLER 
ESTABLISHED 1846 

OLD MASTERS 

FRENCH IMPRESSIONISTS 

CONTEMPORARY PAINTING 

AMERICAN PAINTING 

FRAMING e PRINTS « RESTORATION 

14 EAST 57th STREET - NEW YORK 

PARIS LONDON 
22 rue des Capucines 34 St. James’s Street 



Art in antiques 

English wine-pots 

2 A late sever 
ware posset pot 

tten alled tin-enam was made whit with oxide in. This process 

ame from the Ita in maiolica through the Netherlands t En in These 

wine bottles have usually st the ime of the wine ar i ate inging A4 nehes high 

from 1629 to 1672 painted I them I blue Some \ i i no 

lecoration but it is usually tvpically English. showing no sign of the 

Chinese r Continental influence so popular on other wares of the tin 

Some were painted on the front with a it-of-arms 

For several centuries claret had been the favorite wine in England, 

yut sack, which was first recorded there in 1532, at which time it was 

sold at 12-pence per gallon, had superseded claret by the seventeenth 

entury as is proven vy sothe nscr ptions on the mayority of these lelft 

ware bottles. “Whit.” for white wine, seems to be the next most com 

nonly used. Sack, which was a dry amber wine, seems to be the most 

otten quoted in literature Shakespeare mentioned it often throug th 

| ' fr 
nouths of his historica cnaracters, otten making an ina hronism is «6In 

the case of Falstaff’s eulogy: “A good sherris-sack has two-fold operation 3 A black basalt wine ewer, Wedg 

n it There were Malaga sacks and other varieties. Sack was a cus wood i. 1775. Metropolitan Museun 

tomary New Year's gift. Samuel Pepys wrote on January second 1660 

“Brought me a dozen bottles of sack Then I went to Mr. Sheply, who 

fr ar to send to other places as a was drawing of sack in the wine cel 

from my Lord.” These bottles were usually small, about 5 to 6'% inches 

high, and had a simple loop handle. One bottle is known to have a 

mottled manganese-purple glaze; in a reserved panel, instead of the 

barrel. These vary in painted decoration, some have 

Jacobites wh Irank claret to The King over the Water” even only a simple inscription painted in blue By 1670 the 

‘ : | , ’ the risin f 1745. However port soon became the most popular troduced and examples of this had from two to eight 

Of The Chelsea Po . Manufactory sold by Auction By Mess Champaign or Burgund: I have a sad vulgar appetite.” 

+} 

On view 
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oak 

omer 
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leaf 
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and 

shape 

lummer. 
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inheim 

ume of the wine, is the seal of the Earl of Sandwich (who was Pepys’ Christie and Ansell February 18, 1778” was listed barrel for punch 

hief at the Admiralty). These bottles went out of fashion as the custom or wine, richly finished 6 1.6 s.” Again in “Duesbury’s Annual Catalogu 

for vintage wine became popular they were replaced by glass bottles Of His Derby Porcelain . May 23, 1785” there is reference to a porcelain 

acorn 

Georgian ewers design, some have sprays of flowers, others musical instruments [fig. 41. 

\ sad blow was dealt the French wines by the ministers of Queen Anne Another rare form of porcelain container for wine is the posset-pot | hg 2) 

hatred for France had wn to such an extent that they made the Methuen Posset is usually milk curdled with wine The earliest had straight 

Treatv which raised tl tax on French wines to “£55 per tun” whereas sides with two loop handles and a long sucking spout; the lids were flat 

1 tax of £7 was all that was imposed on those from Portugal. Of course or slightly domed with a knop; the first known inscribed one dates 1631 

ther were many Britoas who managed to obtain French wines especially Instead of painted ornamentation. some had rows of embossments with 

was in 

some 

In t Georgian era, although glass bottles and decanters were gen with coils attached to them. The bases were usually plain or with simple 

illy used for wine there were i few ceramic forms sti emploved widings. some were known to have small feet. On these the lids varied 

Pitchers had always been in use at the table as we is bottles before from almost flat to high domed. some were in the form of crowns. Finials 

i lecanter came to being. A very fine example of Georgian ewer ranged from plain knops to birds. There were many posset-pots of slip 

was i y Josiah Wedewood, after the models of Flaxman, designed in ware, generally buff earthenware with a yellow glaze over the slip decora 

] » for wine and water. For some years Wedgwood had been working to tion which was often white and red studding; but colors and shades of 

pert lack ware that was being made by Staffordshire potters. The vlaze varied according to locale. The tin-enameled ware usually had blue 

l sloring was pt luced bv introduc 9 ‘ in’ oxide of iron. By decoration painted on white. often in imitation of Chinese Ming patterns 

1769. W wood achi 1 his aim, he used manganese as well as “car.” Various guilds had posset-pots ornamented with their arms for their meet 

i th a West Country clay produced a body of richer black and fine ings. Sometimes the painting was done in polychrome, such as on that 

xtu y smed Basaltes, a fine black porcelain bisque fiz. 3 earil the Bakers’ arms which is inscribed DRINKE VP YOVR DRINKE.” 

I " has a fhigu Bacchus, seated on the shoulder, grasping the The encouragement to use national products such as gin, as opposed to 

: 1 Fe rons of grape + n relief decorate the body imported wines, struck the hardest blow to the manufacture of “wine pots,” 

just as it did to the morals and he alth of the people of the eighteenth 

Porcelain barrels and posset-pot entury. Only the wealthy could afford the high tax on wine, besides which 

In the porcelain held there were rt iny vessels made pecifically fo slass decanters were more beautiful on mahogany tables than earthenware 

W mut an imaginative mtainer was made in the form of a barrel: this vessels. The fashion was now for the utmost in elegance, as Dean Swift 

net with infrequently, hh 4 Catalogue Of Part of the Remaining Stock vrote in Journal to Stella “I love white Portugal wine better than Claret, 

Babette Craven 



GALERIE DE FRANCE 

BERGMAN 

PAINTINGS 

3+ FAUBOURG ST. HONORE « PARIS 8e 

FRENCH & COMPANY Inc. 

210 EAST ST7TH STREET + NEW YORK 

“SLEEPING CHILD” by Bernard Keil. Dutch, 1624-1687 Canvas: 19” x 51” 



Reviews and previews 

Braque, Miro, Morandi [Museum of Modern Art; to March 18; see cover 

ind | »| is an exhibitio: of prints by } three painters. Sixty Braque 

lithographs arrive from a national tour; most of Miro’s sixty prints ar 

being shown in New York for the first time: and by Morandi are thirty 

etchings of still-lifes and lands« pes Braque is represente i by one rf 

earliest color lithographs, St le with Fruit, 1922: an awkward-looking 

€ I g I 1 heu lated 1906 two he eth Cu prints Jol ind 

Fox, 1912—published at it ti by Kahnweile nal hograph 

for t ver of Antoir Tudal’s book, Sou te i the prints 

He I's Theogor six lithogra 1 differer i He 1946, a 

i wa ‘ r n and nilarly posed ipl {thence i 

ab hirtee vears earlier ind f{ p f i I 1 related to the 

prin You do not feel that Braque pa ula l prints. He 

has some curious technic ai tr KS suc is varnishir s etchings and he 

often falls into decoration. The Miro and Morand prints show their creators 

in a different ht. If all their paintings wer st and only their prints 

spared, future generations would still be able to get a good idea of their 

respective talents. From a craft standpoint Miro is parti ilarly interesting 

He excels in aquatint-like stipplings; relief etchings with color added to the 

plate by hand; also in combinations of etching, engraving and aquatint 

His lithographs and stencils are equally admirable though less perplexing 

The rang from 1935 to 1950. The Morandi etchings date from 1912 to 

1945. During these vears there was no falling-off. The earliest print, Bridge. 

1912, an ng with aquatint, is done in a kind of stvlish looseness (rather 

} 1 van Gogh drawin the iter es are i ' n wh 1 the 

forms are developed in various systems of hat gy and cross-hatching 
‘ > craft-fuss at al miy th nost powerful feeling of grandeur 

i icidity 1 glimmerin veil of ght revealir { il heir fulles 

amy tude \ contras wit! Villon’s cross-hatche j prints wou dhe inter 

sting But Villon would suffer Morand avoids the feelir ft precision 

Villon but his forms and images are stronger. Prices inquoted LA 

Hans Hofmann [Kootz], whose seventy-fifth birthday was celebrated 

in 1955 and whose retrospective is now touring the country [A.N., May °57 

new paintings ym subjects from nature Sommernachtstraum. 

Swamps, Sparks. However conventional it may have been for the classic 

yainter growing older to let his art loosen, because more redolent of ease 

ind phi sophy, this conte nporary classic seems to be forcing his art into 

nore rigorous, internally disciplined, forms. Those square areas of flat 

r which emerged in Hofmann’s last show, compared by one critic to 

isical rests, have become more prominent like positive bases where the 

runner stops The other forms ire ever more forceful verticals and 

vrizontals, like trowel pits, or axe clefts. Very little in this show is free, 

leterminate miy a larg indefine i br wn ocean ot paint in one canvas 

he direction and vigor, the energy and clarity in most canvases is patri 

irchal. In Autumn Gold, an orange edge shears up into one corner; olive 

woze pervades the ground; every applied form is rigorously horizontal or 
} vertical, except a solitary falling pale green in the center—a vestige of 

indecision falling away like a leaf; summer giving up the ghost. $3,500 

$7,500 E.C.M 

Seymour Lipton [Parsons; to Feb. 15], who recently won the sculpture 

prize at the Sao Paulo Biennial, has his strongest show to date (included 

are three monumental, 8 foot figures, a new departure for the artist). Lip- 

ton’s constructions are thoughtfully conceived. However his method of 

brazine nickel-silver or bronze on welded monel metal sheets allows him 



porate ideas as they present themselves. The theme 

of his pieces is “Struggle for Life.” illustrated in unfolding symbols that 

n different levels are sexual, biological or botanical, social and meta 

physical. At the core of each work is the seed, enclosed in a protective, 

naternal cocoo somewhat more open and concave in the latest con 

structions). This k ilso a skeleton, an aggressive, masculine image 

{ death. The polarit ried through by contrasting tranquil expanses 

ft suriace with agitated, spikelike details. The casing can be a Goth 

kn t, th Prophet Isaial r a prehistoric reature A major work, The 

Pioneer, is a tree-{ tiersman-Christ enveloped by branches-arms-barbed 

wire crow i thorns it wards off worldly adversities while suffe ring them 

A mangled stu yvward to the promise of progress—City of God 

The al embryo-Utopian vision-transfiguration 

isions are manifold; the means to suggest them, austere: the result. an 

vane issivene } ‘ ts the thinness of the metal. $800-$1.500. 1L.u-s 

Kenneth Armitage’s |! Rosenberg; Feb. 10-March 8] well-known forma 

t = of figure bat-like confluxes of wings, flapping surfaces 

ind hin le n wav to sing! I 1 figures gawkily sitting 

1 lving. Only in a nodel for a German monument does a rhythm 

of parts involve re composition. Before the others, one feels one 
self i y «ft i The forms are imps dead: legs, breast irms, 

eves ire 1 ily alig 1, superficial welts on the tublike torsos whose 

kin is neither nsile r relaxed. Perhaps this is the way a Puritan 

confronts a body of stvle he has el ted to demean. But the spirit is not 

east ar vy, a ! herer Prices unquoted E.C.M 

Arthur B. Davies | Za kie: Fe }-March 1] was one of the last Amer 

influenced more by the Italian Renaissance can Romantic painters » De 

than by contemporary Europe. He was influenced by those painters like 

Botticelli, Giorgions r Pier di Cosimo for whom science played a 

ibsidiary role to a nagination stimulated by literature He id ipted 

issica thology 1 n illy. Rational anatomy and atmospheri per 

pect were usefu riravir in evening or morning dream of ideal 

sensuality. His imagination does not derive from the material world. The 

nudes i <a | f their gestures seeming to contain 

private erotic mea s. French influence came in with the Armory Show 

which he helped g ze, and under this influence his dreams lost t 

nmediacy, and the sentimentality which was not inappropriate to the sub 

ject-matter turned up inappropriately in the manner. His characteristi 

early paintings of young girls in a Giorgionesque landscape suffused in 

summer evening light ibly could not have been kept up, but as his 

style became more nodern his subje ts becam compulsively repetitious 

Prices unquoted F.P 

1] has heightened his now 

As before, 

sometimes of the hip or waist, and in spread 

is created, like in kind, 

text books 

Corrado di Marca-Relli |Stable: Fe 
f t} ] } 
iam ir collage means wi i 0 rand pai the basic shape 

s rather like that of a shoulder, 

1 
ng these a inatomy ing, separating ind arrar new 

though not in fact, the half-dehumanized cross-section in 

effect is of a 

letermine the linear 

now, 

the ultimate landscape envisioned in terms of the human body 

embellished 

times a 

movement, but are 

dr iwing sometimes a cast shadow ove rlavy. som rain 

f “off” color through which movement is and 1inst which it 

ction is less conce aled, operates. The crea swifter in 

Within the limits he 

hi rh, 

mquoted 1s 

impression, often 

Marca Re hi 

lisquieting finish 

extending to an sets himself, 

carries his innovations to a satisfying and Prices 

Paul Burlin’s 

up by 

Feb, 22] 

American who exhibited 

| Poindexter: to recent canvases are a summing 

Armory Show. Burlin is this in the veteran 

in the best bringing to present 

(adopted by him in the mid-1950s) a mature 

about. His facile. Manifest 

the struggle for a personal space, but when Burlin has it, he 

itself 

a “pro” sense of the word, A bstract-Expres 

sionism understanding of 

what he is virtuosity is not throughout are 

evidences of 

knows 

trapuntal color, not bright 

what to do. Space gathers into color, form and line. Con 

but rich, produces spatial interiority; its clarity 

is squeezed from murky depths. The triumph in the work is the fashioning 

of a unity from the complexity of means, achieved not in closing anv form, 

but in the creation of an animate density. It is this density which is the 

painter’s substance. In another sense it also seems to be a carryover of a 

1930s heaviness, a kind of social comment, suggesting the center of hu 

man durability in a world in metamorphosis. Prices unquoted. L.H.S. 

Adolf Dehn [ Krasner: 

of 1927-57 

his sweeping landscapes, washed blacks, scooped whites, layers of wet greys, 

Feb. 3-28], in an extensive group of his lithographs 

has extracted from the stone all the textures it will give. In 

brush marks and crayon line move with mood and season. In early scenes 

of social satire a similar delicacy of detail can be found, the little cloche 

flichty ladies on the Boulevards and in the dives of 

flesh of 

furs oi 

fl ibby 

hats and fox 

Paris and the with a their repellent escorts are touched 

fluffiness and ease that make them more humorous and lighter than their 

relations over in Berlin. But this worldliness fades, the line grows stiff 

over the vears, and a heavy-handed grotesquerie sets in But, alongside the 

persistent warmth and understanding of the nature studies, one fails to see 

he point of the later hackneyed allegories of priests, nuns and rich men—un 

t thes y be an unconscious expression of the artist's own bitterness, 

s s i wi his wi yrotession not that of society in general. 

$25-$175 E.I 

Benjamin Kopman | World Expressionist of 
the end of the 1920s, has i group of painters who came into prominence al : 

s latest show. It consists of recent paintings and drawings In ink. You 

something of the earlier Kopman in his interiors with figures and some 

of the same feeling, though less of the precision, Days of Terror, an 

apocryphal subject he lands apes are the bes n this offering, also the 

least like 1 paintings of the 1930s. But the trouble with his work is that 

uncertainty seems to run through most of it. He is an Expressionist all right 

but it is not clear what he is expres g. Pr s unquot L.€ 

George Segal [Hansa: Feb. 17-March 8], who runs a ¢hicken farm in New 

Jersey. offers un-morbid Expressionist paintings of nudes in count nteriors 

his third one in show. The figures ar powerfully situated in spat 

sometimes swul into e canvas ke an axe, cleaving it into two areas ot 

hot, contrasting color The valett sensuous and acrid (mauve-red 

mat inv): the pigment | vy. worked u na fine yet caiculauir irenzy 

vehind eit irfac turbul ¢ e pal gs have a cool detachment. The 

vlors. though far-fetched see natura Seated Woman is an explosive, 

salad-« ed nude whose Futurist repeated curves give an impression of 

xhausted force. Red and Orange is one ot several pictures whose subject 

s a dark, secret figure locked into a smal! space. Man with a Dead Chicken 

strident red and is one of Segal’s favorite themes; the largest of these, in 

} three nude idies will Judgment of Paris: which of th 

° ' » 90 ] ai re 24 ° 
Robert Henri [Hirsch] & Adler: Feb. 3-28; see also pp. 36-59 

s works than was the case a few years 

(merican 

American poriraitist since Copley; at 

lection of | n a more painterly < 

igo. Henri had the 

times: at his best he is 

’ . ley ] mevenness of so many painters from Colonial 

the liveliest 

Arthur B. Davies’ Tragic Mask, 1925: 

“dream of ideal sensuality” 
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nsensitive (mong 

portrait « 

provincial, wooden 

Dutch 

father o poet), the Dutch girl, Martche, the 

model h h mother. The problem 

good {i ue 

virtuosity of the 

tion are Soldier, the 

Spat 

ition: he had 

Yeats has 

Sargent, 

was one of inspil 

inspired. The 

best of 

frequently portrait of 

luminous speedy such 

Zorn, but it is 

Henri’s 

than 

contemporartres as 

a kind of 

gnature His 

Not so good are 

of children rhit lored, smiling iutomatsi He was for a tim un 

Boldoni or superior to their work in good-natured 

humanity that was psychological s1 paintings are in 

better physical yndition Sargent’s many paintings 

fortunately influence nodernism”: the color contained much drv red 

ind blue, contrasty Copley’s and Henri’s social ambience resonance 

was the how painter develop against an enormous materia 

challenge ’rices unquoted FI 

ans Davis to Feb. 22 i o 1920 

Hassam, Kuhn, La Farge, 

Young 

olor of a park has much charm and 

Working drawings by Ameri 

Charle 

book o 

Pennell’ 

1 Dewing. Glackens 

Nivers. 

Shinns’ water 

York 

spaces; y yung’s drawing of a 

Ranger's sketch 

$30-$250 

shows work by 

k W Malatz. 

H. W. Ranger 

watercolor of New 

Shinn, Sloan, and a ch Pennell 

Statue of Liberty has movement Harbor with the 

vast concert the side is ove! 

strong and we ordered: and book contains many | 

parti itlarly thos ot woods ful drawings 

The Eight | Zabriskie 

Arthur B. Davies 

S a chara erist 

Lawson: by Lawsor 

Arnold 

bravura did not 

some 

*n and 

Luks’s 

ings and watere 

Ceorge 

it he en snown 

fror hout 1900 

i some are know 

whole 1s 

| 

ne, ce led to turn 

“ rk was 

show ag at step forward in 

thick sheets of red 

flame and 

them down a few vears ago because he felt that his 

This was a happy though dificult decision. The results 

show He works 

gradually coaxing and shaping them 

make 

tend to occupy space 

suffering 

this third one-man now with 

brass and copper 

inder the joining the parts without flux to constructions 

h soar. or stand They rather than 

works 

constructed trom small patches I . an 

w hic horizontally 

envelop it, in r to earlier whicl ere like space cages with 

Some are reterences 

unlike collage 

strong darks and | 

hgurative 

ipproach not some are two-tror very I om the 

side They chop light textures ilwavs 

nteresting sug ing f é otta) eresting ling ot and the 

different lavers itie ind concentrations stron point is his 

good taste ‘ ! st against the limit He is at home 

$150-$2.000 L.« 

lolas: to Feb. 151) me . 0 is a magic-lantern suite 

Hottentot 

Victor Brauner’s 

f beguiling Surrealist imagery parented by his early fantasy, 

ly crossbreedir 

masks 

animal, through a series of cat-eyed 

Matta). on to glib Miro-Picassoid 

neo-I gyptian met 

human and 

Arcimboldo out of 

itions of = his 

iumati irom 

i1utomatisms and =svar own empsychoses 

when his preciously prepare j Brauner remai his best and most original | 

wax grounds are intagliod with high-voiced, “edible” colors that shape 

phantom like a Cubist paper-doll: « g i f self musing 

nu ation or cannibalism. Prices unquote ] 

| March 

theatricality. Fi 

Feb. 14-27] has a black 

scrubbed black or 

unlit 

Boris Lurie ind-whit 

gures loom in dissolve 

I lock pass marety in in ral embr ict eT i not alw ivs 

precise, the emotion sometimes too much so follow the 

initial impact. Lurie’s work has the inevit 

ind white, most acutely at the point where 

ind means. Prices unquoted 

Collages. paintings, watercolors 10-March 1 

ind varied group show »rillo’s \ ig gold, mauve and blu 

wugh abstract, ie | Maxfield 

Marsicano - e ink-d: rr 

mb Creene ft r : charcoa 

| wlude T+ 

ind jeur 

Litt! 

encaustl pietur 

tl Parrish soap 

nude: Catori blowe! 

drawings 

wood Getz’s tawny 

matches 

John 

\ronson’s 

been d 

{ncestor 

strip that has whank; 

ie Hermes, is blue 

unquoted 

New members [ March: | is an eight-man group of high quality, 

Kooning’s The Prot lightly 

harsh rigidity of the veins in a dried 

twin stars of which are Elaine de stant, a tensile 

conflict in which fine strokes have the 

le il ind Paul CLeorge 3” luminous portr ait of a child ri h in pinks and reds, 



Thomas’ oils have a sharper, mor 

William 

Yvonne 

before, 

strong in pose and location 

abstraction of un- 

Others 

humorous concentration than Sebring’s 

locked white jigsaw shapes is the most gnarled and intransigeant 

showing are Beate Wheeler, Lennart Anderson, Gesha Kurakin and Joan 

Matthews. Prices unquoted J.s 

Boris Margo Parsons veteran abstractionist, keeps pace with the space 

ige. The factory reflections of past paintings are transposed into the 

heavenly cope the blast furnace becomes blast-off. Vertical shafts of 

ight are a kind of man-made aurora borealis. The rarefied atmosphere 

has muted color and t! line trajects at supersonic speeds, Fortunately. 

these pictures contain ire than cosmic implications, For some time the 

irtist has been absorbed with the pull of vibrating lines, their expression 

of man alone but not isolated.” Still, these works remain diffuse; the 

ne ascends but does t transcend. “Cellocuts” on astral themes, made 

from dissolved celluloid poured onto panels, are interesting for their textural 

effects. Prices j 1..S inquote 

former s ude nts of 

Miller, 

Julio Girona 

Young painters | Stutima t f them 

Ilofmann. like Taro Yamamoto Stephen Pace Felix Pasilis, Jan 

Joseph Stefanelli, John Grillo, Joy Stuttman; or of Kantor. like 

with their paintings. There is also a room de 

voted to works bv Ba mb Greene, Milton Avery. George Constant and 

\ lolph Gottheb There ire alae « ulptures by Israel Levitan, Raymond 

Rocklin and others, and prints by Clara Romano and John Ross. The gal 

ery, a new one, plans a series of selected group ex‘ibitions and no one-man 

ows for th i yveing., $35-81.200 Lf 

rles Du Back | Tanag to Feb. 28] paints in bold simplicities and 

contrasts of soft and hot color that by an easy, breathing brush-work miss 

Neo-Plastic ri 

ing, it is in the 

gidity. If somet about them suggests commercial packag hing 

cheerful way a grocer’s shelf invites the eve—color so bright 

ly artificial is part of the generally inobserved evervday Some of the pic- 

some do not: in one horizontal a line of buildings ap 

bydue sky 

break in the 

have subjes ts 

proached by a blue triangle of road beneath a turns into straight 

abstraction, reading from left to right, without a plastic 

continuity. Du pictures might be called decorative, but approached 

head-on, the decorative become structural—a happy, jazzy necessity. Prices 

unquoted is 

Mixed mediums | Camino; to Feb. 13] is a show of several items each by 

gallery regulars. Andrée Golbin’s remarkable crayon landscapes are bright 

ind accurate, with a sparkle of character as well as tone. Sam Goodman’s 

fast oil smear has a nice loud clang to it. John Krushenick’s pencil figures 

celebrate the wedding of Cubism and Futurism in a bright tomorrow that 

turns out to be today. $20-$250 1s 

to Feb. 28] 

both 

is recorded by Charlotte 

stractly. Miss 

a field edge 

\dam-Ahab 

Woodman, 

Rowedder’s pencil does as she wishes 

Bus trip to Wurtsboro 

Rowedder and Lawrence literally and 

smeared it becomes and 

trees; tiny globes and lines are weeds in a ja, der exquisite landscapes are 

little more than hints. but they are enough. Woodman’s most recent pik 

tures are painted on old blueprint paper and the slopped-on paint has in 

some caused the blue to leak through. A few are not more than marvelous 

mires of color; another is a shimmering brown-green field with a red moon 

where a paint-can sat; another, he thinks, is influenced by memories of 

hooked-rugs, an indigenous craft that stirs his memory. His poetic titles 

might be inter hangeable though thev are not) 1 Lone Stair ¢ mb to 

Heaven, From Winter's Coverlet of Snow Burgeons Spring: “| pretend it’s 

ill by accident.” Woodman says, “but sometimes I direct it a little Prices 

unquoted 1.s 

Cyril Osborne | lola- in English painter who has shown in London and 

Paris, recently had his first one-man show in New York. Immense and 

lramati his vivid paintings divide themselves int urvilinear abstractions 

of planes on a plain background ar stronger works with a tendency toward 

Action Painting. Int najority, which are somewhat Cubist. Osborne plays 

with his square areas as if they were either flat or solid and purposely doe 

net reconcile mass to plane; in others he sets up conflict between plan 

surfaces giving them a revolving instability through their curved outline 

Discobolos, a large. enthusiastic painting in bluff red and green, luminous 

blue, black and white, ‘s a positive statement that bodes well for the futur 

of this artist. Prices unquoted H.D.H 

Twentieth-century Europeans |Saidenberg:; to March 1!, Part u, revolve 

iround each other with all the state of planets around the sun. Henri 

aurens, Metzinger and Marcoussis represent the Cubist sphere along with I 

Beaudin’s complex and complacent works and Villon’s witty Orguei/. Severini 

relates to them with an elegant, spotted Dancer. Picasso’s monumental Téte 

d Homme With such 

that there is no motive 

ires alt ils disposal it seems a 

Leading the 

H.D.H 

stands alone, iugust \ 

the functional in the show. 

Kallos 

beyond 

Paul 

pity 

lights are de Staél and Prices unquoted lesser 

William Stanley Haseltine | ( Union; to Feb. 19] born in 

Philadelphia in 1835 and died in Rome in 1900. The 

make 

feeling that this is perhaps how the gifted 

oper wads 

drawings and oils as 

and conventional, engendering the 

brokers in 

sembled here a show that is pretty 

young Henry James 

would probably have painted. There is some skill and a lot of taste of the 

sort that means understated or lightly tinted (most successful in a few fine 

Venice): the 

whose real 

horizontal views of pictures appear shoots clipped from a 

point and the dignities of 

like that in 

like a Neapolitan 

way of life was appreciation in apart 

“There is no light alazzo Altieri. ment in Campagna 

Romana,” Haseltine once said, and if it came out looking 

sunset, perhaps it is because there has never been a school of painting 

quite like Diisseldorf. The good old days, when even provincialism was in 

ternational. Prices unquoted. 1.S. 

which }-March 1] shows 

{ 

new oils and gouaches 

ened 

a disorderly plan and between and along areas outlining powe rful and com- 

75; Feb 

unwilling eve 

Karel Appel | Ga! 

lead the often over fantastically roug terrain through 

plex color patterns The gouaches cannot offend so much in this respect, 

While the eve follows these paths, the mind gets flashes of meaning beyond 

simply recognizing the Téte Eclatante, [Etonnement or his other subject 

matter so Appel is possibly on the verge ot liscovering something to 

paint. $400-$1,500 H.D.H 

Eugene Ludins’ | Passedoit; Feb. 3-15] pen drawings are small and hu 

morous. Nothing is slick or atrophied, each bumpy little line creates a body 

or face with straightforward observation which never tires and always 

amuses the eye. Social satire is allegorical and uncomplaining, rather a 

gentle chiding than melodrama; private satire is without malice, funny and 

whimsical. Housing Shortage is a group of scantily dressed, stubby littl 

persons standing in puzzled wonder around some friends in the only bed 

ivailable, Prices unquoted E.B 

George Cohen | Alan|, who teaches at Northwestern University, made his 

New York Museum of Modern Art ' one-man debut in after nelusion in a 

Raymond Rocklin’s Brass Fountair 

in “Young Painters’ 

6 feet high 

group 
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“New an experimental eclectic Talent” show in 1957, He 

ombine and and evenly 

Miro and Chagall are 

“Action” 

image provide, as it 

whose influences « flow, subside evaporate, with an 

whimsical rhythm from canvas to canvas; casually 

ble nde d or 

Dada lage and the 

alternated with hints of art brut and passages, while 

Surrealist double were, a broad 

maternal bosom for personal veins of symbolism in the form of mystic signs 

ind demonic apparitions. Surprisingly, Cohen never seems phoney or merely 

clever and yet, just as evidently, he is nothing if not synthetic. Prices un 

quoted P.1 

1950 in Oregon, where he Feb. 21] 

acclaimed as one of the 

Cc. S. Price | Downtown; to died in 

spent his life prime movers of Northwestern 

“nature abstraction.” Some urban abstractionists looking around for na 

tural subjects on which to focus their art may find an interest in this 

lone wolf who never came to Manhattan but, untaught, developed a mood 

not unlike their own. It must be said however, that though Price’s in- 

vestigations may have toreshadowed some contemporary ones, his individual 

14 

invases are not marked by great distinction. They are sadly chalky, gone 

dead, as though sunbaked or more likely as though Price never mastered 

the technical refinements of paint surface. There is an archaic quality 

ibout these large, stiff, crowded expressions, quite at variance with both 

the elegant Baroque flourishes and spaces of New York abstraction, and 

various Romantic, rather more formally drawn back-to-nature stvles 

Here ire Ryd resque subjects, horses n moonlight, a skiff on a moonlit 

sea; indigenous subjects like Indians milking cows, an Indian-like Madonna 

ind « 1, adobe houses. $1,000-$3,000 E.C.M 

Herbert Saslow [Babcock; Feb. 17-March 8] handles oil with a tempera 

ike fixity in pictures that poke fun at Botticellian ses-en-scene through 

which scamper bands of willowy priests, or perhaps they are seminarians 

When he cuts the imp, his attention wanders to old fashioned memento 

mor a skull, a black butterfly, a tumbled bed sheet in a field. Whatever the 

ntention, the effect is pure cosmetician’s window display. $200-$1,800. 3.5 

Hazel Janicki |Durlacher; Jan. 28-Feb. 22] shows surreal wax tempera 

paintings which mingle fishbones, harlequins and luminous webs with clouds 

of smouldering color. Prices unquote | 1A 

China to 

t-March 1] is a show of 

Romanesque sculpture to 

illard; 

from Shang 

Heroic encounter |W reproductions 
ot works of art Picasso 

Balinese costumes, arranged by Dorothy Norman and labeled by her with 

quotations from variovs mystical, anthropological and poetic writings, 

mostly in the Jungian tradition. The subjects all treat phases of the en 

counter between man and his Shadow—evil, nether world, devil, or un 

according to one’s persuasion—-symbolized by the lion, the 

lragon, winged beast or, as Miss Norman suggests, by the dark paint 

in an Abstract-Expressiorist composition. One canpot but be fascinated 

by these juxtapositions of often little-known works. But for one critic at 

east, a greater interest lies in their differences than in their obviously 

unarguable kinship—in deciphering the local languages of art which 

cultures have used to give form to the same human motives. In this re 

spect, the iptions give only the most rudimentary factual descriptions 

ft provenance, ind especially of local symbolism ind beliefs The show 

will circulate during the coming yea! E.C.M 

15] in his fourth show offers large belligerent Miles Forst to Feb Hansa; 

intended to impress the 

Three 

white, is a fine, gripping 

subjective impressions of Spain. The paintings aré 

frequently do The implae able Figures, red and 

shapes against adobe 

viewer and they 

black 

tir 
times, 

iffin-like picture. But 

some carried away by a central image (as in Spanish Dancers) he will 

ill in with a striped surround which seems to interest him less. The smaller 

Gipsy Dancer, in black and black-tinted pastel shades, is a picture in which 

the over-all composition re illy meshes. It gives evidence of a_ delicate 

sensibility whic h is not really absent from the larger. more bloodthirsty 

mes. Seed Bull, a violent red and black spattered impression of a bull in 

action, and Pamplona, in which the stationary, tragic, almost malevolent 

ispect of Spain is masterfully fixed. Prices unquoted JA. 

Stephen Greene’s [Borgenicht; to Feb. 15] latest paintings make a pre 

dominantly orange show: all the other colors take on their quality as if 

in reference to this color, as if measured by their deviation from it. The 

paintings look like fuzzy Cremoninis; the subjects are uncertain: a step 

beyond the sensitive ambiguities of Gatch. The figures are bending over, 

their backs are broad, the spine is the most definite part. The limbs, 

what? The stick-like 

been slaughtered, which may 

especially the arms, have a helplessness—meaning 

figures seem to have account for his fondness 

for the Descent from the Cross as a subject. Perhaps the central ambiguity 

of his 

light and the 

combination of death with the freshness of morning 

death in the 

paintings ts the 

coolness of damp clay refrigerator. Prices un 

quoted F.P 

Feb. 3-281], a Canadian and former 

a first show of large messy oils with a pleasing 

Dorothea Williams | Nonagon young 

Black Mountain student, has 

awkward freshness. She uses a broad or scrubbed stroke, high clear color, 

leaving plenty of whitened canvas and pencil scribbles in her wake. Some 

times the taken-off best 

inchoate color give the spirit a lift, like a sudden change in weather. This 

pictures seem to have from a figure, but in the 

inchoateness may be hard to achieve, and seems worth the revving-up il 

must take s. Prices unquoted J 

Andrée Golbin [Camino; Feb. 14-March 6] shows imaginative paintings 

with plain titles, many derived from a summer spent at Erice in a steep 

corner of Sicily where she could “either look up, or down.” The landscapes 

have the depth of a long view, the surface tension of a hand and eye quick 



in bright accurate color (her crayon drawings are aptly sketchy 

New York 

intense but not 

to annotate 

] style in Bonnard’s way). Typical of her individual handling of 

is The 

unmuted, Sicilian brightness and glare of weather rather than of the pretty 

Monastery, closely painted, arbitrary in palette, 

and messiness. A few based on 

look 

nuance she 

carts and feathers, a lively jumble pictures 

childhood 

that 

Swiss garden static and oversimplified. It memories of a 

appears when her eye sees most dashes down her clear 

greens and reds and oranges with the greatest conviction, $125-$300. 1s 

black flame 

odd behavior 

}-March 1] has and 

r xploits the 

[Peridot; Feb. 

colored enamel abstractions in his fifth show. He 

Stanley Twardowiez 

enamel, letting it form peacock’s-feather designs on an oily surface 

crinkly 

seem intended to look as though nature 

this 

of the 

or dry so as to form a geometrical surface. Some of his lumpish 

compositions are not pleasing: they 

them, and effect. Some others had formed they precisely do not give 

do have the look of natura] forces in upheaval. $200-$750 

|Segy: to Feb. 28], a showing wide in scope, yet sele¢ African sculpture 

displays the excitement derived from abstract tive and of good quality 

forms from highly simplified Pangwe figures, still close to 

the blocks of carved, Ibo 

Bakongo woman with a skirt motif copied from Portuguese Christian figures, 

The pieces range 

wood from which thev were horned heads, a 

to some highly sophisticated, detailed Benin bronzes. Included also is a 

polished wood—the neck is pulled 

long handle, and the head atop could Modigliani. 

Py ; ote 1.M.S 

tur hief’s staff of highly woman’s 

pass fora 

Kachina dolls, 

prayer 

works 

attempts 

March 1] includes some old 

the Kachina 

inthropologists, as 

Feb 

m asks 

these 

Hopi art [Delacorte; 

flat wood wands, from dances and a 

rug. Whatever the 

crude aad 

prayer 

interest ot objects to 

successful 

stick 

striking 

exhausted, with only a few 

Kachina figures, 

Ww hic h 

ot art they are 

wood dolls in form, 

have a4 

at esthetic form The little 

design, 

masked 

instead of the 

think of 

meanings. 

No-Face, 

idmit 

pal ted in flat colors onlv one or two of 

respond to dance figures in the annual, Arizona rituals where 

spirits, But 

make 

of all but the most rudimentary 

eyes: like Dick 

is annihilated rather than projected, though one must 

defined superhuman dancers represent vaguely 

dynamism . say, African rituals, these figures one comic- 

strip characters, dramatic 

The masks 

personality 

« mpty 

are bare visors with slits for Tracy's 

that blank anonymity has a certain ghostly quality. $25-$250 E.C.M 

Emmerich, to 28! objects [Furman, to March 15; 

oddness, 

Pre-Columbian 

continue to win admirers for their their occasional rise above 

folk 

ivailability, as 

Until 

fication on the 

particularly for their increasing 

filched by the 

form, and most 

rifled 

genre to esthetic 

tombs are and jungle digs loca 

detective job ot class 

\ ner i, 

provenance 

performs a 

Mexic ’ 

quality 

Indians. some rigorous historian 

still cultures of and South 

make its 

mysterious 

the public must own decisions about and 

Friedebald Dzubas’ Night Level: 

“the sense of experience is deeper” 

lhis these two galleries present the two now prevalent ways 

of looking at the field: 

second, cross-culture comparisons based on subject-matter 

sculptures of the Archaic 

schools. His 

design, a 

much said, 

first, one man’s opinion of what constitute the 

“master piece 3”: 

Mexican, so- Emmerich displays twenty-one 

called 

on an 

Classic, and various peripheral selections are based 

idea of monumentality in size and forceful alignment 

lines, enlivened by the 

often finished off their 

swellings, geometric arches and 

detail 

distributes his 

of repeated curves, 

with which these peoples 

hundred-odd 

African and Eskimo objects: 

mothers with children, etc. The effect is of a 

curious naturalistic 

images. Furman sculptures according to 

pose and meaning, introducing a few whistling 

richly vases, seated figures, 

vigorous, intriguing genre art. $25-$3,000. E.C.M. 

10-March 1] after five vears 

experience 

returns Feb 
sense ot 

Friedebald Dzubas | Castelli: 

with abstract oils in which th is deeper, the means 

freer. He yainterliness and tactile I 

he starts look 

beyond the point where appeal begins 
' 

so to speak, already in flight before matter: the viewer is, 

ing. One in All, his the boldest possibilities: 

cloud-like 

that breaks through 

not, like 

( harac terize d 

bigge st picture, suggests 

} into a total restless detail and movement of 

like a shaft of light 

entity (the 

formulating a chaos 

battle with a tranquillity at center 

1 banked storm. Each 

work, 

force traveling on its own reflection; the depth of transparency: a city 

picture is an show does some 

free abstract run gluely together) and some might be 

fiction calm horizontally traveling science of mind: a 

skill in 

that has 

is also a state that 

Dzubas has not lost his innate fighting it for a turned into art. 

larger, more immediate expressivity: it is conquering it allowed it 
1.s to express itself. Prices unquoted 

17-March 8] comes to the city with a fresh 

unfold 

is if the existence 

Feb 
’ country air. Forests or 

Lucien Day | Passedoit; 

whiff of 

canvases In 

variety over his 

of each tree trunk 

single trees thei 

1 measured flurry. It seems 

a tree, had been felt and weighed before it in a woodland, each branch in 

was put down with a loose, caressing touch. The soberness of the outdoors 

is stated fairly, without exaggeration, whether the woods are moss-green, 

brightly in the autumn 

Fairfield 

has learnt 

with haze or flaring 

“Naturalist 

instance, to Pollock—in 

dove-grey with snow, bluish 

Abstraction” —as Porter 

that he 

Day is almost a step beyond 

referring, tor from it calls it, 

ind adapted it back to straight naturalism, in the way he 

the surface as a whole, without break, without emphasis on one 

pays attention to 

particular 

t, and makes a landscape that is not abstracted or decora form or light effec 

a muffled sky, the 

and tufts marching over a 

be reflected 

tive. Under forest is seen in its entirety, a sum of myriad 

hillside or coming to a halt ems 

» 
Prices unquoted. 

Feb. 3-21] has returned from a stay 

a number of 

behind 

[Rehn; Raffo 

Rome Fellowship with 

Steve 

Young 

them 

haunting canvases, 

masks, to find 

Prix de 

behind their pause f thoughts or faces, own 

[Continued on page 52] 

Lucien Day’s Jn the Underbrush: 

“a sum of myriad stems and tufts’ 
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Old master, nineteenth-century paintings 

JUAN GRIS 
RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION 

February-March 1958. 

in honour of 

DANIEL H. KAHNWEILER 
Who through his foresight and knowledge over 

the past fifty years, has done so much for the 

Art of the XX Century. 

MARLBOROUGH 
FINE ART LIMITED 

17-18 OLD BOND STREET LONDON, W.1. 

CABLES: BONDARTO TEL. HYDE PARK 6195/6. 

A late Nicolaes Maes Family Group, in the 

Meyer H. Lehman sale; Parke-Bernet. 
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OLD MASTERS - BARBIZON AND 

OTHER XIX CENTURY PAINTINGS 

Collected by the Late 

MEYER H. LEHMAN 

f the Estate of the Late ELSIE LEHMAN WEIL 

AND FROM OTHER OWNERS 
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Illustrated Catalogue 75¢ 
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Lesuig A. Hyam, President 

Louis J. MARION e Executive Vice-President 
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A great French painter. one of the greatest, gave indirectly 

to his native language the term “violon d’Ingres.” It derives, of 

course. from the fiddle that was Ingres’ passionate avocation 

from when he began to paint until his death at the be-medaled 

zenith of his glory. It has remained precisely as well as sym- 

bolically descriptive of the cultivated hobby of a man remarka- 

bly distinguished in another than his own professional field. Thus 

with the watercolors and drawings of Goethe and Victor Hugo. 

the prose of Delacroix, van Gogh and Theodore Roosevelt. the 

poetry of Picasso, the novels of Dali and Chirico, the paintings 

of John Ruskin and D. H. 

stein. 

Lawrence, the violin of Albert Ein- 

Surely as interesting to anyone who cares about art beyond 

isolating its “pure” experience in a puritan frigidaire, yet not 

subject to the hidehound measurements of conventional art 

criticism, are pictures by the man who rivals Einstein as one of 

the greatest symbols of civilization that the twentieth century 

has produced. These are the paintings of Sir Winston Churchill 

whose first exhibition anywhere has just opened at the William 

Rockhill Nelson Gallery in Kansas City: 

York at the Metropolitan from March 7 to 30, in Washington at 

the Smithsonian from April 25 to May 11; subsequently it will 

it will be seen in New 

travel to Toronto, Detroit. Dallas and to other U.S. and Can- 

adian museums. 

There are thirty-five paintings dating over about the last forty 

years which will “interest. first of all, anyone concerned with 

Churchill as both a historian and a maker of history. Scarcely 

less fascinated will be any one of the legion of American pas- 

time painters, most of whom will appreciate the standard of 

perception and execution set by the man who has been quite 

busy with what he once referred to as his “other doings.” Final- 

ly, nobody who has schooled his eye and mind to learn some- 

thing of man and his world from visual evidence can fail to find 

both pleasure and enlightenment in looking at these paintings. 

In some notes to the catalogue of the exhibition (which has a 

foreword by the President of the United States), the under- 

signed has sought to relate Churchill's violon d’Ingres to the 

professional—language of evocatively descriptive—and highly 

his speeches and histories. Alone this quality, which will be 

quick to be recognized by serious students of esthetics, would 

repay a visit to the exhibition. 

Happily, the Churchill show is certain to bask in the warm 

Editorial 

Churchill pinxit et fecit 

glow of enthusiastic and grateful admiration for a man whose 

stature is not likely to be matched for a long time and to whom. 

as a matter of fact, the free world—including its artists—hap- 

pens to owe its present existence and survival more than to any- 

one alive. This does not mean, however, that there has been no 

carping about the unorthodox idea of showing these paintings 

in certain art museums. In fact. murmurs of dissent have come 

from the quarters and on the grounds which might have been 

expected. Nothing is easier, of course, than to criticize the prin- 

ciple of showing amateur painting in a public gallery dedicated 

to professional standards. Abstractly, without considering actual 

and individual merits of the case. such criticism seems just and 

probably motivated by a society filled with anti-artistic pres- 

sures. Yet oddly enough this purist criticism comes from mu- 

seums concerned with extreme modernity, whose constant plea 

is for greater breadth and tolerance in regarding each form of 

expression on its own individual merits. One of the two or three 

institutions concerned, in fact, has exhibited—with considerable 

fanfares of publicity—such items as a shoe-shine stand charm- 

ingly decorated by its proprietor and, of course, an entire range 

of Sunday painters all of whom have conformed to the modern 

norms of naiveté. Should it not also be possible to express “the 

individual talent.” as T. S. Eliot suggests, in its variations on 

tradition? 

But it is the circumstantial evidence in favor of the present 

exhibition which seems to count most. The fact is that not only 

do Churchill’s paintings show the advantages described at the 

outset but their author has conducted himself with exemplary 

propriety in true amateur standing. He has refused to sell a 

single painting (those owned by others were all originally gifts 

from him) and his attitude toward professional painters has 

been one of respect and deep affection. He stands as a gifted 

model inheritor of that great tradition, descending from at least 

the eighteenth century. of understanding an art in being its 

amateur participator rather than its still more amateur specta- 

tor. Americans are more familiar with sportsmen in this area 

than with artists, although there are by now hundreds of thou- 

sands of Sir Winston’s fellow-Corinthians before U.S. easels. 

Not only they but most Americans may count themselves fortu- 

nate witnesses to a small chapter of history as they have the 

opportunity of seeing these very personal expressions of a great 

man. A.F. 
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By David Gebhard 

19 centuries of American abstraction 

In the remote arts of the Wyoming Indians 

this authority discovers an esthetic cycle that begins with naturalism. 

culminates in abstraction. then devolves to realism 

A. art form only recently “discovered” is that which was 

produced by the prehistoric and historic Indians of North Amer- 

ica. Increasingly, the originality and vigor of this primitive art 

has become known to artists and critics, many of whom are out- 

side the field of anthropology. The different approach which 

these have taken has contributed to an understanding of the 

significance of these primitive forms. But even with the intensi- 

fied study of recent years, much research still needs to be done 

before the material can properly be assessed. As an example 

one of the least known of these Indian art forms are the carved 

drawings drawings (picto- (petroglyphs) and the painted 

graphs) which abound in the western areas of the United States 

The paucity of knowledge of these petroglyphs and _ picto- 

graphs is surprising when one considers the years of research 

and the many publications which have been devoted to the rock 

carvings and paintings of Europe. and of North and South Africa. 

1 Middle period Wyoming petroglyp! 

2 Earliest Wyoming style: Naturalistic animals. 
Scale in inches scale in tee 

In many ways the prehistoric American drawings are closer in 

concept to the contemporary esthetic than are those of the Old 

World, for on the whole the North American examples tend to 

be more stylized and less representational than their European 

counterparts. 

One of the most exciting regional groupings of petroglyphs 

to be found in the United States occurs in the remote mountain 

valleys and high plains of central and western Wyoming. Here 

one may discover several of the most extensive sites in North 

\merica. Sometimes two, three or four individual styles of draw- 
ing are contained on the same rock surface. The value of these 

ns ised as line drawings on sandstone cliffs and boulders, 

the most exciting prehistoric American petroglyphs ar: 

found in the remote valleys of central and western Wyoming 

1, 2, 3]. These mysterious images (made clear for thes¢ 

photographs by chalk rubbing) occur in three distinct styles. 

the earliest of which [2] may be more than 2000 vears old 

3 Third petroglyph style: Buffalo and men. 
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6 Shield-design petroglyphs; third Wyoming period 

19 centuries of American abstraction continued 

early drawings is not only their visual qualities of bold sim- 

plicity and intense characterization, but also the light they bring 

to bear on the evolutionary pattern of primitive art. 

Although the Wyoming drawings are varied, they may be 

divided into three basic and distinct styles. The establishment 

of these styles presents a fascinating detective problem. The 

drawings can be classified by differences of technique, methods 

of representation, weathering and internal evidence of subject 

matter. Of even more importance are numerous examples ot 

actual superimposed drawings, through which the relative chro- 

nology of styles has been established. At present the dating of 

the petroglyphs is only on a relative basis. The evidence now in 

hand would seem to indicate that the oldest were produced well 

over two thousand years ago, and the latest, probably in the 

mid-nineteenth century. 

The earliest of the Wyoming drawings are the most natural- 

istic in style. Individual panels of this group contain easily 

recognizable animals and, on occasion, human figures, all of 

which have been pecked either solidly or in outline into the 

rock surface [2, 4]. These figures are usually drawn in profile, 

but as so often occurs in primitive art, the artist has selected 

for emphasis these features which most readily identify the ob- 

ject. Thus, the usual representation of an animal, such as a 

mountain sheep. an elk or a deer, is portrayed with the body 

and head in profile and the legs in a frontal pose. Finally the 

most characteristic feature of the animal, the horns, are drawn 

from a three-quarter view. As a rule the drawings of human 

figures are cursory and more schematized than those of the 

animals. The usual panel of this earliest style consists of a 

group of from five to thirty animals, and only on occasion is 

the human figure depicted. All of these early figures are smal] 

in size; a typical animal drawing measure 6 to 8 inches. The 

size of the figure varies in each panel, depending on the visual 

emphasis which the artist wished to make. These “naturalistic” 

drawings occur in numerous panels throughout Wyoming and 

are similar to other rock drawings found throughout the west- 

ern United States. As is often the case in North American 

petroglyphs and pictographs, there is no apparent reference to 

a particular time or place. These figures are rendered as two- 

dimensional objects, related to one another by the over-all 

design. 

The second group of Wyoming petroglyphs is localized in the 

mountain valleys and foothills of west-central Wyoming. This 

style constitutes an almost complete break with the earlier 

naturalistic drawings [1, 5, 7]. In this later style the human 

figure now occupies the limelight; animal drawings have been 

relegated to minor importance. From a stylistic point of view, 

geometric-abstraction has replaced the earlier naturalism. The 

numerous representations of human figures have been so con- 

ventionalized that it is often difficult for a modern observer to 
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A startling picture of the ev 

fered in the progressive styles of the Wyoming petro 

givpiis Nearest 

naturalism of the earliest phasé 4). The brilliant styliza 

middle 

culmination [5, 71: while the crude realism ar 

olution of primitive art 

to European cave painting the vigorous 

ion and abstraction of the period 

rendering in the latest period [6] indicates a_ decline 

recognize the object. The primitive artist has apparently become 

concerned with the problem of design, both in respect to the 

figures themselves, and to the relationship between the figures 

which constitute a single panel. In complex linear drawings, the 

artist has sought to depict features of costume and also the 

totemic anthropomorphic identity of the figures with animals. A 

human figure of this type presents such recognizable features 

hands, fingers, feet and toes, but all of as eyes, mouth, arms, 

these have been blended into a bilateral, abstract, geometric 

pattern. 

The drawings of the second style also tend to be of a much 

greater dimension than those of the early style; a human repre- 

sentation often measures between 4 and 5 feet in height. As in 

the earlier style, the size of these figures varies considerably 

within a single panel, perhaps indicating the emphasis which 

the artist wished to place on certain ones; but also it may be 

due to his concern with the unity of the composition. These 

7 Middle period petroglyph sequence on rocks, Dinwoody Lake, Wyoming. 

stylized geometric drawings represent a major esthetic con- 

tribution to the field of primitive art. 

The last stvle of Wyoming petroglyphs is much cruder in 

technique and concept [3, 6]. This late style represents a return 

to a type of naturalism quite distinct from that of the earliest 

panels. The large. conventionalized geometric designs of the 

sketchy 

animals and men. The workmanship in these panels was hasty 

second style were replaced by small, drawings of 

and no great care was taken in rendering individual character- 

istics of each of the figures. This last style of petroglyphs repre- 

sents a technical and esthetic retrogression. 

The evolutionary picture presented by these Wyoming petro- 

glyphs is startling. It is a picture of a strong and vigorous 

naturalism, in turn replaced by a highly conventionalized style 

of drawing: this was followed by a rather weak, loose type of 

degenerate naturalism. Thus the Wyoming petroglyphs illustrate 

that naturalism or “realism” is not necessarily the logical result 

of the process of growth and change which occurs in the history 

of art. Extreme stylization or “abstraction” may well be the 

culmination of the process of change, for as we have suggested, 

the high point in the evolution of the Wyoming petroglyphs was 

that of the second style—the geometric abstract phase. 

This particular evolutionary sequence apparently follows the 

usual process of growth, maturity and decay so often found in the 

history of art. Perhaps in its own way an understanding of this 

process may help us moye fully to understand the rapid change 

we are experiencing in the visual arts of the twentieth century. 

4 



]1 Eakins: Elizabeth at the Piano, 1874 
sallery, A 2, Mas A s ( 

By James W. Fosburgh 

2 Eakins: The Pathetic Song, 1881. 

yran Gallery, Washington, D.C. ( 

Music and meaning: Eakins’ progress 

As New York sees one of the most important shows 

of Philadelphia’s great realist. 

a contemporary realist analyzes Eakins’ poetic form 

W., does Eakins’ stvle—a stvle which incidentally sufficed 

him without change for a lifetime—and which seems as dead as 

a dodo today—hold the delighted attention of contemporary 

artists ¢ 

I'wo things have made it possible for me to say just a little . I 

tt more on this subject on which so much has been written by so 

many admirable scholars. One was looking again at his pictures 

in the excellently selected exhibition at the American Academy 

of Arts and Letters, and the other was reading Ben Shahn's 

stimulating and provocative lectures, originally given at Harvard 

and now published under the title The Shape of Content. At a 

moment in the history of painting when ideas on form and con- 
. . 

tent in art are, to sav the least, chaotic and wonderfully con- 

troversial, and when every serious artist is struggling to find 

his own private solution to the problem, a profound and highly 

personal statement on the subject has come from one of our best 

known painters, a painter who at first glance might, I suppose, 

seem as far from Eakins both in intention and in output as he 

could be. And yet Shahn makes many statements with which 

Eakins would almost certainly have agreed, and which illumi- 



} isicians offer a clue to Eakins’ subject 

ntrating performers with trancelike ex 

the artist’s own comment on the ex 

creative act. “Are they not perhaps, 

is not realism in art, 

form to a vision.” 

nate our understanding of his work. Shahn writes, for example 

“T have already mentioned my personal dislike of generalities 

Now one must ask, is not the universal merely another term for 

the generality? How can one actually achieve a universality in 

} painting without becoming merely more generalized and ab- 

stract? I feel that this question is one which greatly concerns 

Its resolution will greatly afiect the kind of an artist one 

he italics are mine 

“My own approach can only be to ask myself just why it is 

that | do so dislike all statistics and most generalities. The 

inswer that I find is simply that I dislike such material because 

t is impersonal. In being average to all things it is particular 

to none. If we were to attempt to construct an ‘average Amer 

ican’ we would necessarily put together an efigy which would 

have the common qualities of all Americans but would have the 

eccentricities, peculiarities and unique qualities of no American 

It would, like the sociologist’s statistical high-school student 

ipproximate everyone and resemble no one. 

“But let us say that the universal is that unique thing which 

firms the unique qualities of all things. The universal experi 

ence is that private experience which jlluminates the private 

worlds in which each of us lives the major part of his life.” 

Shahn, who has interested himself in symbols in a way that 

Eakins never did, goes on to say: 

“Thus in art the symbol which has vast universality may be 

4 Eakins: The Oboe Player, 1903. 

Philadelphia Museum 

some hgure lrawn from the most remote and inward recesses of 

consciousness, for it is here that we are unique and sovereign 

and most wholly aware.” 

I believe that Eakins would have completely understood and 

agreed with both halves of this statement, for although he was 

undoubtedly concerned primarily with objective reality, there is 

in his work an expression of the inner recesses of consciousness, 

and perhaps it was this that in the last analysis determined his 

subject-matter and treatment of it, and determined, as well, his 

methods of work. 

First let us look at Eakins’ subject 

the most part, were artists and intellectuals. Since he had small 

matter. His sitters, for 

success, and received few commissions, it has been suggested 

that he was forced to rely on friends who were willing to sit. 

But this argument does not satisfy, for since he was not going to 

be paid in any case, he could as well have painted clowns or 

circus performers, day laborers, or the destitute or poverty 

stricken 

Eakins ignored all of these and the implications they may have 

subjects which have interested many other painters. 

or that may be attributed to them. On the whole he confined 

himself to artists, scientists, men of letters and musicians, and 

notably he chose to depict them in the act of performing. 

In the exhibition at the American Academy of Arts and 

Letters, there are no less than nine pictures that have as their 

subject musical performance, a number of which are reproduced 



5 Eakins: Sketch for The Violinist, 1904 

T'. sketch [figs. 5, 8 | e finished work gs 

6, 7 reveal that Eakins ne od started wi i i Os 

ibstract image that contains in an intense ar int 

form all the i npact of the emotiona ind intelle con 

tent of the final picture. The many details add t 

la Is Ww . t tably enha neve ) era 

here. And there are at least three othe pictures which have to 

do with the performance of craft. There is the sketch for Writ 

i in hand; : Master, painstakingly stooped over his paper, pen | I pa} } 

one of the studios of the sculptor in his studio, William Rush 

Schuylkill River, and 

ind rarely seen, the study for the Gross 

Carving the Allegorical Figure of the 

most important of all 

fig. 8 

} r If you examine these pictures 

Clinic 

arefully. vou find they all have 

certain characteristics in common. There is about them an air 

ot enormous concentration, of inner preoccupation, and isolation 

You find these things in each of them. 

The concentration of the 

Vusic fig. © 

the same time curiously isolates them from each other, and we 

violinist and his accompanist in 

brings them together in their joint effort, and at 

sense them to be alone in their private reveries. 

ind of Home Phe same thing is true of Pathetic Song | fig. 2 

Scene in which each of the participants is absorbed in thoughts 

of his or her own, in the profound aloneness of their solitary 

them, but also contemplations. There is communion between 

tension. It is particularly noticeable in the heads of the violinist 

pe ople seem and the pianist in Pathetic Song, in which these 

quite unaware of each other although obviously totally involved 

in the same creative effort 

And this is true of all the pictures of individual performers 

The Cello Player \fig. 3 Elizabeth at the Piano |fig. 1 ind 

Oboe Plaver fig. 4!. and there are others 

In each the 

+ 

subject is unaware of the observer. Eyes seem 

tou used on le MuUusi¢ facial expressions are an enigma, trance 

like and 

in the delicate tensions of the fingers on the 

isolated, and the concentration on the faces is echoed 

instruments 

It is as though Eakins were painting his personal comment on 

the extreme demands of the creative act. There is in these pi 

tures a disturbing sense of unreality. Are they not perhaps, 

after all, dream images? For this is not realism in art, but rather 

the art of giving tangible form to a vision. 

The subject of these pictures may at first seem to be the re- 

26 

Eakins’ progress . 

sult of concentration on the object observed, but on looking a 

little further. we may see, I think, that it is based rather on 

ner contemplation, and that the objectivity with which it is 

observed lifts it from the realm of simply isolated private emo- 

tion to a more universal comment on the isolation of the human 

spirit. It is as though Eakins himself performed the act which 

he so often depicted others performing. 

And one thinks again of Shahn’s statement: “Thus in Art. the 

symbol which has vast universality may be some figure drawn 

from the most remote and inward recesses of consciousness; for 

it is here that we are unique and sovereign and most wholly 

aware 

I think that Eakins’ methods of work support this concept. It 

has been said of him that he seems to have started at scratch 

to have painted as though no one—Leonardo or Rembrandt o1 

Velasquez or whomever you wish—had ever painted before him 

ind. concentrating on the object before him. to have evolved his 

own methods. This is probably more {Continued on page 50 



8 Eakins: Sketch for The Gross Clinic. 

Philadelph M 
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By Lawrence Gowing 

The invention of the real under Louis XIV 

London’s great exhibition of 17th-century French art. 

largely drawn from provincial museums, 

stars the Lorraine master, Georges de la Tour 

Bier, winter since the war the Roval Academy in London may not have expected much to their taste 1 an exhibit 

has mounted at least one great exhibition. This annual torrent called “The Age of Louis xiv.” There is indeed some of 

of historic art, like a river seasonally in spate, a river of craft luxury of the age, some of its artistic upholstery, at Burlingto1 

ind imagination dammed up and accumulated for us, is always House, though nothing of its furniture or its architecture, and 

irresting. It diverts one’s attention: one forgets whatever pic only a diminished reflection of its aggressively splendid publi 

tures or people one was thinking about, and feels compelled to ispect. The importance of the exhibition—-and it is very in 

think about this spectacle instead portant s of quite another kind. It has indeed no more to do 

So it has been this year. Those who care for other things ir with Louis xiv than with the Duchy of Lorraine or the Papacy, 

irt than the sheer visual luxury of it, and those who like other ind less to do with anv of them than with the bourgeois trad 

ispects of French genius better than the authoritarian artist tion of art and patronage that achieves its triumphs unaided by 

rovernment which it devised for itself in the seventeenth century monarchs. The exhibition is important for the light it throws on 

a Tour The Prisoner. ca. 1630-40 

2 Georges de la Tour: Woman with a Flea, ca. 1635-40. 

Lorraine M 



the separate and comparatively unofficial, unsponsored develop- 

ment of individuals in Rome and Provence and Lunéville as 

much as in Paris. It shows under the conventional surface of 

the French classic age personalities and forms that are by con- 

trast unconventional and individual—“original” as the twentieth 

century has it—an aspect of the age which is not often truly 
. : ; 

other, the human cl as here, in with the seen, conjunction 

acter behind its famous public face 

One gains, for example, from this collection of unfamiliar 

works from the French provinces, a new impression of the poetic 

Poussin’s art with the Venetian 

thirties 

still-life 

which entered manne! force 

issumed in his early fig. ©]. Desportes, of 

maker of 

stature as an originator of French plein-airisme. 

businesslike classic mask of 

(and Rubéniste ) 

which he 

ficially the decorative machines, is seen in 

his full private 

Behind 

cover 

even the Lebrun we dis 

spontaneous incongruously impulses 

More important and wonderful than any of this, the exhibition 

gives the fullest view that has yet been possible anywhere of 

one of the most astonishing and curious temperaments of his 

time, Georges de la Tour. 

“In des temperaments les plus etonnants et les plus curlieux 

Cézanne and though the 

two masters have nothing in common, a look 

at Burlington 

de Tl époque’—Pissarro wrote thus of 

it the roomful of 

pictures by Georges de la Tour House, contain 

A high point of the London show is the phenomenon of 

Georges de 

tion of the 

the 

3 Georges de la Tour: 
es M Nan 

mainstream of the 

la Tour, who developed his astonishing modifica 

Caravaggesque in solitude and entirely apart from 

courtly French 17th-century art 

1630-45. St. Joseph and the Angel, ca. 

4 Georges de la Tour: The Hurdy-Gurdy 

paintings which form the larger part of his 

What is astonishing 

ing nine dentified 

work, brings the phrase forcibly to mind 

about such a temperament is that it can do nothing as any 

other man would do it. Every element of painting, its physical 

material, its manner and its content, takes on a special char- 

acter in such hands, a character that sometimes looks primitive 

with a new-born clumsiness about it, as if the pictorial elements 

had found their own simple nature for the first time. In his 

hands paint is paint, as it never was before. And the world he 

sees, often a tiny one, is similarly made over again, sparely 

and primitively for him alone, as if the eye never looked with 

the real human sense of sight before. The slightest pictorial act 

entirely his of such man is own: he seems incapable of any 

other. 

Painters of this rare kind yield only slowly to the historian 

ind the critic. Georges de la Tour, who was forgotten com 

pletely, except in fortuitous and incongruous association with 

his namesake, the eighteenth-century pastellist, has emerged 

the most slowly of all. His life is documented but the logic of 

his development is elusive, and without that key it is doubtful if 

half of the 

Some of the premature generalizations about him can certainly 

we can read a meaning of so personal a painter 

be discounted on this showing. It is usual to regard him, for 

example, as having developed from a tutelage in which he pro 

duced “coarse, descriptive” pieces in the conventional manner 

of Caravaggio, by the progressive elimination of superfluous 

detail and stylization, towards a final form “reduced to near 

geometrical terms seen with a complete detachment that is al- 

most classical.” (I quote again from the London catalogue, 

which is for the most part admirable.) The exhibition makes 



wt 

portraits 

The invention of the real under Louis XLV con 

clear that this view is altogether too neat. The Caravaggesque 

gh example was far from being merely a starting point; thou 

ie never followed it as closely as his Northern contemporaries 

he continued to re-examine, revalue and extract new elements 

rom it throughout his work. His most simplified stvle. moreover 

represented in London by the famous Veu Born, was evidently 

not his last Equally clearly. his initial style, so far from coarse 

was itself a great and refined achievement 

The two most remarkable of the early pictures. the Hurdy 

Gurdy Player from Nantes | fig. 4 ind the Grenoble St. Jerome 

| for the first time hang side bv side in London. and each. surely 

means more than it has ever meant before The subject of the 

Player is a ¢ iravaggesque subject, a state of miserable advers 

itv. but the rendering is new, and unpara!leled. The misery and 

wretchedness. objectively mapped out upon the canvas. are 

pre isely balanced igainst inother quality i numanety —Vvin 

pathetic one, the play of warmth and coolness across the sur 

face. Grey, fawn, pink and pinkish brown are delicately streaked 

ind dappled together in a temperate and even mingling, em 

hodying matter and light together. The real horror is suspended 

n the ear. mild beauty of the pigment. a beauty which is a 

kind of pity. This impression is not entirely a subjective one 

This Plaver is the descendant of a1 Tour known by 

ie situation here filtered of 1 copy at Chambery in which 

drama and anecdote is still explicit. and the flattened, fragile 

plate ot the blind musician's face with its abject mouth. is 

turned defenselessly upward to receive a hideous blow: what i- 

significant is that the surrounding figures express not only lusty 

derision and sly complacence in the common fashion but a 

tragic sorrow at the horror. In this expression. la Tour was 

ilready alone among the painters in the Caravaggesque style 

the St. Jerome carries him still further apart. La Tour here 

turns the very style which in the hands of Ribera and his like 

is so prodigally emphatic into an instrument of barely creditable 

economy and delicacy. The color is cooler and sharper; warmt! 

is now concentrated in the areas of cinnabar red. The forms ar 

threaded by the delicate drawing Continued on page 51 

Death of Adonis. ca. 1630 

—— 



7 Hvacinthe Rigaud: Portrait of Louis Viv, 1701. 

Louvre Museum 
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By J. Byam Shaw 

Guardi and his brothers and his son 

Francesco, mainstay of the Venetian painting dynasty, 

as celebrated and defined in 

Houston’s unusual exhibition of the four Guardis 

cin vears ago the name of Guardi suggested to the world of 

art-lovers, collectors, dealers and even’ museum officials. only 

the painter Francesco Guardi, and we all had our visual con- 

ception of a typical Guardi painting. It would have been, for 

preference, a real view of Venice (not one of those romanti 

nventions, called Capricci, which were already well-known but 

much less widely appreciated )—a view across the Bacino di S. 

Marco, perhaps, looking towards the Molo and the Doge’s 

Palace, or towards S. Giorgio and the Dogana Point: of the 

Grand Canal. looking up to the Rialto or down to the Salute; o1 

perhaps of the Piazza and its famous Basilica. Innumerable 

little figures—procurators in their scarlet robes, gentlemen with 

tricorne, wig and sword, fine ladies with plumes in their hair. 

Oriental merchants, washerwomen, little boys and dogs, swarm 

ing to some gay ceremony: a state galley lying off S. Giorgio, 

perhaps, among barges, fishing-boats and other craft; or the 

imbassadors’ gondolas. blue and silver and gold, accompanying 

the Bucintoro to the Lido on Ascension Day. would have en 
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2 France Wadsworth and 

livened the scene. It would have been a typical Guardi veduta of 

relatively late date, painted with all the familiar mannerisms 

of his best period, the late 1770s or the early ‘80s. 

This is still, no doubt, our first idea of a painting by Guardi., 

and rightly so, since it is from pictures of this sort that his great 

reputation is derived. Such pictures have, of course, a particular 

fascination for the straniere: for Venice is the least changed, 

since the eighteenth century, of any of the famous cities of 

Europe, and here is Venice—or at least her architecture—al- 

most exactly as we have seen it ourselves, from a table outside 

the Caffé Florian, from under the arcades of the Doge’s Palace. 

from a gondola on the Grand Canal. But that undeniable pleas 

ure, the pleasure of recognition, we may find also in the paint- 

ings and etchings of Carlevaris, Canaletto or Marieschi, in 

whose footsteps Francesco Guardi, when he took to view-paint 

ing. sought at first to follow, and in whose following he was 

reckoned in his time. The particular delight of Guardi’s 

Venetian views is more than this: he is in a sense, as Giuseppe 

Fiocco has said, the first of the Impressionists; he made a pic- 

ture out of a view; and he alone, when he had learnt to dispense 

with the measurements, the ruler and the camera obscura of the 

Canaletto studio, exactly caught the unsubstantial forms, the 

atmosphere and light, the fragile essential gaiety of the Venetian 

scene. 

Nevertheless. in the last forty years, following the pioneer 

researches of Fiocco, we have learnt a great deal more about 

Guardi, and the screen has widened to include a more compre- 

hensive and a more complicated picture. In the first place. of 

Francesco himself. He had a long working life. from the middle 

730s, let us say (for he was born in 1712), until his death on 

January 1, 1793; and though his early work has not as vet been 

sufficiently distinguished, it now seems certain that he began as 

a “history-painter” in the studio of his elder brother, Giovanni 

Antonio Guardi [figs. 3, 4]. I believe that he turned to view- 

painting, inspired by Canaletto’s success with the foreign visitors, 

perhaps even after a late apprenticeship in Canaletto’s studio, 

in the second half of the 1750s. The evidence of a contemporary 

diarist, Pietro Gradenigo, who refers to Francesco in 1764 as 

“buon scolaro del rinomato Canaleto,” is not lightly to be dis- 

regarded: and there can be no question that the earliest of his 

Venetian vedute, whether paintings or drawings, dating from 

the 1750s, are much more Canalettesque in style, and much less 

typically Guardiesque, than the late works to which I have just 

referred—so much so, that until lately their authorship was 

sometimes disputed. Luckily the earlier paintings are sometimes 

signed, and the drawings of this period sometimes correspond 



3 Giovanni Antonio Guardi: The Holy Family, ca. 1735. 
Mus 

to the paintings, so that the drawings can safely be accepted as 

working studies. But in their topographical correctness, they are 

more in Canaletto’s taste than in that of Guardi himself in his 

later days. 

Secondly, there has been a growing appreciation of other 

sorts of painting and drawing by Francesco: those enchanting 

Capricci, whether scenes of fantasy with Venetian motives—the 

Clock-Tower arch, with the vista transformed by the artist's 

imagination—or romantic lagoon landscapes, with strange, un 

functional Roman ruins at the water’s edge; and above all, the 

Guardi 

4 Francesco Guard The Holy Eucharist 

Mus sa t I 

elder brother, headed the family studio 

paintings” [3] in which Francesco got his 

before developing the special veduta style 

religious subjects and other “histories,” unsuspected until Fiocco 

drew attention to them, which he painted in the studio of his 

elder brother until the latter’s death in 1760, and continued oc- 

casionally to paint afterwards. Only lately Michelangelo 

Muraro, with the help of an inscription on the back of a draw 

ing by Francesco in an American private collection, has dis- 

covered a large altarpiece of St. Peter and St. Paul in a land- 

scape, with a vision of the Holy Trinity above them, in the 

parish church of Roncegno in the Valsugana; and the evidence 

is clear that this was painted by Francesco himself as late as 

on. Giacomo, carried on into the 19th cent 

as research has probed the relative mportance 

of the rest of the Guardi family. Giant 

{ “hist 

mn1o, 



Se 

778 or so, at the time of his last journey to the family property to think; that he was responsible for the design and much of 

in the Val di Sole the execution of all these works; but I still believe that Fran- 

These discoveries have brought their own problems: the chief cesco collaborated in most if not all of them. Such family col- 

being the problem of the relative importance, in the Guardi laboration was entirely in the Venetian tradition; it was char- 

studio, of the other members of the family. Forty vears ago acteristic of the artist families of Bellini, Vivarini, Tintoretto, 

U Gianantonio, the elder brother. was almost forgotten—though he Veronese, Bassano and Tiepolo, from the fifteenth to the eigh- 

was a Foundation Member of the Venetian Academy from 1756 teenth centuries. 

to his death in 1760, and though a signed altarpiece by him Certain pictures in the Houston Museum exhibition—the al- 

hk The Death of St. Joseph, was in the Berlin Museum. He was legories [ fig. 4] from Sarasota (I believe by Francesco) and the 

born in 1698, fourteen years before Francesco, and clearly he Holy Family with an Angel {fig. 3) from Toledo (I believe by 

must have been the head of the studio in his lifetime. Gradually Gianantonio)—are important to this problem, and may help the 

i more and more altarpieces and other “history-paintings” have visitor make a distinction which is at best not very obvious. But 

been iss ened to him by modern - holars Arslan. Morassi and it | recognize the hands correctly. Gianantonio’s hgures are 

Fernanda de’ Maffei in particular. If we accept the conclusions more elegantly proportioned, without the sharp lights and 

; of these authorities, we must rank him as a better “history angular contours of his brother. who was more at home with 

painter” than Francesco, giving him the credit not only for the staflage on a much smaller scale. A certain bucolic awkwardness 

' iltarpieces at Vigo d’Anaunia, Belvedere di Grado. Pasiano and of form, noticeable in the newly-discovered Roncegno altar 

Cerete Basso. but also for the exquisite scenes from the story (which is certainly Francesco’s), seems to me characteristi 

of Tobias on the organ-loft of the Angelo Raffaelle in Venice Nevertheless, the handling of the draperies and (where they 

the paintings which first led Fioceo to the discovery of Fran occur) landscape backgrounds in several of the other subject 

esco Guardi as a “figurista,” and which Fiocco still believes to pictures which are now attributed to Gianantonio—including 

bye s. | am now inclined to accept, at least. that Gianantonio the famous Ridotto and Parlatorio in the Palazzo Rezzonico 

was a better artist, and a more important figure. than we used ind also the Tobias series—is so like [Continued on page 52 

. 

a 

a Guardi has, until recently, been almost over- 

looked as a figure painter, His religious paintings 6!) and 

portraits [8] show a new side of his personality, in which 

broken patterns of lights and darks combine with a nervous, 

staccato line. This draftsmanship later hardened into a 

shorter. even more distinct line, as in a late drawing (% 

6 Francesco Guardi: Holy Family with St. John, ca. 1750-60 
K s | ‘ N York 

7 Francesco Guardi: Ballad Singer on the Piazzetta, ca. 1780-85 

Morga I : New York 

8 Francesco Guardi: Portrait of Boy in Uniform, ca. 1785. 

Springfield (Mass.) Museum 

All in the Houston Museum exhibition 



By Harvey Dinnerstein and Burt Silverman 

New look at protest: the Eight since 1908 

Fifty years ago this February 3 a new realist group 

first showed together: here two young realist-painter-reporters 

re-examine those social and esthetic values 

by authors Dinnerstein ft! and Silverman-——fhrst 

nts on the Montgomery. Aia. Negroes’ bus-strike 

"TT odes, in our cynicism and fear of losing our creative iden- at the turn of the century, where a group of illustrators, under 

tity, we forget the associations of artists in the past who have the dynamic influence of Robert Henri, turned to painting con 

worked together yet maintained their independence. It is _re- temporary life. Years later they were joined by Ernest Lawson 

freshing to look back at the zest for life and warm friendship Arthur Davies and Maurice Prendergast in the famous exhib 

that characterized the group of American artists known as “The tion at the Macbeth Galleries (Feb. 3. 1908). But the Phil 

Eight.” Like the Impressionists and the Pre-Raphaelites, this adelphia group exists as a distinct unit; their origin and con 

group of painters, at a certain point in their careers, joined to cept of realism bears separate discussion 

gether because of interests in common contrary to the pre As newspaper artists in the 1890s, William Glackens, George 

vailing taste of the time. Luks, Everett Shinn and John Sloan participated in a period of 
; The origins of “The Eight” are to be found in Philadelphia our history marked by social ferment and the struggle of new 

, artist-reporters, the members of The Fight 

took a hand in the muckraking and trust-busting of the 

time, working for newspapers |2]; but a favorite sub 

ject for attack was the Academy. its juries and prizes {] 

2 William Glackens: Two Sugar Magnates and 

Illustrat for 7 H 189 

Henri: Judging Art. 
The M e 190 



3 Robert Henri: The Match Woman, 1910. 

Hirschl & Adler Gallery 

deas. It was the period of the muckraker and the reformer. I] 

lustrators were assigned to cover every variety of story: robbery. 

murder, strikes, elections. fires, barfights. They were trained to 

the details of a scene, capture a gesture, tell a story. It was note 

i unique discipline of the mind and eye in memory and quick 

tion. They worked at terrific speed under the pressure of ercel pt n 

newspaper deadlines. They were called upon to exercise their 

in extraordinary ways, but it was all part of the rough 

ind tumble of the times. There was little time for quiet reflec 

on. Yet the experience provided material that was ultimately 

em in their pa nting. 

Robert Henri imbued them with the sense of importance o 

iinting as a social force. “Il am not interested in art as a means 

sf making a living. but art as a means of living a life.” They 

believed in each others’ abilities. and gave each other courage 

ind hope. They shared studios, studied and worked together 

Irom the same subject-matte! They had a positive enthusiasti 

erest the world about them Above all. the artist was a 

whole man he was a participator ind observe! 

Any consideration of their painting must take into account 

however, their training and outlook as newspaper artists and 

lustrators. The character of their drawing was certainly in 

keeping with the prevailing illustration of the time. Glackens’ 

sketches for The He d of 1897 |2] clearly reveal the in 

fluence of Charles Dana Gibson. They show an ittempt to seare h- 

mut characte within the framework of conventional illustration 

that places then n the spirit of the then growing climate of 

realism in the arts. This realism was to be seen in the writing 

of Stephen Crane. Dreiser and Norris, in painting by Eakins and 

Homer. John Sloan relates in his diaries the attention thev gave 

the English illustrators Keene and Leech during their early 

davs of study. These were Punch cartoonists who continued in a 

diluted form the graphic tradition of Hogarth and Rowlandson 

It was through Henri that the group also became aware of 

Ht... leader of the group 
: la} how an artist should live, 

Hirsch! & A G 

this month at Hirsch] & Ad 

ire reunited at the Metropolitan and Syracuse museums 

as 

subject of a retrospective 

ler 

4 Robert Henri: Summer Evening, North River. 1904 

Daumier and Goya. But in spite of such European influences 

their work was described, even at that time, as typically Amer- 

ican, and it influenced successive generations of artists to paint 

the “American Scene.” 

he Eight were called the “Revolutionary Black Gang.” the 

Apostles of Ugliness,” and later the “Ash Can School.” Great 

importance has been attached to the critical aspects of their 

work. Theodore Dreiser, in The Genius, comments on “the 

ability to indict life with its own grossaess, to charge it pro- 

phetically with its own meanness and cruelty in order that may- 

hap it may heal itself...” It is difficult for us today to see this 

ontent in their work. As a whole, they present the life of the tene- 

ments and streets as a panorama of human types, as an expres- 

sion of the pulsating rhythms of the city. There are exceptions. 

it their work very often has a humorous detachment that be- 

travs some of the insensitivities of the reformers of the time 

especially when they were of a social background quite distinct 

ind apart from the “depressed classes.” These disparities led to 

i blurring of descriptions, and in some cases to a kind of sen- 

timental patronizing that exploited their subjects as bizarre 

characters. There remains in their work an illustrator’s atten- 

tion to détail, to the event. It contrasts strongly with the feeling 

h similar social 

themes. In the work of Daumier and Goya. we do not feel that 

generated by other graphic artists who dealt wit 

they merely witnessed events. but a larger truth is revealed 

Their point of view seems more defined. bolder and more pro- 

found. There is a weight and power of form rarely achieved by 

the illustrator. Daumier’s finest street scenes have a monumental 

sense of organization and classic form. We are not aware of 

peculiarities of once-fashionable clothing. and if this is noted 

t is an adornment of the basic concept. Too often, in the work 

of the American realists. we feel that the main emphasis is on 

the incidental. Perhaps this is because their attitude toward the 

subject is so vaguely defined. It is not so much compassion for 

a teacher and example of 

Gallery: all The Eight 

Hirsch! & Adler Gallery 

5 Robert Henri: Fisherman’s Daughter, 1907. 



6 George Luks: The Old Duchess, 1905 
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New look at protest 

hun ‘ is in the work of Daumier or Kollwitz 

eral interest in the spe contemporary life 

Duriv, tl character-type the narrow ‘nse 

lustrator. Glackens’ di f the pusheart | fig. 9], for 

ipparent vigor, does not impress us as a deeply felt charac 

Che Ss ibjects remain merely types. Howeve r. where IZalion 

l 
ire successful, as in Sloan’s telling lithograph, Sixth A 

ith the best of the Fren fig. 8|, they hold their own w 

English schools 

It is revealing to see the work of these men in the lig 

their own social philosophies. Glackens felt a certain pic 

turesqueness about the crowded streets, the parks overflowing 

with children and the market place. Shinn shared this outlook 

and extended it to the glamor and excitement of the theate 

Luks identified with the brawling roughness of the streets as a 

part of his anti-conventional, anti-Victorian revolt. In many ways 

they all shared this latter feeling in varying degrees, and 

figured strongly in the ultimate revolt against the restrictions of 

the Academy. In the period of their closest association, these 

relatively superficial attitudes were coalesced by Henri’s more 

definitive approach. Sloan shared Henri’s warm feeling for 

people and this played an important part in his Socialist out 

look. In his best work he gives us a picture of the human spirit 

surmounting the tragic contradictions of the industrial system. 

But their drawings, though distinctive in many cases, were often 

\ 1 
t Shinn: character trom hi 

ind charcoal, 1935 
Sve Sack I 

ralized and even stereotyped to be favorably msidered 

il itude carried over into their painting. tor they rarely 

iad an interest in searching out more than the most immediate 
} 
brush ind apparent visual relationships. With their love of the 

th stroke and the spontaneous effect, they told their story wi 

bravura and gusto. There is in their best paintings the convi 

tion of reality that comes from direct experience, a result of 

their skill in observation and organization which enabled them 

to grasp the essentials of a scene in action. Their technique was 

swift, a spontaneous reaction to life. They looked at the work of 

the masters of the past, admiring the facile brush and glitter 

ng surfaces of Hals and Velasquez. An integral part of thei: 

work was the growing formal interest in the brushwork itself 

ind less and less a concern for what it described. Sloan gradu- 

illy became very critical of the preoccupation with spontaneous 

effect, and mere “paint-slinging.”” However, in his search for 

more profound understanding of the old masters he was led to a 

still more narrowly formal frame of reference. Such a develop 

ment on Sloan’s part, and the generally superficial approach of 

the others, leads us to question the depth of their original study 

and understanding of the tradition of realism. 

It is interesting today to compare the work of these men to 

that of Thomas Eakins 

in common with Eakins; they drew inspiration from his dedica- 

[see pp. 24-27]. They had a great deal 

tion and honesty and from his work. Against the pretty and 



9 William Glackens: Pushcart, charcoal, 1910. 

Kraushaar Gallery 

8 John Sloan: Sixth Avenue at 27th Street. 

lithogr aph, 1908 

B k Mus 

10 John Sloan: The Return from Toil, 
} 
~ Kight found subjects in the slums and Rane oe ee ee 

A inhabitants, but these often were seen as 

eotyped characters. Behind the bravura of 

Luks’s brush [6] is a “funny” old model, blood 

\ to Shinn’s theatrical hobo |7]. Sloan’s 

girls [10] and Glackens’ vignettes of the 

( East Side [9] rarely were embodied in more than 

form. But in Sloan’s lithograph of a lady 

ignoring slums [8], some of the trenchant social 

he admired in Daumier comes through 

} 

clever, Eakins pursued his studies in uncompromising realism. school of realism. This was due to their own superficial under- 

In his famous portrait of Senora Gomez d’Arza, he paints the standing of the tradition to which they: fell heir; there was no 

subject with the same dignity as his portraits of scientists and comprehensive approach that would enable them to develop 

intellectuals. The painting reveals his attitude toward the im- beyond the incidental and the fragmentary. Though they had 

migrant, she is essentially a human being. So many of Luks’s and won the battle for the acceptance of their art, the group very 

Henri’s portraits of national types are thin portraits of the soon disintegrated. Under the shattering impact of the Armory 

moment. As in the journalistic illustrations, the sitter is a Show, which they helped to father, their reason for existence dis- 

character type rather than a fully developed complex human appeared. Glackens returned to Europe and fell under the spell 

being. of Renoir. Sloan deserted the uirect apporach of his earlier city 

Insofar as the group was opposed to the sterility of the scenes for a self-conscious study of technique. Shinn drifted into 

Academy’s view of approved art, they seemed to have more posi- theater decoration, and painted only sporadically thereafter. 

tive qualities than they actually did. They became rebels to the Luks’ later work suffered from a mannered and trivial approach 

entrenched forces of the art world who thought their painting to subject-matter. Henri continued to paint and teach, but his 

| crude and ill-considered because it concerned itself with the influence was never as strong as it had ence been. 

entrenched forces of the art world who thought their painting 

served as a rallying point for other dissidents. So it is that they 

could find themselves exhibiting with artists who are tangential 

to the mainstream of American realism: Arthur B. Davies, a 

romantic painter in the tradition of Ryder; Prendergast and 

Lawson, offshoots of “The Ten” and an American brand of Im- 

pressionism. But these men also challenged the standards of the 

Academy and as a consequence joined forces with the dominant 

rebels of the day. Though the efforts of the men of the Phila- 

delphia school helped to open up the art world to new ideas, 

they themselves produced very little in the way of an enduring 

It is ironic that in the battle the realists conducted they suc- 

ceeded in releasing an art movement that today generally 

ignores the human image. When we honor the group for the 

battle they fought against the Academy of their time, we might 

do well to reconsider Robert Henri’s statement: “Language can 

he of no value for its own sake, it is only so as it expresses 

the infinite moods and growth of humanity. An artist must 

first of all respond to his subject, he must be filled with emo- 

tion toward that subject and then he mnst make his technique 

so sincere, so translucent, that it may be forgotten, the value of 

the subject shining through it.” 



By Thomas B. Hess 

Inside nature 

\n empirical-pastoral-tragical-pictorial-sculptural-comedy 

with two different endings, both happy 

Nature in Abstraction at the W hitney and in nature 

te motive behind the Whitney Museum’s exhibition and pub 

lications titled “Nature in Abstraction” seems to be a didacti 

justification of modern American painting by an appeal to 

common-sense and to common-sense history—the two most 

dangerous and treacherous authorities in the esthetic. The jus- 

tiheation is to an audience that accepts what it knows. its own 

common-sense security and built-in view of history. and being 

justified are some of those kinds of modern art based on ideas 

that were conceived in direct, radical opposition to such publi 

security and cosy history. 

lo put the confrontation in terms of a cartoon: There is a 

child who wakens just before dawn and sees a big. white 

lion’s head in a corner of his room. He realizes that this is a 

pillow on his chair, but each clue to pillow he looks for is an 

exact detail of lion. The lion’s head is there and he can hear 

the lion’s hoarse breath. Then the child imagines an adult 

coming into the room who turns on the lights and pokes the 

lion back into a pillow. The cartoon would be of the instant 

just before the transformation. The frightened child is labeled 

puBLic; the kindly adult pointing to the terror, WHITNEY MI 

sEUM;: the lion, aABsTRACT ART. (The next scene, in the child’s 

mind, happens to be the lion biting off the adult’s arm.) 

Happy ending, | 

“Nature in Abstraction,” both the catalogue and the book 

latter contains full replies by artists to a questionnaire on 

role nature plays in their art, the former is a brief for the 

thesis of the exhibition bolstered by citations from the artists’ 

statements—John I. H. Baur, speaking for the exhibition, states: 

“It is our purpose here to determine exactly what the relation 

is between American abstract art and one traditionally im- 

portant aspect of observed reality—nature” [my italics]. As 

might be expected from one of the most sensitive and acute 

historians of nineteenth-century American painting, Baur de 

fines nature as everything except man and the man-made. His 

conclusions are: 

1. There is a tendency “more marked than ever today 

towards kinds of abstraction which draw on observed reality.” 

». The style of the Abstract-Expressionist of about a decade 

“which started as a gesture of supreme freedom, has tend- 

ed imprison him within the confines of self.” 

}. The way out of jail is through the great out-of-doors, Item: 

Arshile Gorky, says Baur, found images in the world about him, ae 

and by raising his images to “a more universal level, he Richard Pousette-Dart: Golden Dawn, 1952 

caped the extreme introspection of the private gesture” 

italics]. “The only relation of my painting to nature is simply 

4. There has been a “redirection of Abstract-Expressionism” ; through me as a mystical part of nature and the universe. My 

certain pictures “have a new feel”; and “if these paintings work and my work alone defines my relationship to nature. 



to me that nature (not man, nor man- 

r engaged me as an image in painting. It is 

ike.’ I know that I work in a tension provoked by 

me to know what my pictures ‘look 

: } 

ictions I find in painting . . . The ethics involved in 

painting—the purity of the act, so to 

e actual to me than pre assumed images or 

cture structure. But this is half the story: I doubt 

if this ethic would be real enough without the ‘pull’ of the 

for its own ‘light,’ its sense of ‘place.’...To 

yainting as a freedom, by substituting as models ‘na- I 

ture’ or other ‘modern methods’ is ... a palling efficiency.” 

3 Joan Mitchell: Hemlock, 1956. 

“Tam very much influenced by nature as you define it. How- 

ever, I do not necessarily distinguish it from ‘man-made’ 

nature—-a city is as strange as a tree. ..I paint from re- 

membered landscapes that I carry with me—and remem- 

bered feelings of them, which of course become transformed 

... 1 like to look out a window or first walk in it—nature 

—and then I paint, which is making something—an ‘object.’ ” 





Inside nature continued 

the anguished emotional intensity of the 

breadth of 

have lost some of 

movement's earlier phase, they have gained in 

feeling, in lyricism—one might even say in common humanity.” 

Indeed the happy ending (everyone thought Johnny was a jerk, 

but he’s really a great guy after all and is going to run for 

mayor next year) has the sweep of de Mille. There is a sunburst 

of satisfactions. At last. says Baur, the artists “are finding their 

own challenges. and these lie not so much in the development 

! of an abstract vocabulary, largely perfected already, but rather 

in the transformation of art once more from end [i.e. art for 

irt’s sake] to means [art for goodness’ sake], and the use of 

y the movement's |[i.e. Abstract-Expressionism’s] oblique ap- 

proach to explore a larger realm of truth and human experi- 

ence than has yet been attempted in such terms.” 

Pretty soon the public will find the best color-television ever 

n the strip-frames of Younger Americans’ pictures. 

The Whitney's analysis of the development of Abstract-Ex- 

pressionism is plausible; its evidence is recorded in both the 

exhibition and in the publications. But what is comic—or, in 

ts way. tragic—is that the Whitney's interpretation of its facts 

= so opposed to their obvious meaning. What “Nature in Ab- 

straction” proves, in spite of itself, is that an art that was 

' 
{ 

! 

) Ang Ipp Storm, 1956 
j 

W M 

; I have ad ft painting. I ave to begin som 

; where. | begin with an idea—say, an idea of sunshine on 

i a hillside, ve w sunshin My paintings are called land 

[ scapes becaus I use a lands ape space. | am, therefore, sub 

ject he laws of nature Recognizing it, we make 

\ lolph (-otthi Red Sky. 1956 

| never use nature as a starting point, | never abstract 

from nature, | never consciously think of nature when | 

paint. Nevertheless when my paintings are finished, | can 

usually find some connection with nature in the painting. 

The connection is always tenuous, obscure, ex post facto.” 

Herbert Ferber Sun Wheel, 1956 

Whitney Muse 

“The questions of whether my sculpture is related to na- 

ture, consciously or not . .. for me are unanswerable in 

Rather, | 

I am not seriously 

the proposed terms. would say that for me ‘man 

is the measure’... interested in nature. 

| am interested in what man does with nature, Mountains 

hillsides interest me. . . it is 
*1 bore me while man-terraced 

man’s understanding, intuition and genius, his creations and 

his transcendence of nature which, I hope, inform my work. 

Perhaps Renoir said it best when he was asked how one 

becomes a painter. “Go to the museum,’ was the answer. One 
may say that a rose is more red because of Shakespeare.” 

created out of individuals’ despair and protest has been exploited 

imitators-of-imitators. The 

Pollock’s or de 

exact 

imitators and 

quality Baur prperly 

Rothko’s or 

slant of their own personalities, the precise frequency at which 

by mannerists and 

“oblique” senses in 

Kooning’s or Kline’s “approach” is the 

each, and no one else, can sing. By parodying, or singing be- 

side the songs of others, some may achieve the “new feel” in art. 

but it may be the chill of death. 

In attempting to beautify the body of modern abstract art 

that and the 

as an easily enjoyable, preferably helpful practical 

for a_ public wants universalities as pacifiers 

“human” 

experience, the Whitney has succeeded in exposing a corpse. 

The few steps in the exhibition that separate the gently faint- 

ing energies in the late Pollock (one of his weaker paintings, 

Ocean Greyness exhausted by blacks) from the cloying. bland 

illusionism of a painting called Black Dahlia by Paul Jenkins 

(who is represented to Parisians as a veritable American Wild- 

man) are the steps from style to fashion, from vision to obedi 

ence, from humanity to robotdom. 

Nature as a verb 

Fortunately for American art. the [Continued on page 59 



Art news from 

London by John Russell 

BGbteewher an inferno, Christmas was a quiet season in the galleries. ¢ 

tain rituals do, none the less, bespeak the season: at Agnew nothing in the 

front hall costs more than ten as, at Wildenstein youngish s 

artists are made free of the august walls, at Redfern there is usually a 

mammoth display of some sort, with a catalogue going well into four figures 

and the pictures overflowing on to the floor, under the directors’ desk and 

n among the twilit racks of the réserve The sea and seafaring was this 

year’s theme Visitors to the private opening were served with rum-pun 

by waiters dressed in the naval uniform of Nelson’s day.) 

Christmas is a time for sentiment, and there may have been a touch of 

Victorian deep feeling in the bidding that went up to $5.500. at Sotheby's, 

for a small version of Holman Hunt’s The Hireling Shepherd. It is, of 

irs¢ ne of the st endearing f Victorian narrative pictures and, like 

vany Pre-Raphaelite paintings. it has weathered wonderfully. It is dated 

1851-61. and one may wonder how iny of today’s favorites will look as 

fresh in a hundred years 

Old masters on the market 

Rembrandt's Old Man in an Armchair, whi for many yea was part 

Duke of Devonshi | 

with a marvelously vespertinal quality alixe the handling and in the 

meditative and all-but-somnolent pose. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

agreed last summer to accept it in lieu of death duties; and when there 

was brisk local opposition to its leaving Derbyshire it was brough » Lor 

don, along with other great things (the “Chatsworth Apollo,” for instance, 

ind the Memling “Donne Triptych”) in one of the discreetest removals 

since Lenin was put aboard the sealed train. It has now taken its place 

with nineteen other Rembrandts in the small oblong room in the Nationa 

Gallery which must have as much great painting in it, for its size, as any 

place in Europe. The Treasury made Christmas a happy time for the Ga 

of $82,750 lery by authorizing a grant of $30,000 towards the purchase price 

which was being asked for a splendid Poussin {doration of the Shepherds 

Mr. Jocelyn Beauchamp had sent this to Sotheby’s last July, where it 

fetched $72,500. Satisfactory as the upshot of all this may be, the incident 

reinforced the arguments of those who would like to see the National Ga 

+} ’ ' lery given more money to manoeuvre w he late-comer 8 alwavs, after 

i it a disadvantage 

Around Cubism 

With carnival stalking the streets,‘two?private galleries bravely paddled 

against the stream by putting on serious didactic exhibitions of more than 

usual interest. These were “Autour du Cubisme” at Gimp Fils and 

Holman “One of the most endearing of Victorian narrative pictures,” 

Hunt's The Hireling Shepherd, in Sothebv’s Christmastime auction 

+4 

Dimensions: British Abstract Act, 1948-1957" at Ohana. Gimpel has 

specialized in the promotion of Ben Nicholson, Lynn Chadwick, Donald 

Hamilton Fraser, Peter Kinley and other contemporary British artists; but 

the firm has, of course, ancestral roots in the great age of modern French 

painting (Gimpel pére’s diaries will one day be a cherished document 

that period) and when the gallery sets about an exhibition such as “Au 

du Cubisme” it does so with a considerable ease of reference. There are 

so few good Cubist paintings in England that although the exhibition was 

frankly peripheral in scope (Picasso, Gris and Braque were not represent 

ed) many of the minor masters came as an astonishment to the public 

Severini, for instance, has never been prized at his true worth in London, 

where only a few years ago one of his largest and most successful early 

paintings was sold at aution for a laughably small sum. The Delaunays, 

Roger de la Fresnaye, Hayden, Marcoussis, Gleizes and Metzinger are other 

painters to whom English opinion has never taken very kindly; and as for 

Valmier, Survage, Reth, Crotti and Serge Férat, not even their names have 

been pulled clear of the debris of history. Maria Blanchard, by any count 

one of the most eminent women painters of the fifty years, has no repu 

i 1 in | mn. The Gimpels’ little manifestation had therefore an im 

portance out of all proportion both to its size fifty-seven works, by thirty 

four artists) and to the caliber of the individual pictures. The opportunity 

ng work done in Russia by Larianov and Goncharova in 1908, six 

vears before they went to Paris, was one not to be missed; and a foray 
' imong British artists produced not only a group by Wyndham Lewis bu 

paintings in something approximating to the Cubist style by Christopher 

Wood and Roy de Maistre. Some there were, in all this, who had merely 

used Cubist mannerisms as a way of dividing up the picture-surface for 

decorative purposes; but enough of the grave original impulse remained to 

ain the vitality of le most momentous n f ent yet produced 

by twentieth-century painting 

English abstraction 

[he position of abstract art in England is a complicated one, and Lawrence i 

Alloway did excellent work not only in mounting a large retrospective sur- 

vey of the subject at the Ohana Gallery, but in producing a catalogue which 

was, in effect, a concise history of the movement to date. Some people ide 

nock of its solemn preoccupation with apparatus of menus uts: what can 

it matter, they said, in what year A lent B a book? But o 

matter when B is Victor Pasmore and the book is Biderman’s Art as the 

Evolution of Visual Knou edge And, as every historian since Herodotus has 

1 ' ’ } | } 
too well, it’s never too early to get the facts down. So all honor 

8 

known only 

Continued on page 
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Art news from 

Paris by Pierre Schneider 

W. le the glamorous, exotic regiment is in town, all eyes are fixed on it 

ilone; but when it has left, the hearts of the local ladies turn once again 

toward their compatriots and often end by discovering in them unsuspected 

or forgotten virtues. This is roughly the predicament of Paris’ major mu- 

seums, forced, in the absence of loan exhibitions from abroad, to resort to 

the treasures of their own and of provincial collections. To this fortunate 

necessity we owe the Orangerie’s new show: “The French Portrait from 

Watteau to David.” 

Orangerie showing French portraits 

The pleasures and the lessons to be derived from the Orangerie’s group of 

linety-six paintings and pastels—the latter not seen since 1949 because of 

their extreme fragility—and eight sculptures can at best be hinted at. The 

hteenth century, like every humanistic age, was a golden period for 

portraiture. Its evolution is admirably illustrated, from the formal, Baroque 

fheiality of the grand siécle, represented by Rigaud or Coysevox and per- 

petuated by Vivien, Regnaud and Largilliére, to the intimacy—one is al 

nost tempted to say, the unbuttonedness—so adroitly cultivated by the 

siecle des lumieres whose spirit animates Greuze, Boze, Perronneau, Chardin 

and a host of others. More and more importance is attached to the ex 

pression of the model’s character and personality. “They think that I only 

catch the features of their face,” Quentin La Tour remarked, “but I dive to 

the bottom of their being and bring them back totally.” Houdon when he 

sculpts Diderot literally exuding esprit, Cafhéri in his bust of the canon 

rré—covered with witty wrinkles from face to surplice—van Loo, Gounod, 

a!) might have made these wi rds their own, 

The evolution of the portrait, however, was far from linear. The human 

hgure remains for Nattier the pretext of decorative displays, as it does for 

Boucher (the latter, in his Jeune Femme au Manchon, is obviously mor: 

interested in the muff than in the lady’s features). For Fragonard, in his 

Figure de Fantaisie, it is a theme on which to spin Baroque variations. Even 

to those artists bent on psychological revelation, some sitters are more 

congenial than others: philosophers and friends tolerate liberties which 

princely patrons discourage. Quentin de la Tour, exquisitely perceptive in his 

portrait of the canon Leschamps, is stilted in his effigy of Louis xv. Per 

ronneau, whose models usually occupy less exalted stations, seldom lacks 

the subtle glow which social distance dims. Quite logically, artists of this 

ent are apt to surpass themselves in the self-portrait: Lépicié is a case 

point, and still more Chardin, whose pastels, done at an age when con 

temporary considerations no longer tempered temerity of statement, are 

imong the highlights of the exhibition. Then, too, the delicate medium of 

the pastel encouraged the notation of psychological symptoms 

This evolution toward increasing individualization was not devoid of 

perils. Sentimentalism was one: a mere hairbreadth separates it from senti- 

ment, but that hairbreadth neatly distinguishes Colson from Chardin, Pater 

from Watteau, Boze from Perronneau. Exoticism is curiosity run amok (eg. 

Mme. Vigée-Lebrun and Mme. Benoist) and mundanity is an overdose of 

sociability (eg. Drouais). The equilibrium toward which the eighteenth g 

hen a Watteau century strove is a pin-point one; hence its rarity but t also, w 

or Chardin achieve it, its miraculous poise 

French drawings at the Louvre 

1e majority of the The Louvre’s Cabinet des Dessins, which provided tl 

pastels shown at the Orangerie, has drawn from a different section of its 

fund to exhibit a remarkable anthology of French illuminations and draw- 

ings from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century, centered on the re- 

cently purchased Head Of A Young Woman by the Master of Moulins, 

f mentioned in this column a few months ago. From the reign of Charles v 

to that of Louis xm, we follow the gradual emergence of drawing, as well 

as painting, from the frame of the book. The four leaves, among the few 

surviving, of the Duc de Berry’s Tres Belles Heures de Notre Dame, are 

well on the way to emancipation. It is complete with Fouquet whose varied 

genius, at home in eclogue as well as in epic, in the Histoire ancienne as 

much as in the Livre d’Heures d’Etienne Chevalier, makes him the pivotal 

figure between the late Gothic and the Pre-Renaissan The liberation 

from the written word leads the art of drawing toward the easel, but also, 

on occasions, into the orbit of the decorative arts. The famous Parement de 

Varbonne, a drawing on silk, the size of an altarpiece, executed ca. 1375 

and perhaps the most important French drawing of the second part of the 

fourteenth century, illustrates this shift. Later, ornamental breadth of treat 

ment and wealth of detail will link such works as the series of seven draw 

ings on the theme of the Trojan War to Flandrian tapestry; others, through 

their arabescal handling of floral profusion, will testify to close contacts 

with the millefleur manner. The Gothic International Style contains in germ 

both this ornamental grace (eg. Young Woman With Falcor i. 1400) and 

i search for expression which, in the North, will eventually lead to ex- 

pressionism (eg. the Cabinet’s newest acquisition, a drawing by Wolgemuth, 

Diirer’s teacher) 

Baudelaire centenary; donor collection 

From the Renaissance onward, the paths of image and word were to sepa 

rate, henceforth intersecting only occasionally. One of the men most respon- 

sible for bringing them together again was Baudelaire, the hundredth an- 

niversary of whose Fleurs du Mal the Bibliothéque Nationale is celebrating 

with a large and thorough exhibition. Evident here, in spite of modish 

[Continued on page 48] 

Kermadec’s Bather No. 1, at the Galerie (A 15th-century manuscript at One of the prehistoric pictographs of the 

Sahara, at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs Louise Leiris: “an ever greater fluidity.” the Louvre’s Cabinet de Dessins 
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by Milton Gendel 
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Art news from 

Los Angeles by Jules Langsner 

hgure seems t T.. transformation of an artist into a legendary 

certain prescriptive ingredients. The subject's work should excite } L 

ot response yet fail to meet initial recognition H should be possessed Dy 

demonic furte providing a rpus of dramatic ncidents. And his career 

ought to be ippe i by a violent nadir g with reative powers undiminished 

Gorky: myth vs. reality 

The life and work of Arshile Gorky contain these ingredients and, 1 

surprisingly, the process of apotheosis is well under wav. The exhibition of 

paintings and drawings of 1927-37 by Gorky at the Pasadena Art Museum 

comes at a propitious time enabling is to catch a glimpse of the artist 

groping to find his way The show documents Mever Schapiro’s study oft 

Gorky in the September 1957 ARTNews 

The works at Pasadena are on loan from the collection of Los Angeles 

painter Hans Burkhardt, formerly a student of Gorky’s. The artist is seen 

in a critically formative period of his career. Again and again the ex 

hibition presents Corky he contributions of Cezanne and 

Cubisn which o« ipied ng thos years. The r ipl lly form 

ng image of Gorky as ted into creative activity by com 

pelling and mysterious forces is dispelled by these searching studies 

Landscape, 1928, discloses Gorky identifving himself with Cézanne The 

Ceézannesque touch again is seen in a Self-Portrait of 1927-28. The artist's 

incisive self-examination takes the picture out of the category of “study’ 

ind wb mgs mn a major museum of \merican art His apprenticeship tk 

Cubisn is evidenced in the 1937 portrait ot the artist’s sister, Vartus/ 

wi finds Gorky looking over his shoulder at early Cubist Picasso. Forms 

ire reduced to essential volumes and the sloe-eved head is clearly a Cubist 

m of the African mask. Total involvement with ¢ 

' f mantiest In numerous sti « drawings, with many restatements of identica 

objects Indomitable effort to clarify the concepts of Cubism 1 his own 

mind was a necessary step in Gorky’s development 

Many other revealing works are included. There is a 1934 gouache study 

for The Artist and His Mother, based on a 1911 photograph. A group of 

paintings of 1936-37 introduce the organic forms characteristic of Gorky’s 

mature phase. Abstraction, 1936, for example, retains elements of Cubism 

combined with shapes psychologic ally suggestive At this stage of his de 

velopment the concern is more with invention of form than with color 

nuance 

The show has done much to put the artist in proper perspective and 

to discredit some of the romanticism of the myth. 

Contemporary synthesis at Long Beach 

Ihe state of painting in Southern California is difficult to assess: almost 

every contemporary direction is represented. This intermixture of styles 

Museum’s show In the Pasadena 

of Gorky Sel/-Portrait, 1927-28 

- summarized in the current survey of Southern California pa 

Long Beach Museum of Art 

The forty picture in t show w elected by p ling 

painting instructors irt historians, curators, museum dire rs 

fia schools and college art departments The exhibitior sd 

twenty works Dy listinguls i irtists t nationa reputat 

rv promising painters. The net resu inevitable in a snap ta 

Kind, 1s e same line-up of artists tound in juried shows. W 

xceptions, the exhibition ild be called “Familiar Faces 

\mor old-timers receivin e stamp of approval by i XI 

Burkhardt, William Brice, Edgar Ewing, Lorser Feitelson, Da 

Macdonald-Wrig and Sueo Serisawa possess undiminishe t 

Other established artists pres t wi representat work l 

Edmondson, Keith Finch, Ynez Johnston, John Paul J s, | 

Richards Ruben and Howard Warshaw 

The up-and-coming contingent at Long Beach is less f 

personal styles. | am thinking of Karl Benjamin, Robert | 

Goedike, Leon Goldin, James Jarvaise, Robert Johns Irene Ko« 

MeC] in, Orrel I 1 and Vic Smith, each of whom, as like is 

wheel in a new dire n. Pictorial in Visalion is ) i 

hese younge artists than among the group of erans 

When all is said and done, a consensus of experts e fie 

nly clouds the situation. Experts hay i wav of can g icl 

\ poll of value judgments may be enshrined on Madis \ 

loesn’t take the place of responsible critical decision 
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onsagra, Fontana, Franchina, Moreni 

Appel, Mathieu, 

ost all of these artists have been seen here in group 

found i 

example of gal ery 

Franci 

Burri, Ce =e 

Morlotti, 

Ri »pelle, Serpan As al 

Dov a, 

Prampolini, Sanfilippo, Spazzapan, Vedova; 

or one-man shows, the exhibition served more to stake out the 

of operation than to provide a stimulating tions area 

m inship 

nt English activity The present exhibitior . ne’s first view of curre 

In fact, in England itself no such show has as yet appeared, and the founda 

tion might well return the exh 

temporary Arts in London, its 

Read, | od, the 

at the Institute of Con 

1.C.A.’s 

Art Foundation 

ibition for a showing 

sponsoring body. As 

Rome-New York 

intend to carry out a program of a 

Alloway, 

d rector, Sir 
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ideals and tive 

co-operation Th effort, 

director of ILC.A, aims to ill 
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impresarioed by Lawrence first joint 

ustrate the I rends animating deputy 
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British art is linked with Europe and the United States. 

sé ilpt rs today Selected, and presented by painters and 

1 
represents his viewpoint on the ways in which 

In accordance with 

this criterion the emphasis, despite the presence of Bacon’s unfocused scene 

rf passion in the grass tness Study from the Human Figure, is « » direc 

of the hand dealing with paint and other materials. The traditional dis- 

nateness of English art does not figure here: indeed, the current of I 
the group suggests a visual-arts equivalent of excitement that runs through 

the English literary sub-current known as the “Angry Young Men.” Whether 

the dominating personalities here are Alan Davie and Eduardo 

of whom is a newcomer to the international public. Davie, 

“First British Action Painter” (new titles, for an old, strati- 

Idness (read guts), decision (read knowhow) and im- hed society) has bo 

hep). The names of his pictures are distractingly corny, 

Wife and The Dog Jumped Over the Moon, but the 

alive and stimulating. Paolozzi’s 6-foot 

mediacy (read as 

as in The 

work itself is 

the Second, while 

Farme r’s 

bronze, St. Sebastian 

iccretion ot suggesting an abstract sculpture’s yearning 
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I aris continued from page 45 

errors and private deviations, is Baudelaire’s conviction that hehind the 

radiance whence they derive their life and 

Works by (the 

specific arts lies a point of 

where, ideally at least, they converge: poesy Delacroix 

18 

his Professorship and his membership in the Royal Academy and retired to 

research into the possibilities of non-figuration 

Our I and geometrical abstractionists have long been leading constructivists 
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that their work 
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Italian art, 
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visitors and students interested in contemporary 
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Germany wholesale 

Today” at the Ex 

on Via Nazionale has been put on by the Haus der Kunst 

Italian art Munich this 

Haus der Kunst states that the 

intended to document modern German art, nor is it meant 

The big shambling show of “German Art from 1905 to 

hibition Palace 

in exchange for the modern show sent to earlier 

year by the Rome Quadrennial. exhibition 

is not to be en 

anthology of masterpieces. The result is a collection of 288(!) paintings, 

pieces scattered among and sculptures, with some exceptional 

Haus der Kunst would have done better to produce 

drawings 

joblots of mediocrity 

without worrying about 

As it is, almost every German who has passably 

a choice selection, like the Guggenheim museum’s, 

managed a brush hiatuses. 

or a chisel since 1905 is represented, and the exhibition thus has a pseudo 

documentary slant. Naturally, the exponents of The Bridge, The Blue Rider 

and Beckmann and Kokoschka are among the principal personalities of the 

show. “The New Objectivity” is represented by Otto Dix, but George Grosz is 

absent. Kandinsky, Klee and Feininger stand for the Bauhaus, and Max Ernst 

for Surrealism. Baumeister, Wols, Werner, Nay and Winter bring us up to date. 

Both Nolde and, unaccountably, Klee are seen only in late works. Kandinsky 

of these only Black 

Spot equals the quality of his canvases at the Guggenheim exhibition, which 

Kokoschka’s Portrait of 

the Poet Dirsztay contrasts with two of his lyrical landscapes and the weli- 

both in their own right 

is shown in three landscapes and three abstractions; 

ilso does better with Campendonck. dashing 

known Deer. Current interest in the Expressionists, 

and as precedents for Abstract-Expressionism, makes the German show note- 

worthy, despite its defects. Particularly welcome inclusions in the exhibi- 

tion are paintings by two forerunners or early protagonists of Expressionism 

Paula Modersohn-Becker and Christian Rohlfs—and by Jawlensky, who 

was seen in Rome for the first time last year in a show at the Obelisco. 

brilliant, pathetic final study for the Pieta at Saint-Denis du Saint-Sacre- 

ment, a swift, light sketch for La Mort de Sardanapale which, even more 

than that masterpiece, fits the poet’s description: “marvellous as a dream”), 
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Guys, Manet, Boudin, Jongkind, caricaturists from Goya to UVaumier, en- 

gravers like Méryon, Bresdin, Legros and Whistler, illustrate Baudelaire’s 

unity of purpose through the multiplicity of his interests. 

Like the Louvre, the Petit-Palais has operated “a return upon itself,” as 

the French phrase puts it. The collections bequeathed to the City of Paris 

by the museum’s “Great Donors,” ranging somewhat unevenly from Egypt 

and Greece to Gothic, Renaissance and eighteenth century, are provided 

with a fresh and more aerated presentation that ought to do much to dispel 

the indifference of Parisians. For, paradoxically, they show toward the 

Petit-Palais, their museum, the kind of a priori disaffection which big- 

towners usually reserve for small-town treasures 

Primitive vs. folk art 

The terms “primitive” and “popular” must be severely differentiated, as we 

can see by comparing two current shows: “Prehistoric Paintings of the 

Sahara” at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs and “Polish Folk Art” at the 

Musée d'Art Moderne. Discovered in 1933 by a French lieutenant and in 

vestigated by a team of ethnologists and artists since 1955, these paintings, 

found on the walls of rock-shelters on the high, arid plateaus of Tassili 

vuntry, furnish an invaluable link between prehistoric and historic times. 

One hundred and fifty replicas of the thousand so paintings brought to 

on display. They range from the eighth to the first millenary B.c. 

Emerging in graceful confusion, as the generations of earth arising all at 

once at the call of the trumpet on Doomsday, at least a dozen epochs are 

discernible in superimposition. Three main divisions appear. The oldest 

favors an almost abstract, symbolic art strongly related to magic and ritual; 

e second, or “Bovidian” period, is more narrative and naturalistic; the 

ast the Negroid civilizations of the Hoggar to the mainstream of 

Egyptian culture. The rhythms of growth and death of these successive 

phases are curiously similar to those of life on earth: as did the species of 

animal life in the paleontological age, the figures in each phase start small, 

grow huge and give way to new ones, again small but fated to go through 

the same cycle. Nevertheless, throughout these eigat thousand years, Tassili 

irt maintains its inventiveness: quaint creatures suggesting a prehistoric 

science-fiction or a Disney-esque fauna provide inexhaustible themes for a 

plastic imagination capable of casually prefiguring a Klee or Miro. Through 

vut, these works are marked by an extreme elegance and distinction 

which unmistakably situate them on the level of major traditions. 

The same cannot be said for Polish folk art. Popular art, unlike primitive 

irt, defines itself in terms of a dominant tradition: thereby it admits its 

own minority. The paintings are clumsy, delayed adaptations of styles 

prevalent earlier. A certain relaxed, bon enfant whimsy seems to have found 

shelter in ceramics. As for sculpture, the medium most strongly represent- 

ed, it delves, with a kind of obsessive masochism and in a manner derived, 

as recently as the last century, from Gothic and Baroque conventions, on 

the figure of suffering Christ—an insistence perhaps best explained by the 

fact that Poland unconsciously saw itself as the crucified nation. 

Hubert Robert and the bucolic 

Anthropocentric periods, as noted above, glorify the human figure; epochs 

reacting against humanism emphasize nature, the landscape. In this per- 

spective, Hubert Robert and Louis Moreau, who both died one hundred and 
fifty years ago and are being honored by an illuminating show at Galerie 

Cailleux, appear as true Pre-Romantics. The name of Robert usually evokes 
only Rome and ruins. The current exhibition largely repairs this injustice. 

Robert painted contemporary scenes—the fire that destroyed the Paris 

Opera, the razing of the houses on the Pont Neuf, or the profanation of 

the crypt of St.-Denis—which point the way to nineteenth century Realism. 

His Italian landscapes recall Piranesi and Guardi, but they also pave the 

way for Corot. The many facets of his talent include not only the celebra- 

tion of defunct pomp but that of living intimacy: the two paintings showing 

Mme. Geoffrin at home insinuate themselves into the good graces of plain 

things and people with a skill reminiscent of Chardin. Next to Hubert 

Robert, Moreau looks dainty and monochord. He reduced Fragonard’s 

bucolic phantasies to the scope of the keepsake. 

Ever since the time of Moreau, the landscape has given a succession of 

French little masters the occasion to affirm limited but sometimes highly 

individual qualities. An ensemble of small oils and watercolors by a Lyon 

painter, Frangois-Auguste Ravier (1814-1895) is on view at Galerie Aubry. 

Ravier’s co-ordinates are Corot and Courbet. However, he sinks his claws 

into the wintery hills of Dauphiné with a fragile, sparrow-like tenacity 

quite his own, and the feverish whirls of his sunset skies sometimes recall 

Turner's ethereal luminosity. 

Aims and trends in the galleries 

“Tachism” is perhaps but the most recent disguise assumed by an old Paris 

favorite, painterliness. Viola (Galerie Claude Bernard) dissolves the glitter 

of precious stones in troubled waters. By adding the dimension of “paint” 
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to his “fantasophal” paintings, occultist Surrealist Baskine unexpectedly 

summons up the gl Marie Laurencin and an echo of Chagall (Galerie 

Furstemberg). The minute graphic phantasies of Gregory Masuroysky (Gal 

erie du Dragon) hover delicately between the universe of Michaux and 

that of Seurat. 

At Galerie Rive Droite, Fautrier exhibits the fruits of thirty years of 

what he calls “informal figuration.” At the start, his work displays an 

evident lack of density. This he later seeks to remedy by the superimposi 

tion of layer upon layer of impasto His latest works seer o indicate that 

this graft did not succeed: thick, rectangular shapes now appear 

point of dropping out of the thin, atmospheric background. An instinct 

timidity and indecision have.unexpectedly installed Fautrier in the rol 

precursor: myopic persons are often involuntary visionaries. Eugene 

Kermadec, who is given a large and partly retrospective exhibition 

Galerie Louise Leiris, has pursued a single aim with the dogged obstin 

n the margin of contemporary movements, Starting from a dissociati 

‘lor and contour of which he found the suggestion in Cubism, 

nstantly striven toward ever greater fluidity of the former and 

liberty of the latter. In the paintings of the past few ye 

rewarded: Kermadec has painted the pores through whic! 

naly so) d ind hermet . 
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‘lor runs 
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in essence of 

Takayama i onet 1 with the fleeting action of light Advice for beginners ... ne Smeets 
of overlapping triangular planes, 

inspiration for experts was peering into hidden corners. Sometimes Takayama tries 

proximation to the familiar world, as in San Pedro, and then 

gaging, more matter-ot-fact ) ites 

. ae : 
Eakins’ progress continued from page 27 

or less true, although he had studied abroad and knew the work of the pas 

But his methods were his own. One would expect a painter so concerned 
he felt 

with the amassing ot letails, which he relentlessly applied when 

them called for, to have started with many detailed drawings. In fact, he 

ilmost never drew. He was a protoun 1 student of anatomy 

ph yttographs which he took himself. but he seems to have used these as 

sources of information, of support for understanding, rather than for the 

creation of any visual images. And this, I think, is important to our under 

standing of him. Artists who rely on drawings most frequently change and 

alter them, increase or diminish them, until some ideal or perfected image 

is achieved in the final work ua procedure was entirely contrary to 

Eakins’ intention 

Rather he seems always t ve started with rough and broadly painte 

oil sketches, which are of . ig intensity and brilliance. All the in 

pact ol the emotional and intellectual content in the final picture is im 

pli it in them, and yet they are, quite often, almost abstractions There are 

several of them in this show. The etch for Music [fig. 5]. here given the 

title The Violinist, the sketch for the Writing Master and by far the most 

extraordinary, the sketch for the Gross Clinic (fig. 8). The vast finished 

picture [fig. 7] is not in the exhibition, but for those who know it, it is 

clear enough that the small slash of scarlet in the sketch indicates blood on 

IS page color plate } the limbs of the patient and the hand of the doctor; strokes of glittering 

OIL PAINTING A Practical Guide white, the limbs themselves or the enshrouding drapery. And above all this, 

and emerging out of the surrounding obscurity, roughly brushed in, is the 

by Stephen Bone monumental head of the doctor, like that of 

termined, pausing for a moment in the pursuit of his art 

a prophet, wise, sad and de 

At your favorite bookstore. Truly this is an image from the “inward recesses of consciousness.” This 

D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, ze is where the picture starts, this is what gives the finished work its appeal 

and power over our imaginations. Only when this act is accomplished are 
120 Alexander Street Princeton, New Jersey / 

’ . the myriad details applied, and no matter in what profusion, tne initial 

(RT NEWS 



vision is invariably enhanced, never obliterated. Rather it is strengthened, 

and given that intensity of meaning which seizes and holds the attention of 

the contemporary observer. 

lo the painter of today seeking his own solutions to the problems of 

form and content, the work of Eakins has a special fascination. It would 

seem that it should have little interest for the contemporary. Not only was 

he nothing of an experimenter himself, he was entirely indifferent to the 

experiments that were revolutionizing the face of Western art during his 

, lifetime. It is interesting to note that Turner was still alive and working p * 7 fb 0) q tT Mi . A N 

, when Eakins was born, and that the Cubists had painted some of their oe 

j najor works before his death in 1916 

Further, there is in his work no parade of handling, no rhetoric of style. . i 

And vet the fascination remains, and is extremely difficult to define. When- 21 masterpieces of ancient sculpture from 

er the work of art approaches very closely to the look of things, artistry Mexico and Peru 2000 BC sag 1500 AD 

becomes almost indefinable, although its existence is instantly recognizable. during February wae 64 

Wherever we find it. it is most difheult to analyz One thinks of Vermeer 

, for example. Faced with his art of seeming fact, one despairs of describing 

: the miracle which we know to have taken place. Of a flower piece by 

Fantin-Latour, it is impossible to say whether it is real or unreal, for within 

its apparent actuality some marvelous alchemy has obviously occurred. The 

secret must lie in the inward vision of the artist, and if I have not defined 

. perhaps | have suggested at least a little of how it comes about. 

When I started to write this article I had not finished Mr. Shahn’s book, 

and so I was surprised and delighted to find, about halfway through it, a 

ihe ret erence to Eakins, It reads as follows: GIMPEL FILS 
50 SOUTH MOLTON ST. 

LONDON-WI1 

Later, as I sat at lunch, I kept remembering the Eakins—the Winslow 

Homer paintings, too, but mostly the Eakins—the Cello Player. What was 
? 

about Eakins t it was so compelling There was no boldness ot design 

there. Colors, elegant and muted, but not used for design—used actually 

quite descriptively. Perhaps it was partly realism, but then realism alone 

quite often leaves me cold. There was another kind of content in the Eakins 

} paintings; there was a certain intellectual attitude——a complete dedication LEADING CONTEMPORARY 

| ymprehending something, someone outside himself. There was an in- BRITISH PAINTERS & SCULPTORS 

ensity of honesty, a personal simplicity present in the work itself. Odd, (AGENTS FOR BEN NICHOLSON) 

' that by departing utterly from himself, an artist could so reveal himself. : 5 

“What a departure, what a contradiction to the canons of art which we 
Nn 

{ hold so inviolate today! Eakins, fuil of content, full of story, of perfection Sonia Delaunay “Mouvement Final’’ FRENCH XIXth & XXth CENTURY 

of likeness. of naturalness, of observation of small things—the look of wood Pastel on Tissue Paper PAINTINGS 
' 1914 1012 x 8 inches 

ind cloth and a face—seeking to reveal character in his painting, loving 

| the incidental beauty of things, but loving even more the actual way of 

i things sympathy, honesty dedication, visible apprehensibl shape. Form 

Invention of the real under Louis XTV continued from page 3 

striated by dry, spare lines which have the very dryness of skin. E I & G e i 
' € These pictures are great observations of life, and great symbols of a hu 

man condition now reve aling of their precarious situation the frail Zigzag 

of limbs on which the figures are poised!—but they hardly prepare us for D . d h 

the next phase of la Tour’s development so far as we know it. The sense of rawings an Govac es 1909-1955 

material and the humanly symbolic form are intensified: the dappling of 

color, the random accents, the impressionism and the daylight disappear. In February 19 _ March 22 

their place, by the simplifying candlelight the color consolidates into simple 

areas, embodying, through its sheer gravity, great forms. Thus (succeeding 
' 1 ‘ “% _ 7 ‘ “ _s . 

the Jerome, and retaining a little of its dry line) the famous and marvel- q Al ERIE i aU ISk ‘. EKIRIS ; ; , B. 44 4 4 . 4 4m . 
lous style represented in London by The Prisoner from Epinal [fig. 1] , 

I ly devel ! 17 rue de Moeonceau, Paris Be Lab. 57-35 
ipparently develope 

Essentially there are now only two colors. There is white, ivory-toned or 
Open every week-day except Monday from 10 to 12—2:30 to 6 

amber, and against it the cinnabar red, drawn together from the corners 

of earlier pictures to make the solidest color in art. But they are not colors 

only; they are material consistencies. The white is linen-color, apron-color, 

\ V. are in the market to add to our extensive 
Stock of Fine Paintings. We are interested in 
purchasing examples of 18th, 19th and 20th Cen- 
tury American and French Schools and Old 
Masters. 

WE offer our wide experience in handling Estate 
matters for either the sale of individual paintings 
or entire Collections. 

HIRSCHL & ADLER 

alleries inc. 
Better known as a still-life painter, Alexandre Francois Desportes is 21 EAST 67th ST. NEW YORK 21, N. Y. * LE 5-8810 

seen as a plein-airiste in this Landscape, ca. 1784. Compiégne Museum, 

i 
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white areas —is quintessentially contained in such of stiff, folded, parchment-like materia luminating the neg the color of aged skin, evocative 

pieces as Jealousy and Oswald (of Ibsen’s Ghosts). Munch carried poster The solid cinnabar is (and remains so for la Tour) the voluminous color of 

iny modeling, holding form of its art to a new profundity: see the man’s head amid the roots of an apple 

own accord, by its assured and radiant presence tree and the novel conception of Marat’s death as a prostrate clothed man 

womanly ministration, requiring hardly 

In this style, evolving over a decade or more, as we may imagine, la Tour the presence of a composed nude model. $26,500 P.1 

painted his great masterpieces. The scheme, preserving its essential balance, 

in which colors, areas of pigment, identify themselves magically as light, as Winslow Eaves Contemporary Arts; Feb 3-21] held his first one-man 

matter and as human forms, was progressively extended. It embraced violet show here in 1949 and later exhibited ‘in Paris. That he was a student 

and pink, colors of translucence, the colors of watchful attentiveness, and f Zorach and Milles is clear from the round harmonious curves of heavy, 

the cold yellow of bright light. Then, as the stvle reached its conclusion, in centripetal abstract figures and the perpendicularity of slim stylized anat 

pictures like the New Born from Rennes, signs of change became apparent mies. Both of these tend, however, to look more academic and less ex 

A new exactness of description, and thus of observation, engaged the paint pressive than some pure organic forms and a semi-abstract welded metal 

er. La Tour's great symbolical invention, the invention of the real, was illed Carnivorous. $100-$1 000 P.1 

complete; the way was open to another kind of representation, a return to 

realistic transcription, and to the mouse-eyed minuteness of the St. Joseph Invitation group [Arts; Feb. 11-21] of eight newcomers offers a man 

pictures from the Louvre and Nantes [fig. 3 This last style has the in sided show. A shadowy portrait by Charles McBride and a red-blue Action 

clusiveness, the maturity and the effortless optical realism of the styles Painting by Priscilla Lewis stand out. $75-$400 1.H.S 

Danzig-borr artist showing oO Klement | RokKo 

first time, paints Abstract-Expressionist canvases that have something of the 

. ° 
! | . ' ' > 

| lity rt tonal musi she 1s n 7? t ti te of the co oser D 
Guardi t t . 1a i i nusi } l fa ie wi ‘ ’ npose Ral 

j ] ] } +} ' Shapey Ac the composer provides a commonplace musical phrase wi n 

ir-looking 

of a certain Dr. Via of Chioggia in 1790. Fiocco and 

Museo Correr, wh Coast artists who ed in Par ifter World War II, is currently teacl 

drawings 

S200-8 3.000 

Francesco's son Giacomo Guardi (1764-1835) is at least a more distinct 

artisti personality His little Venetian views hg 5 painted i gouache or Rich rd Blow Boissevair to Fel i shows attractive ls and go 

paper, and inscribed on the back with his name and address Calle de lerived from many of the modern European masters. Heads, nudes 

Parrucchier No. 5245"), were much collected by the less ambitious foreig ifes, landscapes and flower paintings in turn bring to mind Braque, Picasso 

tourists after his father’s death, and are enjoying a new popularity toda Chirico and others. With no particular obtrusiveness of a personal styl 
Whole volumes of them, bound in white vellum, have turned up from time Blow has written observant postscripts to the works of well-chosen leader 
to time in England and Ireland, and have been broken up for sale; and $50-$200 H.D.H 

many examples are now in America. These are immediately recognizabl 

dating from the early nineteenth century ind co 1 never be mistaken for Three women artists [Kottler: Feb. 9-22 show in different mediums 

his father’s work. But as a young man, from the early 1780s onwards. he Rosette Bakish gives a precise ind sensitive. almost Oriental delicacy 

worked closely with his father. and no doubt replaced his ut! e Nicold her collages of paper and nen where the few objets collés, sharp and 

after the latter’s death in 1786, as the principal studio-assistant. He was a fragile. throw a soft, curved aura onto their field. Annette Denhof’s amu 

better draftsman in those days, under Francesco’s immediate influence, thar ing terra-cotta groups ask for an increase in scale. Textured realist oils ar 

he appears from the familiar lit souvenirs de Wenise and we must a shown by Natalie Jasiukynaite. Prices unquoted H.D.H 

cept the possibility, not only that he collaborated in some of his father’s 

atest works, but also that he produced at the sam period some respectable The Wall [B. Schaefer to Feb. 8] presents the responses of ten arch 

paintings of Is OW rol le nd apr i Francesco's style tects to the burning question of what shall be done with w ills, especial 

those in office buildings or air terminals. Of the models shown, only Warrer 

Jennerjahn’s frozen white expanse inlaid with broken glass suggests tha Reviews and previews continued from page 15 
they shouldn’t be left alone TA 

selves in the crush of the Carnival; a child, a cat, flit through a dark street 

under banging shutters. These are held by a softer, more romantic long Keith Martin [Duveen-Graham; to Feb. 15] of Baltimore, in his third 
> ’ ' ; 

ing than Balthus’ young people caught in odd sensual dreams. But his New York one-man show, has progre d from crowded images to wider 

] > } ] , . 
elusive realism beyond obvious social onsciousnes s impaired by ur vistas: a desert flavor of waverin itmosphere, fluid mirages of rocks. siftin 

carefully arranged abstractions necessary flaring of color. Prices unquoted E.B sand and corroding stone are mirrored in 

$100-$700 E.B of mineral color 

tempera on gesso ground picture of mountains, in some new, abstract Dale Joe [Mi Chou; Feb. 4-22], who last showed in New York in 1954, 

canvases seems to stand close to a segment of rock, seeing it as a flat, just returned from France where he painted on a Fulbright His delicate 

over-all pattern of dry browns and plastery whites. In her handling of a art. divided between hanging scrolls and small panels, is ambiguous enoug! 

section, she succeeds in suggesting the elevation of the peak and conveys with spatter, blotted forms and the relief-map look to provide a new trompe 

with directness the impact ruggedness, loneliness and majesty. Prices un l'oeil: latterday abstraction or classic dot, line and haze?—branch with 

quoted LHS leaves or landscape from the air? Informed that they are mostly rivers, one 

300 P.1 is adjusted to an aérial view 

Edvard Munch [New Art Center] was seen in Marvin Small’s collection of 

t’s lithographs, etchings and woodcuts, originally on Nikolay Nikolenko [Petite; Feb. 24-March 8] continues his entertaining 

but challenging marriage of the orthodox techniques of icon painting to 

realist subject-matter. He studied Russian icon painting in 

fifty-nine of the 

sale as a unit. Munch’s macabre fantasy, individually his own, was evident 

. heads oddly like van Gogh’s and contemporary 

romantic symbolism evoking Goya and Redon. A large head of Strindberg Kiev in the school of Boichuk, who was attempting to purify and revive 

is even more striking’ than the self-portrait while Munch's gift for laconic ancient techniques. Subsequently in Hamburg Nikolenko and four other 

il- iconopistsi continued this research and broadened it to include Byzantine 

ng Lautres ] rh 
aiong wiih genre scenes reca 

masses weighted with moody psychic significance—a few dark lines 

~~ 
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A ehildhood oame becomes real... 
You gave it a spin, closed your eyes and put 
your finger on your destination. What thrilling 

pictures you conjured up—what exciting foreign 
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Now it’s all real—with a thousand routes around 
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methods, To escape anachronism the artist paints mother-and-child themes 

ind a series of horses with elegantly arched necks and flowing tails which 

are as much at home in the present as in the fourteenth century. However 

interesting for their technique, Nikolenko’s paintings suffer from the 

thru. Feb. 1 
ve. Feb. 05 John Wells [Durlacher; to Feb. 22], showing locally for the second time. 

RB A Z | is a British friend and pupil of Ben Nicholson. More romantic and less 

hygienic than those of his mentor, his pictures seem excessively worked over 

and sometimes have a strained, uncomfortable feeling. In his more relaxed Feb. 15 thru. Mar. 8 
moments he can produce semi-abstract mystical interpretations of nature 

the flavor of Arthur Machen’s stories. Coastal, 2, that have something of 

which resembles certain New York painting in its use of geometrical forms 

n an agitated romantic context, suggests that he is capable of further in 

teresting developments. Prices unquoted J.A. 

h Feb Bi l smal Expressionists [Van Diemen: through 

amples among which is an endearin Jawlenski Sunset and a Sunrise by 1018 MADISON AVENUE AT 79 STREET, .N. Y. a ay Reo elma ) | 

dubutfet 
TABLEAUX D'ASSEMBLAGES 

SOLS ET ROUTES 

TABLEAUX DIVERS 1956-1957 

Fritz Winter |[Kleemann; to Feb, 28], last seen here about two years ago, 

puts on view works dating 1953-57 and providing a highly legible palimpsest 

that may be read as the overlay of Kandinsky’s Paris inheritors upon the 

Bauhaus vision kept alive by Winter and others through Nazism. and the 

war period. Winter cultivates a flexible duet between paint-stroke and 

palette-knife texture on one hand and pure color-block on the other; for 

his dynamic design, he calls into play a calligraphic rhythm of line evoking 

im- the Paris School while his use of abstract imagery against white spac¢ 

} plicates the boldly simplified chiaroscuro lately taken up on both sides of 

the water. $750-$2,500. P.1 

Eight-man show [ Arts; to Feb. 9] covers most contemporary styles Noted 
February 4-22 

were pensive abstract landscapes by Fred Boswell and sensitive abstract im- 

pressions by Connie Bond. $50-$350 1.H.S 

PIERRE MATISSE GALLERY 
Edward John Stevens [Weyhe; Feb. 8-March 8] is showing gouaches for 

41 e. 57, ny. 
omy the fifteenth time, Polynesian idols, vegetation, tents and canoes are em 

bedded in mooney mists made of a scratchwork of whitish lines and shafts 

superimposed like glass on “modern” interior decor. They are brittle with 

E.B out sharpness, Prices unquoted 

show | Fleischman; 10] Ed Dickman and Gert Berliner Feb, 23-March 

oils that contrast nicely. Dickman’s nocturnal glow, in which holes of grey 

light come through black swirls, dots, dashes, makes a kind of Times-Square NEWHOUSE GALLERIES 
Matta. Berliner organizes satisfying flat shapes in strong compositions, post 

Stuart Davis, and earthy color. $75-$250 1s 

13-March 1] is of oils and drawings by Three-man show [Brata; Feb 

Takeshi Asada, Nicholas and Boy. Nicholas builds his pictures of egg or 

their plastic effect in the lights and grape shapes into walls and clusters, 

darks that interrupt the rhythmic play of line Asada’s watercolors, abstracted 

but de not enforce their in on Majorca, have the merit of all-overness 
kine Paintings 

dividuality. Prices unquoted. 

Alva [Meltzer: Feb. 3-March 1], a School of Paris first fiddle, discards 

ironic stick figures in current paintings which now seem to allude to music, 

The dramatic brush-stroke of past works is fragmented or dissolved into 
NEW YORK 

vibrato, too 15 EAST 57th STREET 
staccato chords or into a wispy tremolo. Alva is too tuneful; the 

L.1L.S tickling. $200-$1,200 

Martha Miller [Panoras; Feb. 24-March 1] has studied with Hofmann and 

lone for the first time. Her sunny abstractions, where flakes of light shows 

ind shade gather in landscape like loosely shaken bouquets, have a decora 

Prices unquoted. E.R. tive lightness which promises to become searching PAUL ROSENBERG & CO. 
ESTABLISHED 1878 

22] is showing again with easily Joseph Meierhans | Artists’; to Feb. 22 

constructed abstractions. An ordered looseness of ungathered strings and 

flags of color is reminiscent of Kandinsky and appears as gay and festive 

E.B. 

Sculpture by 
as a city parade. Prices unquoted 

to Feb. 8] include Cornelius Knorr’s KENNETH ARMITAGE Contemporary Americans | Kottler; 

palatable landscapes, wild and eye-damaging juxtapositions of color in 

amusing abstractions by Richard Anuskiewicz and Berne Wunderlich’s 

mysterious observations of New York in chalky oils. Prices unquoted. H.p.H. February 3— March 1 

San Franciscans [Brata; to Feb. 13], all of abstract persuasion and all 

associated with that city’s East-West Gallery, are seen in a good-sized show 

There is plenty of paint and enthusiasm, but 
20 EAST 79th STREET, NEW YORK 21 

that generously disappoints. 

too much niggling and too much manner. Philip Roeber, in this sampling, 

ART NEWS 
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seems the exception. His grey and empty canvases have the old West Coast 

Zen, but they enforce their wastes with actual brushing and kinds of grey and 

black that relate neither to over-tastefulness nor dreary emoting. Prices 

Ss 
unquoted 

Action-Paint 

{venue of 

Ann Mittleman [Bodley; Feb. 10-March 1] has turned her 

ing style to Neo-Romantic pieces with titles like Storm and 

Trees. Some of her found images are unconvincing, such as one of blue 

jays, but in the larger flower pictures there is a juiciness of pigment and a 

floral exuberance. Prices unquoted 1.S 

Raquel Forner [De Aenlle: to Feb. 15] is from Argentina and shows here 

for the second time. Her style has envolved from the Mexican muralists 

Still-lifes and figures are forceful, 

$450-$1.000. E.B 

1 South-American rsion of Picasso. 

brooding and weighted with roughness of structur al line 

Artists’: Feb. 1-20] in his third one-man show is possessed 

Mothers of the World are bloated female 

ind twisting under flares, straining their freakish flesh to 

Joseph Hahn 

by the horror of the atomic ag 

nudes cowering 

conceive or bear the mutants of tomorrow. Skillful drawing and baleful 

chiaroscuro is adequate to this explicit, joyless expression. Prices un 

quoted. 
E.R 

Ethel Edwards | Widditield: March 1 married to Xaxier Gonzales, 

was seen here in 1956 in a gallery group. Poised diaphanous forms of 

primitive-fetich type, gracious spaces and a styled palette of warm and 

pale gold in subtly sooty atmospheres contribute to an over-all effect 

of handsomeness, Inch by inch, her surface is coaxed, scraped and cher 

ished. Luminosity alternating with graininess suggests the Graves-Tobey 

school of texture-abstraction, yet transcending decorativeness and deriva 

tion with care, Miss Edwards stands on her own. Prices unquoted. P.T, 

Yona Beattie [Morris; Feb. 4-22], a painter from New Jersey, leans on 

nature for structural support, but her primary involvement is with color 

ifter Hofmann. When Miss Beattie borrows the master’s use of the square, 

the work becomes flaccid, but her landscapes are crisp and sturdy; her 

handling of Fauve color, painterly and sure. Prices unquoted. LHS 

Atelier Abstracao of Sao Paulo | De Aenlle| consists of a group of young 

people working, but not necessarily born, in Brazil, in an expansive milieu, 

more peaceful and less competitive than our own. It is pleasant to pause 

before these cool and static contemplations which remind one of our own 

recent past, when New York painters in and around the American Abstract 

Artists, under Parisian Non-Objective 

balancings of tidily delineated shapes and colors. Douchez is the boldest, 

influence, were engaged in similar 

with contrasts of machine segments; Flexor experiments with pearly re 

ceding trapezoids; Leila Perrone arranges color in neat patterns. Prices 

unquoted E.B 

Antonio Blanco [Sagittarius; to Feb. 8], Spanish artist now living in 

the United States, shows idealized drawings of the Balinese among whom 

he lived for four years. His sketches tend to slickness which is partially 

Prices 

unquoted. 1.1.8. 

overcome by a sense of warm affection for this graceful people 

Feb. 10-22], an Iranian living in New York, 

Tiny quadrangles, a hair-fine wavering line her 

Farman-Farmaian [Panoras; 

shows for the first time 

ind there, inky shades of blue or apricot are like surprising turns of con- 

versation in talk about small pleasures. The Near-Eastern heritage shows 

itself in the color glow and the easy flutter of shreds and patches which 

make up these abstractions. Prices unquoted. E.B 

Recent paintings [Milch; to Feb. 8] by contemporary Americans make 

a group proving familiar salon products more dependable than the per- 

former, Hobson Pitman’s stripped vasive decorative twist. Among the 

“interior landscape,” Kroll’s nineteenth-century nudes-in-landscape genre 

ind some Cézanne-sired trees by Sidney Laufman, easily emerge as the 

most rewarding. Prices unquoted. P.T. 

Trafford Klots [Kennedy; to Feb. 28], 

more, is showing Breton landscapes in oils with a few portraits. All his 

an American portraitist from Balti 

canvasas hark back to a loose, turn-of-the-century academic tradition under 

their yellow varnish, and it is not surprising that the artist should be as 

conservative in technique as his subject matter is in reality. $150-$350. H.p.H. 

Sylvia Carewe [A.C.A.; to Feb. 1], fresh from Paris with some Jours et 

Nuits, brings abstractions of New York to viewers whose eyes may have 

forgotten the city’s lights. In Days she uses impasto effects of all sorts, 

from an intriguingly blank surrealing to something that amounts to ab- 
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VAN DIEMEN-LILIENFELD 

GALLERIES announces the opening 

of a new department featuring — 

contemporary artists for younger collectors. 

You are cordially invited to the first 

of a series of exhibitions 

starting February Ist through February 28th. 

21 EAST 57 ST., N.Y.C. 

Old-Master drawings 
By James Watrous 

A handsome book showing the techniques of draw 
ing and the preparation of media, THE CRAF1 
OF OLD-MASTER DRAWINGS is both an his 
torical work and a useful manual for ntem 
porary artists, 

Trade edition $10.00 

Spec ial Student edition 6.50 
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130 STERLING COURT * MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 
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Golden Gate Bridge 

by Betty Guy 

Around-the-World Collection of 

Delicate, Sensitive, Imaginative 

Watercolor Impressions. 

The Grand Tour — The Orient — 

and Return 

WILLIAM LEE COMERFORD 

55 East 55th Street * New York City 

SS 

Primitive 
American Paintings 

Selected from 10 leading 

Galleries 

National Antiques Show 

Madison Square Garden 
March 10th - March 16th 

1650 - 1915 

Contemporary Painters 

Part 1 

Part 2 

CALCAGNO 
KRUGER 

new sculpture 

Jan. 28 - Feb. 12 

LEE KRASNER | 
recent paintings 

| 
Feb. 24- Mar. 22 

MATTHA SCION GAULERY 
32 EAST 69TH ST., N. Y. 

ief. Nights show a more usual interest in texture: in 

is the lights of the city and their effect on darkness which she tackles 

with guste Veni Naples and Sicily each get similar treatment, but 

Sylvia Carewe’s hear ssentially and perceptively a New Yorker's. 

Prices unquoted H.D.H 

Louise Kruger wkson: 1 » 22] adds a psychiatri limension te 
{ > 

(mer ina eu ids. R wn f ni Ks iw i constru ( 
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\ i ha nutely ) “DD vou und 
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i x t irl hand ) y, $150 

$2 500 

William Dole [Du 
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Rose Mareiniss | Arts ‘ 22-Mare } x-student of the Art Students 

League and the Hofmann S , exhibits decorative portraits and abstra 

ul $75-8400 1.H.S 

Geoffrey Holder | Baro: ) » 28 well-known Trinidadian singer 

lance! cto na pho graphe ~ ws WINsOrne portraits of natives 1 

whi soft skin-browns play against bright vellow and wh backdrops and 

garmen t $200-S600 1.H.S 

Watercolors | City Cent selected by Adja Yunkers, Milton Avery and 

Mario Cooper, showed it nedium being used in manners borrowed from 

Abstract-Expressionist oils, silk-screen and lithograph prints, Marin, Mag 

Realism and Impressionisn And though no work pressed the particular 

iminosity and freedon f watercolor into an independent direction, the 

show was of a generally hig evel. Outstanding in a mode combining 

wash with calligraphy were Gluckman, Gilman, Haydn, Brown and Wolf 

W asserman and 

contingent was 

were Stern, prizewinner Avel Notable Post Impressionists 

de Knight. The A bstract-Expressionist somewhat undone 

trving to force this medium into the kind of ponderous formal conflicts 

that manner require but Elizabeth Bintz, Berg, Macdonald, Keeling, 

Dorr-Dorynek and Gorman succeeded, $30-$600 E.C.M 

“Design into Emotion” | Terrain; to Feb. 14] is a big show of prints by 

Vincent Longo, Gerson Leiber and Chaim Koppelman, all of considerable 

technical accomplishment. Longo has opened up his northern-lights ef 

fects. getting a more rooted vigor than before. Leiber is at his best recording 

and other vanishing technological glories. Avenue El 

undistinguished a 

Third 

Koppelman combines an 

the detail of the 

ademic style with an imagina 

tion that makes Ensor seem cheery. Prices unquoted 1s 

| Zodiac |, Louis who had just 

Paris 

higuring 

Timothy Hennessy 4 young painter from St 

shown in Venice and in exhibited a large number of multi-linear 

semi-abstractions, mostly large concourses of people in urban set- 

His very complex paintings might be duplicated, for example, by 

of the 

tings 

taking a reproduction Raphael Disputa and covering every figure, 

architectural feature and ground with a network of self-generated lines in 

them HAMMER 
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Closed Mondays 

PETER H. 
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1950 EMILY LOWE WINNERS 

Through Feb. 22 

WARD EGGLESTON GALLERIES 

969 Madison Avenue at 76 St. 
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black. This dark reticulation at once emphasizes the surface of the canvas 

ind its depths and masses. It dampens the colors beneath into thin blues, 

greys and white with o isional accents of washed-out red. It is a world 

in eclipse or in some darkness other than night. Prices unquoted. H.D.H 

Ralph Morton [Cresp showed townscapes from Spain, Portugal and the 

Azores in heavily textured paintings flattened out as if they had been rolled 

when dryin \ few canvases are primitive in a manner derived from the 

olk art of tl wales, b the majority are more sophisticated, with flat 

ed. striped textures an wecents of crisp architectural detai aught 

lick § 10-8200 HD. 

Richard Frazier || | who has wn in Paris and St 

Lou OW eX ind idea d ilpture with loose 

lica iW I ha pas riace is hi es a 

1 lw I “ I ireful lighting which 

puasi7 ‘ i i i i I n 1a 

S19-S000 H H 

Robert Granat 1} be 17-Marce} sl. a writer as wel is a 

painter, writes as paints of his great feeling tor New Mexico, where he 

He shows seriou ! ip in oils of mountains and valleys turn 

~ t i ig 

~ y = fh) HD 

Gallery group [Il Feb, 15] is made up of er moderr . 

Ya [ \ ‘ now ild wade 

i irdy p i (, r l new 

I x i / DD ' t 

‘ Ss (= ( EE 

Gerald Samuels | J Keb, 2 h mad show has: ay 1 

{ to tw ser . res Birt ind Tree ot Lite Apparent y tree 

ract the i ! i va I fTe ind i 

i i I Or i ‘ ldened ! 

i i ral pr ds i Bu 

| n en ern with n 

i ind factitiou icance, Prices un 

1s 

Sarai Sherman [A.C.A.; Feb. 3-22] shows big, bold pen-and-ink drawing 
with a somewhat cartoon atmosphere of social protest. Her paint 

of corrupt men a women surrounded by the symbols of their success 

big red cars with tail fins, fountains of wine, the successful con man’s own 

Edwardia é stories under a thin veil of myopia, as if Miss 

» rman had narrowed her eves at wha she paints Pavane examines ex 

ramarital bliss wi « fleshy lady and corrupt man poised before a 

buffet which is running wit wine and ornamented with the richest 

the world, So0U-S1.000 H.D.uH 

Richard Hunter | Petite; Feb. 10-22] is a self-taught painter who has 

volved a combination of the Magi Realist and the primitive He is primi 

tive in that he sees things just as they are and places equal emphasis on 

everything he sees, but each detail has a studied perfection which is more 

palatabl n his sti ifes than in his series of mythological naked couples 

§ 150-8500 H.D.u 

Biicker and White | Mills College; Feb. 11-March 71], a painter and a 

sculptor, are promising young artists. Robert Biicker, an ex-architectural 

tudent, transfers blue-print designs onto canvases. His geometric paintings 

have a distinctive dusky tonality: the best is a composition based on the 

new Cugygenheim Museu } structure in which slate »lu Is Oppose 1 to olive 

drab green. Ralph White's small abstract pieces derive from Southwestern 

desert forms: the wood or stone might have been polished by sand and wind. 

$100-8750 LUL.S 

Harry Crowley [Salpeter; Feb. 3-22] is celebrating the tenth anniversary 

of his first show at this gallery. His abstractions of nature are divided into 

three camps: the most effective are taut, black brambles over a textured 

background in purples and yellows; the least are sentimental washes of 

plain color; in between are semi-abstract magnifications of leaves on a 

quiet blue ground, Prices unquoted. H.D.H 

6,000 years of primitive art [d’Arcy; Feb. 1-March 7] is a well-selected 

show which explores the continuity of primitive art in cultures widely sepa- 

rated by space and time. Two tiny white marble Cycladic sculptures—a 

violin-shaped female torso and a round face in which all the features save 

the pyramidal nose have been dissolved into the smooth sparkling surface 

are the oldest and also perhaps the loveliest objects. Also included are an 
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from the Pre-Columbian moundbuilders’ civilization that 

American Middle 

a Modiglianiesque mask from the Ivory Coast; 

‘nigmatic bird 

flourished in the West: a Maori executioner’s axe 

graceful shape belies its use; 

tiny abstract sculptures from Mesopotamia;"an African double-moon figure 

André Derain) ; 

$45-$18,000 

from the collection of humorous animal statuettes carved 

by Eskimos out of walrus ivory 
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Willard Macgregor 

abstractions veering toward sy caricatured cross, line-devoure 

prohles, overlapping $100-$300] J Terry Haass 

W ttenborn: 

out delicate geometr forests of lines |$20-$60 4 Horace Davy 

Bodley; Feb, 3-15], 

iors in an uninsistent 

Bennett | Marino; Feb. 11-28] 

rd development trom often charming Expressi nT 

Feb. 3-15] s s etcl s in which heavy opas bars cance 
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Virginia Stonebarger 
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Red Landscape 
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ackson [| Babcock; 

t variance with a kind of dude-ranch humor 

Mivoko Yanagita |Raymond and Raymond! is a fabri 

Japar Her picture ure heavily patterned rnate lands ipes ren 

ike te rres |$200-S700! Evt cky Batik Savo Radulovie 
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pr 

show offers still-lif Roy Mover 

churned-up 

. Bernard Smol | Chase; Fel h lives in Paris and has 

1953. Clowns, niquets, ladies in ballet skirts and 

impasto ent [$100-$400] 

istening brics. « rming nd decorative | prices 

17-March 1] 

Lila Copeland 

Leslie Powell shows 

abstractions [prices unquoted 1s 

7-March 1] has a first one-man 

$150-$350 

{ loosely brushed 

Juliet Bartlett 

cond one-man show paints brooding and dark 

»f harbors, boulders and mult 

Jan de Ruth [Little Studio; Feb 

nudes which will appeal to Brigitte 

Hewitt: to Feb. 6] lives in Mexico. Her second show 

show o 

children I.M.S 

iple motion [prices unquoted 

H.D.H. 20-March 5] shows female 

Bardot fans [$150-$1.500] 3.4 

Bridget Titchenor 

s of small surreal fantasies with more attention paid to technical de 

ind scratching than to the realization of the whole [ prices 

Theodore Shoudy | Barbizon: to Feb, 3) shows com 

Adirondacks in textured oils [$85-$125] 

unquoted | ( 

tent landscapes of the H.D.H 

Edmone Ades [Duncan], self-taught Parisian watercolorist, showed French, 

Swiss and Italian landscapes [$75-$100] . .. E. Arnold Clark [Heller], 

who studied at Carnegie Tech, the Art Students League and with Hofmann, 

Ww hose 
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showed figures and cathedrals in varying states of abstraction [$150-$500] 

Harriet FeBland [Pietrantonio; Feb. 1-15], who studied at the Art 

Students League and at Pratt, combines Picasso and Surrealism for un 

nerving effects [prices unquoted] ... Beatrice Jackson [Grand Central; 

Feb. 4-15], who studied in Paris, paints conventional Vermont landscapes 

ind New York City scenes [$400-$1,000] . . . Davira Fisher [Ju-ier; Feb. 

3-22] of Cincinnati records the particulars of her city with devotion. The 

iir is smogless; houses, factories and even slums are scrubbed clean [prices 

unquoted] ... Five contemporaries [Pietrantonio; Feb. 16-28] includes 

Ann Steinbrocker, a talented young New Yorker, who paints ordinary 

Americans so wilted they are weightless [prices unquoted] . . . Eloise 

Bethell [Collectors; Feb. 2-15], self-taught North Carolinian who lives in 

New York and Paris, shows Left Bank portraits with bewitched cat eyes, 

Surrealist jungles and fairytale gardens $100-$1,000 | Gallery group 

Arts: Feb, 18-28] consists of twenty-six regulars. Noted were the offerings 

f Micky Goldstein, Pearl Hathaway, Tinkelman and Aurora Gareiss [$100 

$500 Shirley Spaulding | Collectors; Feb. 17-March 1], a New Yorker 

n her first one-man show, paints gentle portraits, scenes of children and 

till-lif $90-$250 1.H.S 

Editor’s letters continued from page 6 

nis lifetime Known and resp cted iid masters if the dealers concerned 

not only by museum officials but by had dealt with a sincerity and con 

ill serious art vers for his catholic viction equal to the dealer in mod 

tastes and wide and discriminating ern art to whom you refer? IT as 

knowledge. sume you mean the late Curt Valen 

You seem not to realize that two tin 

World Wars made it difficult for S. Lane Faison, Jr 

Americans to know much about the Williamstown Mass 

nfluential art novements of Ger 

many and Central Europe of the past Sir 

hitty. vears, and that it is only under I am writing to tell you how shocked 

he free gove en f West Ger I was to suddenly become aware 

many that the curiosity of the Amer that the terms you used and_ the 

in public is being satisfied by the insinuation provoked by your 

free flow of this work to our shores slanted language should be associ 

( Henry Kleemann uted) with the character of Curt 

New York, N. Y Valentin The testimonials to his 

integrity are many. I mention one 

sir the figure of Balzac by Rodin in the 

You have every right to restrain the garden of the Museum of Modern 

current rush into German Expres Art. This was presented to the Mu 

sionism, but your concluding re seum by his friends, to honor him 

marks at the expense of the new hecause of their love and respect 

director of the Museum of Fine for him 

Arts in Boston are intolerable Frederick Zimmermann 

Mir Rathbone’. recent retrospec New York, N. Y 

tive of modern art is among the | There was no criticism in the “Edi 

most distinguished I have ever seen torial” of a dealer selling pictures 

Just one-third (45 of 135 items) which is, after all. his business and 

was German. including several ar his purpose; it is the buvers, naive 

tists who were not Express‘onists and otherwise, who have caused the 

and others who were not German irtificial boom in German Expres 

born, like Klee and Kandinsky. To — sionist art that continues to grow in 

call this a “naive overs mphasis” on America Ed. |] 

German Expressionism merely he 

trays your mwn nativete To credit sir 

Mr. Rathbone’s enthusiasm for mod In vour review of my show [Dec.] 

ern German art to the “shrewd you credit me with being “a friend 

indirect salesmanship of one Ger of Reginald Marsh.” [ never had the 

man-born dealer” betrays something honor—-and it would have been 

else one—of meeting, let alone knowing, 

Has it occurred to you how great- him 

ly the public collections of America Rudolph Schableitz 

might have profited in the field of New York, N. Y. 

Inside nature continued from page 43 

situation, in my opinion, is not nearly as black as the Whitney would 

make it seem. I will offer some positive reasons for this later, but first 

some of the fallacies in the Whitney's damaging case should be examined. 

By stacking the deck to deal itself what turns out to be the worst possible 

hand, some issues were suppressed, others distorted, still others ignored. 

By making a narrow definition of nature the standard of the exhibition, 

by excluding man and the man-made, one of the most important aspects 

of modern style automatically was left out: the place of art in art. 

The new American painting took a revolutionary view of the art 

(mainly Parisian) of its immediate past, and later to all art history. (In 

fact one of the primary distinctions between the innovating personalities in 

American abstract art and the relative newcomers is that the former de- 

cided to make lor were forced to make] their break from Europe—from 

Miro or Picasso or Léger or Soutine, and they understood the, implications 
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enters the image in the image's form; the painting becomes a sort of 

Leyden jar which stores the hours of its birth. This is the environment 

of the arm’s-reach, the nature of space. It is not the “subject” or “con 

tent” or “meaning” of Action Painting, as some European critics mis- 

takenly have assumed (although it may be the basis of some academic 

European neo-Action painting), such gesture 

an abstraction of it} nature—far more so than any idea of The Essence 

of Flowerness. 

And gesture also enters the landscape of art in invented constellations 

of the human form—first seen, I believe, in the magisterial black-and-white 

de Koonings of 1947-48 and later (1951) in Pollock’s 

where arms and faces ceattered across the wall like bits of food under 

astonishing pictures 

a banquet-table of cyclops. This is nature objectively interiorized, some- 

thing like the dusty countries with shabby hotels that Michaux visited as 

a tourist behind his own face, or like Eliot’s conceit 

The dance along the artery 

The circulation of the lymph 

Are figured in the drift of stars 

Ascend to summer in the tree 

We move above the moving tree 

In light upon the figured leaf 

The face of a de Kooning Woman that opens into a landscape, the gesture 

of Baleomb Greene’s nude that becomes hurricane, such ambiguities are 

so deeply a part of modern abstract painting that their dismissal from 

the Whitney's catalogued consideration helped transform their findings from 

the expected (and claimed) renewal to an equally expected (but equally 

false) moribundity 

Opties of the subconscious 

The Whitney does include the subconscious in its definition of nature, 

but curiously, in this Freud-conscious age, it expects the optics of the 

subconscious to be similar to those of the ego-trained, socially-hep eyes 

that fit in bone and flesh sockets. A cliff and a river are not necessarily, 

or even likely to be, the Palisades and the Hudson in dreams, or in what 

Irene Rice Pereira calls the “unknown.” In fact, how a trained psychologist 

would interpret Miss Pereira’s poem, published in her statement, is a 

dazzling conjecture. It is about a bird, the wind and the sun who meet 

“in the Lake’s dream.” which dream “reflects time passed in its waters,” 

which is followed, fortunately, I suppose, by marriage, and a love that 

“ripples forever with laughter.” 

This is the tame old subconscious that used to be evoked with the name 

“inspiration” or “the muse”; in fact the Whitney's image of nature is 

closer to Wordsworth’s recollection of a field of flowers than it is to the 

modern artist's. Nature is everything “outside” that nothing can be done 

about so why not use it? And the Whitney would like to see it being 

used for the greatest possible good to the greatest number of people 

like fire-hydrants. This is the nature that followers of Cubism became aware 

if around 1920—a mon‘age to enliven conventional schema. And it is as 

opposed to the modern view of nature as an all-inclusive inescapable total 

ity as the modern American pictures in the Whitney's exhibition by Kline, 

Pousette-Dart, Gottlieb, Guston, Goodnough, Solomon, Mitchell, Franken- 
} thaler, et al. are opposed in purpose, look and concept to the pictures by 

Stella, Dove. O'Keeffe of the 1930s and ‘teens. Using a schematized nature 

futumn by Hyde 

Solomon, in the Whitney's “Nature Abstracted” show 

Nature or Impressionism ?—-} ermont 

becomes, in an exact sense, 
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is a bed, the Whitney has fitted to it a schematized “tradition” of Ameri 

can painting. It attempts, perhaps “subconsciously.” to deny the existence 

of the crucial break with the past and with provincialism that was made 

heroically by Gorky, de Kooning, Pollock, Rothko, Hofmann and_ the 

rest. It tries to put a family back together in the old bedrooms, when the 

issue of separation was the declaration of existence of the new individuals 

The point of a Jackson Pollock, in this limited context, is that even at 

hin o do with, for example Stella, or, as | hope weakest he has not 

to indicate later, anybod 

The method of method 

The most striking example of the tactics that got the Whitney so far off 

base--that found it applying standards of around 1900 to 1958—is its 

method of weighing the “evidence,” i.e. the statements gathered from the 

artists and the choice of the pictures and sculptures themselves 

The exhibition is chosen oddly, but sympathetically—with the sympathy 

me expects from this museum that has been an untiring friend of all 

American artists. But they are hung in categories (“The Land and _ the 

Waters.” “Light, Sky and Air,” “Cycles of Life and Season”) that if 

permitted to obtrude—that is unless the spectator wanders haphazardly 

irom room to room tend to make 1 farce of the pictures The good 

paintings become so emmeshed with the many trivial ones, that evidently 

were chosen for some superficial resemblance (to make the category more 

binding), that the good ones must struggle like Laocoén to try and shed 

the serpent of false-relations And unless one doesn’t have a mean bone 

in one’s body, this innocent subversion seems as funny as does the expre® 

on on Laocoén himself 

In its use of statements to prove its “nature” point, the Whitney shows 

a similar lack of sophistication to the problem. Each statement was in 

response to a questionnaire (one can ignore those culled from the papers 

of dead artists, as obviously these could be anything) itself based on and 

defining the idea of the “Nature in Abstraction” exhibition. These were 

sent to artists whose works had already been chosen for inclusion in the 

exhibition. Is it any wonder that many of the artists were a bit flattered, 

especially those whose work has received comparatively little recognition, 

and that they answered politely what the Whitney wanted to hear? A 

running theme of hinted demurral recurs throughout, and Baur conscien- 

tiously notes it in brief “yes, but” qualifications. Few artists had the 

temerity to say, as Adolph Gottlieb did, exactly what they felt. In other 

words, the Whitney attempted a scientific experiment (* . to determine 

exactly .. .”), based, as has been seen, on a discarded concept, in an 

out-moded manner, and, logically, made the characteristic old-fashioned 

mistake of not testing for the effects that the experimental situation itself 

might have on the findings. If, for his researches, a doctor decides to 

n a hospital to ask them some call a group of subjects up to his office 

questions, he judges their answers not as typical, “normal” responses, but 

as the sort of answers that come from subjects who have been called by 

a doctor up to his office in a hospital to be asked questions. 

The Whitney successfully has discovered exactly what it set out to find, 

which is an accepted historiographical procedure, but it all happened so 

easily that this itself should have raised some suspicions. Facts are usually 

a bit more recalcitrant. 

That these “facts” point to exactly the opposite sort of a situation that 

the Whitney thinks exists, has necessitated a rather lengthy examination 
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of the facts themselves. Actually things are not as bad as the Whitney 

ought to think they are. 

Happy ending, 2 

Che situation in modern American art is considered by the public-at-large 

to be one of lunacy. Most of the critics in the influential newspapers and 

magazines agree, but these writers appreciate the Social-Protest art of the 

1930s or the War Correspondent art of the 1940s or Chagall or Wyeth 

or van Gogh or somebody The public has no such delusions. It is con 

vinced that everything since Courbet is mad, so it is worthwhile for 

journalists slowly to convince it that van Gogh is expensive and good, too. 

This problem is beyond my scope. What is relevant is the comparatively 

new dissatisfaction with the situation in modern American art that has 

been expressed by some of this art’s most sympathetic friends and col 

leagues 7 

One elder-statesman abstractionist, who became converted to his present 

style around 1944, said; “I'm very disappointed in the kids; they should 

be reacting against me. They admire my painting instead of hating it.” 

{ museum official who has championed avant-garde art, often in the face 

of violent public and official criticism, said he is disappointed not to find 

ittitudes of revolt and rejection of the immediate past among the young 

irtists. All he has found, he said, politely hoping that he might be blind, 

was mannerism and consolidation. 

\ critic who once Helped write manifestoes suggested that young artists 

were taking the easy way out by adapting styles from their elders, and 

that these elder styles, founded on despair and glimpses in the night of 

hopelessness, had meaning exactly in the fact that they are unadaptable. 

Generalized, these three criticisms, or conclusions, fail to take into con- 

sideration, it seems to me, certain inherent qualities of modern American 

painting and sculpture 

There is no Style 

The paintings and sculptures that began to emerge in New York in the 

1940s and early 1950s have been given several names: Abstract-Expres- 

sionism, Action Painting, New York School, American-type Abstraction, etc. 

When such works are referred to, most writers usually use at least two of 

the labels, realizing that no one of them could possibly comprehend the 

meaning, for these artists are not a School nor did they collaborate in the 

formation of a style. De Kooning and Pollock, as I have demonstrated, 

are opposites as painters although they relate, to the confusion of critics, 

in geography, chronology and socially they happened to be friends. There 

is nothing in common in the art of Rothko and Hofmann beyond the 

tautologies of time and place. There is no style or esthetic against which 

the young artist should react as there was for the Dadas in the Style of 

European high art or for the Cubists in the Post-Impressionist culture. 

When you cite Gorky, de Kooning, Pollock, Rothko, Still, Hofmann, Gott 

lieb, Baziotes, Kline, Newman, and consider the 

artist's work (notably in the case of de Kooning), you have no Establish- 

changes within each 
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nent that has become pty and oppressive, no technical vocabulary of 

ideas, but atmosphere of individual freedom that can 

mperatively must | joined. If it has been important to re 

ew kind of painting « ts, it equally necessary to realize 

new rut t not stvlie but a moral attitude, 

and mannerists are around, that the ne forms 

have been made more ivailable than one would have supposed 

ticism” popularizing followers. And some young artists 

them Is suppose 1 to have said 

leaders of the Surrealist move 

there should be a revolution 

llowers deg rrade_ the concept 

Influence, f th t e have seen, deals with the whole of 

demane mr tt e car licate jaded appetite as w 

hipster wh searches 

as no Moment 

orollary to the notion that ere s one tvie in moderr \meri 

belief that there is s) noment when everything suddenly 

broke-through.” Because coincidences of public exhibitions, this 

what might have app happened to spectators—and, un 

wrtunately, many historians ddern art seem paradoxically content 

with the spectator’ rle paradoxically, because if there is anything an 

historian can be sure that the pectator of ¢ vent always gets 

it wrong 

Actually the process of tamorphosis of modern American art 

long and complicated one and its chronology remains obscure 

ample, de Kooning’s early figure pieces and abstractions were well known 

to the art world years before his first one-man exhibition. Pollock’s semi 

igurative style that developed into his famous drip-paintings was seen from 

almost its earliest phase in shows at Peggy Guggenheim’s from 1943 

Mother 

appearances of Hof 

Kline did not arrive at his image of black-and-white until 1950 

well did not start painting seriously until 1941. The 

mann as a major painter instead of as a teacher, of Richard Pousette 

Rothko. Still. Vicente. workov, Guston, Greene, each Dart, Newman, 

established style, or with 

“Historical Mo 

this time such painters as Cavallon, Reinhardt, 

with his particular new inflection of a long 

the appurtenances of conversion and rebirth, extend the 

ment” to a decade. During 

Gottlieb were extending the interior logic of their styles both in and 

outside the changing intellectual auras of the time. Further to complicate 

matters, as these events and absences-of-event were unfolding, such younger 

artists as de Niro 

as Still), 

(who exhibited at ey Guggenheim’s at the same time 

Kooning, Resnick 

many of them preceding the appearances of 

Blaine, Goodnough, Elaine de and Rivers 

were arriving on the scene 

their elders. They, in turn, were followed by such artists as Wolf Kahn, 

Pasilis, Miiller, Cantor, 

of artists “appearing” in waves over-simplifies: 

“around” in the 1940s, did 

Frankenthaler (b. 1928), for 

Stefanelli, Goldberg, but even this idea 

Resnick (b. 1917). who 

one-man 

Ippolito, 

was very much not have his first 

show until 1955—four years after Helen 

example, had hers 

Groups never appeared neatly or divided themselves succinctly, in spite 

the high-handed manner in which museums and commentators have 

tended to categorize history into colonies of ladders. Only lately, with the 

admixture of such irrelevant but inflammable considerations as financial 

success and failure or prestige have some artists begun to insist on dis 

tinctions. But these, too, are apt to be inaccurate and mislead the his- 

torian in search of cycles. 

Heterogeneity of this sort, within a single time and place, creates its 

own special unity. That certain parts of the heterogeneity should assume 

ones implies a species of class ositions in opposition to other, “older” I PI 
! 

conscious-chronology that does not exist 

There is no Revolution any more 

Ame rica 

ideological reasons. The “en 

i Euro 

‘an student in league with the community of the future, an American 

Revolutionai pects of avant-garde art in Europe and 

superimposed on the esthetics for 

* young artist used to be a Socialist, Communist or Anarchist 

liberal outraged at the Trusts. As esthetically mild, even reactionary, a 

movement as The Eight see pp 36-39] could stand up in society as 

rressively as a mantis by being against the Establishment 

Academy and _ the lities of 

revolutionary as tist—if 

laissez-faire capitalism. Their only true 

indeed they had one—must have been 

Prendergast, who ‘ t tec the group because it seemed lively 

| Right things. The art of the Dadas was a com »y being against 

plete acceptance of the Modern Art of the times—this being 

When the 

produced Dali, adding one more 

amply hor- 

rifying to the politi il targets of the movement. Surrealists 

tried to tailor-make art to politics they 

fable to the anthology whose moral is that the only art that can_ be 
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“correct” ideologically is one that will be esthetically reactionary at best, 

academic if possible. 

Today, when politics and ideologies have all but disappeared to be 

replaced by ambiguous dualities—two big parties, two big states—the 

revolutionary posture has all but vanished from art, too. 

Perhaps because the modern artist in America deeply has condemned 

the entire society that rejects him, this final decision frees him to choose 

lessers among evils. Surely this is Picasso’s position, and how else can 

be explained the energy and enthusiasm with which the artists worked 

for the presidential campaigns of Adlai Stevenson? 

It is as quixotic to expect that artists will demand the destruction of 

a museum that they never visit as it is to expect them té° abanden a 

movement they never joined. 

There is no Avant-Garde, just avant-gardes 

The Avant-Garde artist, as distinguished from the artist-revolutionary, be 

lieved in a tradition of change and in historical imperatives operating on 

groups. This position has a fairly recent history; it is associated most 

closely with the literature of fin-de-siécle Paris and of the Isms of 1910-30. 

It involves a group, and its implications are as concerned with social 

reform as they are with any new esthetic--with reacting against the 

horrors of the nineteenth-century Family, against Father (the misunder- 

stood Mr. Barrett as played unmisunderstandingly by Charles Laughton 

and all he stood for. Bohemianism made a difference, and how else wer: 

Modigliani or Utrillo ‘na their vanguards or, for that matter, the Magic- 

Realists, the Neo-Romantics, the artists concerned with liberty of expres 

sion for homosexual themes or, more rarely, pornographic or blasphemous 

ones ¢ 

Today such battles seem meaningless to art, or at least meaningless as 

group efforts. The avant-garde artist, without capital letters, is the one with 

his own vision of what is going to be going on. His tie to modern art 

is strong (one painter said: “Tt don’t know where I'm going, but it’s in the 

same train as Marcel Duchamp”). To expect the old Avant-Garde attitudes 

in serious artists today is to expect them to become intellectually retro- 

gressive, to chew-over battles, like retired generals at Gettysburg. 

[he belief in the Group seems ended for the avant-garde. The only 

cohesive Groups left are concerned with reviving something—the politics 

of the 1930s, the elegance of the 1920s, the culture of the Mauve Decade. 

And it is worth noting that these retrogressive manifestations seem to be- 

( i | the best way to 

come increasingly oriented against the new kind of American abstract 

and against its two ethical standards—freedom and individuality. 

Left is change 

Painting and sculpture continue as they always have 

fusing waves of motion, in moments of pause, bewilderment. 

triumph. Cannot bewilderment be a triumph? Pause, 

in the past, 

The important thing for those concerned with culture is to try 

the situation as it is, completely, in its environment, which is not 

drop or a set of properties but a part of its being; not 

breathed in, but blood that gathers oxvgen from the lungs. 

The change is from moment to moment, in each 

tinuing difference precisely is the sign of vitality 

Mark Tobey’s Drift of Summer, lent to 

the Whitney's show by Wright Ludington 
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Utica to build new museum 

The Munson-Williams-Proctor Art Gallery, Utica, N.Y., housed in an .1852 

Victorian mansion, has outgrown its premises, and now announces its plans 

for a new museum building designed by architect Philip Johnson, to be 
nomles ompleted in 1960. The old house will remain as a historical museum and 

monumen Johnson’s plans call for a cantilevered construction admitting 

light from a central plastic roof and from a first-floor all-glass wall. Paint- 

ings and s ulpture, offices, storage and even, with movable walls pushed 

back, an entire symphony orchestra will fit into the new building, one of 

America’s few museum structures to be designed by an architect in the 

ntemporary mode 

People in the art news 
Philip C. Johnson, well-known architect recently associated with Mies 

van der Rohe on the Se igram Bu lIding, has been elected a trustee of the 

Museum of Modern Art 

Georges Bernier, editor of the French art magazine L’Oei/, will combine 

his critical duties with those of an art dealer, in charge of the Paris and 

London branches of the Knoedler galleries 

Arturo Estrada, James Metcalf, Thomas Sills, Marcel Jean and 

Richard Lindner received $1,000 awards from the William and Noma 

Copley Foundation, Chicago, III 

Fred Martin, Maurice Lapp, Philip Wofford, William Brown, Mary 

Navratil, Sylvia Vinee, Glen Wessels, Manuel Neri and Carol Haerer 

were prominent prizewinners in the Oakland Art Museum's California 

innual exhibition 

Amateur standing 

Movement in painting 

Lie the primitive artist or th hild he self-taught painter possibly un 

consclou sly, but still inevitably, hits upon the re ‘ diagonal when he 

ittempts to free himself from the restraints and limitations of two-dimen 

sional painting. But art students in a short ne learn methods for ob 

taining the illusion of depth which takes the untutored vears of struggle t 

become aware of, and has taken art endless centuries to evolve into definite 

principles and systems 

The recessive diagonal for expressing space is an evitable outcome of 

the rectangular shape of the canvas, which obviously is pictorially im 

penetrable except by illusive devices. Upon the flat picture surface the 

painter is literally limited to three basic directions, the vertical, the hori- 

fonta ind the diagonal, and there is no way 1 lain the ision ! 

Dp rating the picture’ surface xcept by controlled manipulation of 

these directions. This so pertains to curves and cylinders, whose move 

ments are expressed by the directions of their axes, and space, by the 

relative placement along these lines. These basic directions, which are 

fundamental to all painting, and relate profoundly to natura law as well 

is to perceptive and psychological experience, previously have been in 

terpreted in these pages as follows. The vertical direction, standing paral 

lel with the frame’s perpendicular sides, is “inactive,” and gives a sense of 

suspension; the horizontal direction, lying parallel with the frame's up 

per and lower sides, appears “at rest”; the diagonal, in contrast, gives 

the illusion of recession as it steers the eyes and the magination to 

“move” through the picture space. Through control of these basic move 

ments the artist animates the flat picture surface with forms which appear 

to exist in relative placement in space and depth. The more conscious 

w become of these basi directions, the more we realize their import, 

not only to pictorial, but also, as previously stated, to natural laws, and 

to the visual and the psychological 

The many centuries of struggle to conquer pictorial space finally cul 

minated in three distinct systems, each of which limited the artist s 

creative activities to definite pictorial conventions, and also qualified 

their form ind style. These systems furnished a _ uniformly accepted 

framework which confined artists to work within specific cultural patterns 

(and techniques) which were accepted without question. Artists gained 

distinction, not by attempts to overthrow or to work outside their boundaries 

(which would have been inconceivable). but by exceeding all others in 

excellence and mastery. Within each “spatial frame” is enclosed the 

growth and decadence of Eastern and Western cultures 

These three systems, which so clearly define the limits and boundaries 

which enclosed the great art of the East and the West are: the Oriental 

spatial system; the perspective of Western art; and twentieth-century prin- 

ciples of abstraction. The Oriental tradition and modern abstraction we 

shall leave to later columns, but first hazard repetition by again defining 



the ramifications of perspective, and highlight its limitations and inade- 

quacies to contain the outpourings of contemporary creative ideas—which 

HOWARD | | “stiri 
Springfield (Mass.) amateurs 

Y O | N G \ report comes from Springfield’s prominent painter and art teacher, 

' | Lottie Catok, who sends us news of activities in her town. She writes: 

“At the outset we should admit that art supply manufacturers with clever 

GALLERIES | advertising in this ‘do it yourself’ era have been a great factor in spur 

ring on many timid souls who would otherwise hesitate before taking 

up the brush. But once started, more customers (if not painters) have 

been launched. However, long before these ‘outside’ persuasions had 

€@) heen instigated, as far back as 1924, in Springfield a group interested 

in painting had organized the Springfield Artists’ Guild. While the thirty 

dd intervening years heve brought many changes in the membership, 

LECTURERS’ EASEL 
— with many new features! 

Here's a low priced lecturer’s easel that ts 
perfect for demonstrations, conventions, bus!- 
ness meetings, etc. It has a 24x36" backboard 
that not only holds a lecturer's pad but can 
also be used as a blackboard. Holds large 
pads bound both the long and short way. Legs 
are hingéd and entire easel folds into @ com- 

ct and lightweight unit for convenient cory 
ing. There's nothing else like it on the market! 

the Guild is still going strong, and today has its own studio headquarters 

where the members work and hold exhibitions. Occasionally the Guild 

ilso holds outdoor shows. Last year’s was in a shopping center, with the 

Old and Modern 

PA I N a I N G S rounding merchants, a great deal of public interest was created. But most 

intention of bringing art to people to whom such an exhibition was a new 

experience. A popular vote was initiated, prizes were donated by the sur- 

nportant of all, for ihe last sixteen years Springfield’s two excellent 

museums; the Springfield Museum of Fine Arts and the George Walter 

Vincent Smith Art Museum have allotted ample space and time to adult 

classes for amateurs at nominal fees. These museums not only s« hedule No. 3104—tLecturer’s Easel. es $15.00 

student shows. but also ho 7 national jurred shows in which the -_ led Ne. 1” homoriat - 3.00 

amateurs are invited to submit works along with the profess mals In No. 1768—Lecturer’s Pad 1 7.00 

28x34 White Bond ’ . ©) ist’ fall's extensive exhibition in the Eastern States Exposition held in 

i! art New F ind States Springfield—a juried show open to all artists of the ng 
No. 176C—Lecturer’s Pad 

24x38"' White Bond 6.50 
the works of six Sprinztield amateurs made the grade of acceptance. They 

were The Plaid Shawl by Ann M. Blakeslee, October Bouquet by Douglas 

R. Bradway. Horse and Buggy Davs by May ¢ Carney, Tobacco Picker 

by Joseph F. De Masie. Striped Bass by Arthur F. Gendron and Madrid 

by Sylvia F. Wernick 

1 E. 57th Street ‘Every town, it appears, has its favorite primitive. Springhie Vs Joseph 

Cantor. a retired businessman in his early seventies, was given a one-man 

New York City chow in the George Walter Vincent Smith Art Museum last February. A 

ent recruit to painting, Kantor finds most of his inspiration in Spring 

Write on your letterhead for 
200-page catalogue of art sup- 
piles. ‘An Encyclopedia of Ar- 
tists Materiais”’ 

UUM Ltt eae Lt 
2. WEST 46th ST., NEW YORK 

1 
field’s Forest Park. Entirely. self-taught, he uses all kinds of materials for 

his effects, but mostly oils, with results that are charmingly primitive S Look for the ANCO 

trademark , = The manager of a local shop’s art supply department, Douglas Bradway. 

shows, and won awards for his 

JULIUS LOW Y x Se Springfield . aa ad the Milford (Conn.) Art 

FRAME & RESTORING CO. League. Other abstract painters who do creditable work (all housewives 

by profession) are Gerta Tasgal, Helen Shapiro and Eleanor Dashevsky, 

(INC. } ilso a recent winner in the Springfield Art League (juried) show. 

Among the more realistic painters, though thoroughly contemporary 1M REG 

High Grade Picture Frames in his approach, is Dr. Frank Sirulnik. Also a product of the Museum’s on the Finest 

art classes, he majors in watercolors, one of whi h gained honorable men EASELS 

Antiques & Reproductions tion in a recent Connecticut Watercolor Society show. A former preside nt STRETCHER STRIPS 

i 7 of the national American Physicians’ Art Association, his two oils in the DRAWING TABLES 

RESTORING Association’s show held in New York’s Coliseum last summer, View From 

° SKETCH BOXES 
a the Bridge and Boat Yard, were imaginatively and skillfully rendered in 

REGILDING Sirulnik’s talents have been PALETTES 
* 

1 clutter of multiple faceted color patches. Dr. 
Sold by Leading Art Supply acknowledged by many awards from the Association. Another enthusiastic 

RELINING : Dealers 
watercolorist is radiologist Dr. Kenneth McEwer whose subjects are ANCO WOOD SPECIALTIES, INC 

1228 2nd Ave New Yerh | mainly street scenes, because he says, ‘My busy schedule does not permit 71-08 80th St. Glendale 27, N.Y. 
(bet. 64 & 65th Se.) LE 5-5250 time for painting jaunts to the alluring countrysid Aaron Berkman 

EREE WHOLESALE 
CATALOG 

FINEST ART MATERIALS 

40%-53% OFF Coicts, Samet: on" 
vanes , getetative Sum. bookiote. Ralph 

Colors” and “On Artists’ Canvas.” Free can- 
vas and drawing paper samples. ACT TODAY! 

UTRECHT LINENS !19 W. 57, N.Y. 19 
Mfrs. & Distributors Plaza 7-1143 

STANDARD-KOPPEL ENGRAVING CORP 
225 WEST 39m STREET, NEW YORK 16, NY. 

CANVAS SALE 
45" x 6 yd. Duck Canvas $ 6.95 roll 

No C.0.D.—Allow for Postage 

NEW YORK CENTRAL SUPPLY CO. 
62 THIRD AVE. (Nr. tith St.) N.Y. 3. N.Y 

52” x6yd. “ = 8.75 “ 
45" x6yd.linen “ 9.95 ” . 
54 d. Rough e (meters ~ Loading (ish 

aGe pugm Cotten 6.75 From the Springfield, Mass. amateur ; Cm Ct tees = t 

group: Dr. F. Sirulnik’s Downstreet Rain pe for compiles end nome of acorest desler ond distibute 

[above]: K. MeEwen’s San Francisco. vioctured by §. 1H. & A.C. FRIEDRICHS CO. New York 12, N. ¥ 
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New sources, new materials 

Drawing kit for the blind n UNEQUALLED... rate nel ete 

Forgery detection 

Pr i rotective spray, 

A brush-tip fountain pen 

Made of newly perfect 

Special artist's desk, 

ARTISTS’ PERMANENT 

OIL COLORS... 

America’s first and still America’s finest 

si) ivaiial 

popular priced oil colors Favored 
’ AR TNews 

by professionals and amateurs alike 

Pen points a 
for their brilliance, permanence wie 

nibs nolde Tt 

consistency and brushing quality 

ij f Nanged aqulckKly 

Orpi Oil Colors are the first choice of the : 
rine in i might 

discriminating artist who must have ‘ in the plastic, are 
the company, never 

easonapie price Se otns Di Tuite Pe 

N. Y 

TALENS & SON INC., UNION, N. J. 

In NEW YORK, NANTUCKET, CHICAGO 

y 4 or SHEBOYGAN, artists who know 

IN ery use Rembrandt WATER COLORS 

A Artists’ efficiency unit. Pen point palette 

ART NEWS 



ETHEI » PHEL 

EDWARDS 
Recent Paintings 

to Mar. 

MARTIN WIDDIFIELD 
GALLERY @® 818 Madison Ave., NY 

™"| “6,000 YEARS OF 
| PRIMITIVE ART” 
c FEB 1- MARCH 7 

Y 19 EAST 76, N. Y. 

VICENTE 
COLLAGES 

ROSE FRIED e 40 E. 68 
Specializing in Modern Eurcpean Masters 

LILA 

Paintings Feb. 17- Mar. 1 

Ward Eggleston Galleries 
969 Madison Avenue (at 76th Street 

the little studio Itd. 
673 Madiccn Ave. + TE 8-4696 

Feb. 20 - March 5 

JAN Exhibition of Nudes 

DERUTH 
Vew } k Cit Vermont 

Paintings by BEATRICE 

JACKSON 
Feb. 4-15 

Grand Central Art Galleries, Inc. 
15 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C. 

HARRIET 

FITZGERALD 
Through Feb 

hemi galleries 
1071 madison avenue, at 81 street. 

| Saaiens H. 

UNDERHILL 
Feb. 3-15th 

CHASE GALLERY 31 E. 64 

Feb. 22 - March 3 

paintings 

ROSE 

MAREINISS 
the ARTS GALLERY 
Ahda Artzt, Dir. 42 W. 56 

FEBRUARY 1958 

Brooklyn Museum off 
ints f £4.000 r ! 

I . ( t Brook M 

I Parkwa Br k N.Y 

Cranbrook Acad. of Art off 

Competitions, scholarships | 

Where and when to exhibit 

New York City Wonthly i ‘ 

( r. O t ] Oils. Prizes. Entries 

lor ll Wr Rut Y 

Ww 78 
s M Mux \ M 

\ Oo ll ULS 

r Work r 19 I 
January ¢ r J r 24 

k f 1 

rues w J ( M 

f {M \ 11 W Ss N 

York ¢ 
\ s s M ‘ M 1-31 

o fe ' ] } s 

I ( I 

| The exhibition calendar 

dibany. N.Y. Inst.: ¢ & / to F 

thhion, Wich. ¢ a 2.4 Feb. 9-2¢ 
indover, Wass. Addis im to Fe 16 

Raltimeore, Md. Mus Y i to Fe 

lf “ ‘ 1 t Mar 2. Wa rs 

/ n, t Mar 2 
Beloit, Wis. > rmerbor I oo 5 

16: ¢ ket 17-Mare! 

Beverly Hills, Cal. Perlis Ss 
Feb. } 

Birmingham, fla Mus 0 
¢ Fel 

Boston, Mass. ( t Inst WV t Mar 

Mus.: J ' to Feb. 25: ¢ 
} to Fe 28 

Buffalo. \. Y Albright: B to Fel 
Cambridade, Mass. Busch Reis er Di 

to Fel Fogg: Baer ¢ to Feb. 2 

Chicago, Hil. Inst s t Marcel 
Oo Fel 16-J e 29 Vex 

Cincinnati, O. Mus G to Feb. 20 

Cleveland, O. Mus.: R pening, fr March 
t Wise Ga ( K t Fel 2% 

Clinton, VN. J. Art Cntr I to Fel 
Columbia, Wiss. | P Felt 23-5 

Corvallis, Ore. ( Br to 

Colorado Sps.. Colo \ Cntr 7 

Feb. 22 

Coral Gables, Fla. Low G I 

Ww t I 26 

Dayton, O. Art Inst l ' Feb. 1 
Mar l¢ 

Denver, Colo Mus A ( 

Marcl 

Des Moines, la. Art Cotr A 
to Feb. 16 

Fort Wayne, Ind Mus j print to 

Feb. 22 
Fresno, Cal. Art Cort P t t 2 

Grand Rapids, Mic. Mus ( 
Feb 16-March ¢& 

Hartford, Conn. Wades Athena H 

B m, Feb. 25-March 30 
Houston, Tex. Cont. Mus D to Fel 

16: Ce ges, Fel 27-Apr. 6. Mus G l 

Feb. 16 

Jacksonville, Fla. Mus Fr. prin Fet 
2-15 

Kansas City, Mo. Nelson Gall Hallmark 

w, Church to Feb. 15 

Katonah, V. Y. Gall Ita Feb. 2-26 
Lafayette, Ind. Purdue: ¢ r pr Feb 
7-28 

La Jolla, Cal. Art Cntr Hubbell, Feb. 26 
March 23 

Long Beach, Cal. Mus Local show, Feb. 

Feb. 28 

Louisville, Ken. Speed Gall Thai, Feb 
23-March 16 

Los Angeles, Cal. vcia: Cont dmer., to 

( ‘ 

Pulitaer Travelin s wrshis 

. \ 

i ks M 
M , Ww \ 

i \ 
} \ Yt 

Mar ] Writ H. B Teil Na 

Ser s w > st 

Vinneapolis, Mian. Walker Art ¢ 
Bienr Ml iJ 0. Open t 4 res 

dents if ti Manitol Minr Net \ 

Dak.. Ontar Sauskatchewa Ss. Dak., W 
Pt ts, 8 t. Jury will select an ex 
' reulate. Prises. Work due Mar. 2 
Omaha, Neb. Mid exh., Jos Mus 
Mar 27-A 28. Open to artists i ¢ 

Nel I Ka Mint Miss Okla N ar 

Ss Dak A\ y Ptgs sculpt prints 

8 stels entries J Purchas 

rds $1.2 w D. B J 
M Dod 

Vemphis, Tenn B ks G k I 

Vilwaukee, Wis. Art Inst R. ¢ 
Fel o-M , 

Minneapolis, Minn. Art Inst.: R. ¢ 
Fel o-M u Walk Ber Fet 

le Hot Marcel ll i l t 

\ 19 

Wonteclair, ‘ J. Mus Ritz ( 

Feb. 2 

Newark, Del. | J prin to Feb. 2 
Newark, VN. J. Mus \ k. to M 16 
New Brunswick, VN. J. Rutgers R pig 

Fel 14 B i Feb. 26-March 12 

Vew London, Conn. Allyn Mus Br 
( ket 9.March 9 

Northampton, Mass. Smit! ( 
to Feb. 17: Raivh E Feb. 21-March 19 
Oklahoma City, Okla. Art Catr ! 

Feb. 16 

Omaha, Neb. J Mus l Fel 
Mar 17 

Pensacola, Fla. Art Cntr Par to I 

Philadelphia, Pa. A Cor k 
Feb. 23: ¢ to Ma 5. A 

P to Fet lo: A I to f 19 
( i t Feb. 23. Mus P t k 

2 Ss I Li “ i. 7 Fet l 

Phoenix friz. Asso oO ’ Fet \ 
March 2 

Pittsburah. Pa. Carneg Ww} eo Fe 
16 Jay March 2 

Portland, Ore. Mus Kle Felt 15-Marcl 
16 P ( t 1-Mar ; 

Providence, R. 1. { Des H. I 
t Fel 16 
Prove, Uta U.: ¢ Fr nts, to ¥ 2 
Redweoed City, Cal. Lil Prin to I 

Richmond, Va. Mus B ue I t 
Feb. 23; 19 { Feb. 14-March 16 
Roswell, NV. Mo Mus Drak to Fel 28 

Sacramento, Cal, Lit Print t Feb. 2 

St. Louis, Mo. Mus 29th -ce G 
Cor {me to Feb. 24; Du to Marcel 

San Francisco, Cal. Mus Blu I r 
Feb. 2 De Young Mus B } to Fel 2 

Pr H P t Fel 16: Ind 

to Feb. 28; F ( / Feb. 22-Ma 

16. Lib.: Hansen, Feb. 4-March 2 
Santa Paula, Cal. Lit Prints, to Feb. 28 
Stockton, Cal. Haggin Gal Prin to I 

Scranton, Pa. Everhart Mus Fus 
Cos imer., to Feb. 28 
Seattle, Wash. Mus R. Marsh, to Feb. 18 
T Feb. 12-March 16. Selieman: Elshis 

» Fel 26 

Sioux City, la. Art Cntr #-man show, 1 
Feb. 15; Lech Hammor to Feb. 14 
Toledo, O. Mus H und, t Feb. 2 

Toronto, Ont. Gall Georgians, to Feb. 16 
Silver, to Mar 10 

Tulsa, Okla. Art Cutr.: van Gent. to Feb. 28 

Urbana, Ill. | Prints, Feb. 16-March 16 

Washington, D. C. Corcoran: Calder, Rat 
tner, to March 2; Robus, to March 9. Lil 

of Cong Prints, to Feb. 28. Nat. Gall 

Kress, Mellon Colls., Redon, to Feb. 28 
Smithsonian Wash prints to Feb 16 

Worcester, Mass. Mus Young Amers to 

Feb. 27; Guggenheim coll., Feb. 7-March 16 

New York City Exhibitions are of paintings unless otherwise specified 

A.C.A. 63 E. 57 S. Sherman, Feb. 3-2 
Refregier, Feb. 24-Mar. 1 

Adam-Ahab 72 Thompson 
Cont. Amer., to Feb.. 28 

Alan 766 Mad Cloar, Feb. 10-Mar. 1 

9 

> 
4llison 32 E. 57 19th-cent. Amer., to Mar. 31 
Arch. League 15 E. 40 Cont. Amer., to Feb. 28 
de Aenlle 59 W. 53 Forner, to Feb. 15 

Grau, Feb. 17-Mar. 8 
d@’Arcy 19 E. 76 Primitives, to Mar. 7 

GALLERY ter. Pork & tex 

EUGENE LUDINS 
Thru Feb. 15 

| PASSEDOIT 

Dra A ings 

LUCIEN DAY 
17 - Mer. Paintings Feb. 8 

| | 

Feb. 23 - Mar. 1° PAINTINGS 

cert BERLINER 

ep DICKMAN 
FLEISCHMAN GALLERY 
227 &. 10 ST. GR 7-3219 

*& 4th ANNUAL 
NATIONAL 
SOCIETY OF 

AINTERS IN LASEIN 
Feb. 16 thru Mar. 1, daily & Sun., 12-6 

NATIONAL ARTS CLUB 

15 Gramercy Park, N.Y.C (East 20 St 

OYER 
THE CONTEMPORARIES 
992 Madison Ave. at 77 St., New York 

CALIFORNIA ARTISTS 
GOLDEN ° IRWIN 

JARVAISE ° ZAJAZ 

JOHN PAUL JONES 

GALLERY 
63 East 57 john heller 

RANDALL 

MORGAN 
FEB. 17-MAR. 8 

BORGENICHT GALLERY 
1018 MADISON AVE. ° 79 ST. 

HERBERT ) 

Feb. 17 - Mar 

BABCOCK GALLERIES 
805 MADISON AVE. (at 68 St.), N.Y 

YONA 

BEATTIE 
Paintings 

Feb 4-22 

MORRIS 174 Waverly Pl. 

GALLERY [) at Christopher St. 

69 



1111 Lexington Ave 

N.Y.C 

JERRY PINSLER 
PAINTINGS thru Feb. 22 

FRANK METZ 
PAINTINGS Feb. 24 - Mar. 15 

ANDREE feb. 14 

GOLBIN 
PAINTINGS 

Camino Gallery, 92 E. 10 St. 

March 6 

Hours 1-6 

STANLEY 

TWARDOWICZ 
Paintings Through March 1 

PERIDOT 820 Madison Ave. 

at 68 Street 

Annette Denhof 
Rosette Bakish  cciicces 
Natalie Jasiukynaite <i. 

Feb. 9-22 

LYNN KOTTLER GALLERIES 
3 East 65 Street, N. Y. 

culptur 

Paintings 

MEIERHANS 
Feb. 24 - Mar 

ARTISTS’ GALLERY 
B51 Lexington Ave. N.Y (64 St 

feb. 2-23 

NOW wew orteans 
paintings * sculpture * ceramics 

RIVERSIDE MUSEUM 

310 Riverside Dr., N.Y. at 103rd S#. 

RICHARD 

POUSETTE-DART 
BETTY PARSONS 
GALLERY . 18 €. 57, N. Y. C. 

Feb. 17 -Mar. 8 

ADOLF Feb. 3 - Feb 

DEHN 
30 YEARS OF LITHOGRAPHY 

KRASNER GALLERY * 106! Madison Ave. 
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Jewish Mus. 
Michael 
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Kennedy 785 
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Portraits 1%6 

Pyramid 4 > 

Regional Arts 
Rehn 6 k 
Riverside Mus 
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RoKo 9% Ml 

Rosenberg 

Sagittarius 
Saidenherge 

St. Etienne 

Salpeter 

Scalamandre 

R. Schaefer 

Schaeffer 9 

Schonemen 63 | 

Sculpture Center 
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Stable 9% 

Stuttman 

Studio 

Sudamericana 
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Van Diemen 1F 

Village Art Center 

Viviano 42 E. 5 
YW. Walker 117 f 
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SECTION |: Feb. 4 - Mar. 1 

TODAY'S PRINTS 
a new PRINT CENTER 

at the 

RUTH WHITE GALLERY 
42 East 57th Street, New York 

paintings 

PAUL thru Feb. 22 

BURLIN 
POINDEXTER 21 West 56 St. 

JUdson 6 - 6630 

“THE HEROIC ENCOUNTER” 
an exhibition of 

SYMBOLICAL ART 
Through Mar. 1 

WILLARD «© 23 West 56 

DAVIS GALLERIES 

MARTHA 

« 
Through Feb. 15 ETHEL 

MAGAFAN 
GALLERY 
63 East 57 john heller 

Thru Feb. 22 

AMERICAN 

Prior to 1925 

231 East 60 St 

NIKOLAY 
NIKOLENKO 

New Paintings New Paintings 

Feb. 10-22 Feb. 24 - Mar. 8 

PETITE GALERIE 

Janet Nessler, Dir. 

718 Madison Ave. (63-64) St. NY 

RICHARD 
HUNTER 

Paintings 

MILLER 
Feb. 24 - March 8 

PANORAS ° 62 W. 56 St. 

stable 

Recent Works 

ARCA-RELLI 
Feb. 3 - March 1 

gallery - 924 7th Ave. 

ART NEWS 



AGNEW 
Established 1810 

MISS ELIZA FARREN, the famous actress, afterwards Countess of Derby 

by 

Gilbert Stuart (1755-1828) 

From the collections of Sophia, Countess of Anglesey 
and Alice, Countess of Derby 

There is a celebrated full-length portrait by 

Lawrence of Miss Farren in the Metropolitan Museum, 

Canvas, 26 x 22 inches 

43 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON W.1 
CABLE: RESEMBLE. LONDON 



Hubert Robert Canvas 21” x 251,” “The Park at Ermenonville” 

19 EAST SIXTY-FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK 

Recognized throughout the world 

for Integrity, Leadership and Judgment Sri’ | ; 

NEW YORK - LONDON : PARIS +: BUENOS ATIRES 


